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Foreword
Welcome to the CHINA 2008 Workshop (Concurrency metHods: Issues aNd
Applications). This is a satellite event of the 29th International Conference on
Application and Theory of Petri Nets and Other Models of Concurrency, co-
located with the 8th International Conference on Application of Concurrency to
System Design. It is being held in the ancient capital of China, Xi’an, known
worldwide for being the end point of the Silk Road as well as for its magnificent
Terracotta Army.
Concurrent and distributed systems (software, hardware and middleware)
are increasingly important for a successful functioning of organisations and in-
dividuals. The use of such systems is rapidly growing in many areas of industry,
commerce, sciences, engineering and socio-technical environments. In the com-
ing years, effective formal methods for their design, analysis and verification
will become even more important. Such methods crucially depend on adequate
abstractions especially in a dynamic setting, when one considers issues of be-
haviour, reconfigurations or mobility.
The main objective of the workshop is to be a meeting place, in two ways.
It is intended to be a forum to exchange ideas and experiences with different
methods for the study of concurrent and distributed systems. In addition, it will
also be a meeting place for researchers from China with the participants of the
Petri Nets and ACSD conferences.
CHINA 2008 shares its contributions and invited speakers: Zhenhua Duan
(Xidian University, Xi’an, China), Chuang Lin (Tsinghua University, Beijing,
China), Alex Yakovlev (Newcastle University, Newcastle upon Tyne, UK) and
Wenhui Zhang (Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China), with the previ-
ously planned workshop on Process Mining and Petri net Synthesis as well as
the workshop on Protocol Specification and Verification.
We would like to thank Xidian University, Xi’an, for hosting the workshop.
We would also like to thank the National Natural Science Foundation of China
(under NSFC Grant No. 60433010) and the Institute of Computing Theory and
Technology of Xidian University for providing generous support.
We thank the authors, members of the programme committees, and all the
reviewers for their valuable contributions to the workshop programme. Special
thanks are due to Hendrik Jan Hoogeboom for his help in the final preparation
of the proceedings.
We would like to wish you a very productive and enjoyable workshop.
Jetty Kleijn and Maciej Koutny
Programme Committee Co-Chairs
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A Unified Model Checking Approach with
Projection Temporal Logic?
Zhenhua Duan and Cong Tian
Institute of Computing Theory and Technology, Xidian University,
Xi’an, 710071, P.R. China
Email: {zhhduan,ctian}@mail.xidian.edu.cn
Abstract. This paper presents a unified model checking approach with
Projection Temporal Logic (PTL) based on Normal Form Graphs (NFGs).
To this end, a Modeling, Simulation and Verification Language (MSVL)
is defined based on PTL. Further, normal forms and NFGs for MSVL pro-
grams and Propositional PTL (PPTL) formulas are defined. The finite-
ness for NFGs of MSVL programs are proved in details. Moreover, by
modeling a system with an MSVL program p, and specifying the desirable
property of the system with a PPTL formula φ, whether or not the sys-
tem satisfies the property (whether or not p→ φ is valid) is equivalently
checked by evaluating whether or not ¬(p→ φ) ≡ p∧¬φ is unsatisfiable.
Finally, the satisfiability of a formula in the form of p ∧ ¬φ is checked
by constructing the NFG of p ∧ ¬φ, and then inspecting whether or not
there exist paths in the NFG.
1 Introduction
How to ensure the correctness of a software system is still a grand challenge
for research in computer science. Verification and testing are basic techniques
to validate systems [10, 22, 23] at the present. Model checking is an automatic
verification approach based on model theory. To verify whether or not a system
meets a property, the system is modeled as a finite transition system or automa-
ton M , and the property is specified by a temporal logic formula P . Then a
model checking procedure is employed to check whether or not M |= P . The
advantage of model checking is that the verification can be done automatically.
However, it suffers from the state explosion problem. Also, it is less suitable for
data intensive applications since the treatment of data usually produces infinite
state spaces [7]. Two successful model checking tools are SPIN [6] and SMV [7].
The state explosion problem is typically caused by models growing expo-
nentially in the number of parallel components or data elements of an argument
system. This observation has led to a number of techniques for fighting this prob-
lem. The most rigorous approaches are compositional ones [11, 16–18], trying to
avoid the problem in a divide and conquer fashion. Partial order methods limit
the size of the models representation by suppressing unnecessary inter-leavings,
? This research is supported by the NSFC Grant No.60433010.
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which typically arise as a result of the serialization during the model construction
of concurrent systems [12–15].
The most significant improvement to model checking is made by Symbolic
Model Checking (SMC) [7–9] and Bounded Model Checking (BMC) [19]. In
SMC, sets of states are represented implicitly using boolean functions manipu-
lating efficiently with Reduced Ordered Binary Decision Diagram (ROBDD, or
BDD for short) [20]. As a result, SMC allows a polynomial system representation
but may explode in the course of the model checking process. The process works
roughly as follows [19]: The set of initial states is represented as a BDD. The
model checking procedure then starts an iterative process, where at each step
i, the set of states that can first be reached in i steps from an initial state are
added to the BDD. At each such step, the set of new states is intersected with
the set of states that satisfy the negation of the property. If the resulting set is
non-empty, it means that an error has been detected. This process terminates
when the set of newly added states is empty, telling us the property holds, or
an error is found, showing us a counterexample. The combination of SMC with
BDDs pushed the barrier to systems with 1020 states and more [9]. However,
the bottleneck of SMC methods is the amount of memory that is required for
storing and manipulating BDDs. Although numerous techniques such as decom-
position, abstraction, and various reductions have been proposed through the
years to overcome this problem, full verification of many designs is still beyond
the capacity of BDD based SMC.
The basic idea in BMC is to search for a counterexample in executions whose
length is bounded by some integer k [19]. If no bug is found then we increases
k until either a bug is found, the problem becomes intractable, or some pre-
known upper bound is reached. The BMC problem can be efficiently reduced to a
propositional satisfiability problem, and can therefore be solved by SAT methods
rather than BDDs. Experiments have shown that it can solve many systems that
cannot be solved by BDD-based techniques. However, BMC does not solve the
complexity problem of model checking since it still relies on an exponential
procedure and hence is limited in its capacity. BMC also has disadvantage of
not being able to prove the absence of errors.
In this article, we present a unified model checking approach with Projection
Temporal Logic (PTL) based on Normal Form Graphs (NFGs) [4]. With this
method, a system is first modeled as P using a modeling, simulation and verifi-
cation language called MSVL which is a subset of PTL [2, 24] and an extension of
Framed Tempura [5]. Thus, P is a non-deterministic program of MSVL and also
a formula of PTL. Second, a property of the system is specified by a formula φ of
Propositional PTL (PPTL) [2, 4]. To check whether or not P satisfies φ amounts
to proving |= P → φ. It turns out equivalently to prove 6|= P ∧ ¬φ. Thus, we
translate the model checking problem into a satisfiability problem in PPTL since
finite state programs in MSVL are equivalent to PPTL formulas (see Appendix
C). As a result, we have proved that PPTL is decidable and given a decision
procedure in [4]. With this procedure, a PPTL formula is satisfiable if and only
if there is a valid path in its NFG. Therefore, the problem checking whether or
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not P satisfies φ is eventually translated to the problem checking whether or not
the NFG of P ∧¬φ contains a valid finite or infinite path. If not, the property is
verified otherwise a valid path of the NFG determines a counterexample. Based
on the above analysis, a model checking algorithm can be given as follows: (1)
modeling the system as program P in SMVL and specifying the property of the
system as a PPTL formula φ; (2) constructing the NFG of P ∧¬φ; (3) checking
the NFG to find out a counterexample if the NFG contains valid paths other-
wise output ’satisfied’ message. However, a further analysis tells us that a more
effective recursive algorithm can be given since we can transform P and ¬φ into
their normal forms separately and the conjunction of P and ¬φ can be reduced
to the form in Pe ∧φe ∧ ε∨©(P ′ ∧¬φ′). Thus, the NFG of the original formula
P ∧ ¬φ can recursively be constructed.
Our method has some apparent advantages. For instance, (1) the model and
property of a system are written in the same logic; (2) the model checking algo-
rithm is really to construct the NFG of a PPTL formula; during the construction,
when a valid finite or infinite path has constructed the algorithm immediately
stops since we do not need to construct the whole NFG of the formula if we do
not expect to have all counterexamples; (3) the existing SAT procedure can be
reused to check the satisfaction of the state formulas in the present components
of a normal form; (4) the expressiveness of PPTL is more powerful than Proposi-
tional Linear TL (PLTL) since we have proved that the expressiveness of PPTL
is equivalent to the full regular expression [21] but that of PLTL equals star
free regular expression [25, 26]. However, in the worst case, our model checking
approach does not solve the complexity problem of model checking since it still
relies on an exponential procedure and hence is limited in its capacity.
This paper is organized as follows. In the following section, the syntax, se-
mantics and some logic laws of PTL are presented. In Section 3, the language
SMVL is defined, the normal form and NFG of MSVL are defined, and finiteness
for NFGs of MSVL is proved. Correspondingly, as a property specification lan-
guage, syntax, normal form and NFGs of PPTL formulas are briefly introduced
in Section 4. In Section 5, the unified model checking approach with PTL based
NFGs is presented. And an example is given to show how the model checking al-
gorithm and the developed supporting tools work. Finally, conclusions are drawn
in Section 6.
2 Projection Temporal Logic
Our underlying logic is Projection Temporal Logic, it is an extension of Interval
Temporal Logic (ITL) [3]. Let Π be a countable set of propositions, and V
be a countable set of typed static and dynamic variables. B = {true, false}
represents the boolean domain and D denotes all the data we need. The terms
e and formulas p of the logic are given by the following grammar:
e ::= υ | ©e | -©e | beg(e) | end(e) | f(e1, ..., en)
p ::= pi | e1 = e2 | P (e1, ..., en) | ¬p | p1 ∧ p2 | ∃x : p | ©p | (p1, ..., pm)prj p | p+
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where pi ∈ Π is a proposition, and υ a dynamic variable or a static variable.
In f(e1, . . . , en) and P (e1, . . . , en), f is a function and P is a predicate. It is
assumed that the types of the terms are compatible with those of the arguments
of f and P . A formula (term) is called a state formula (term) if it does not
contain any temporal operators (i.e. ©, -©, beg(.), end(.) and prj ); otherwise
it is a temporal formula (term).
A state s is a pair of assignments (Iv, Ip) where for each variable v ∈ V
defines s[v] = Iv[v], and for each proposition pi ∈ Π defines s[pi] = Ip[pi]. Iv[v] is
a value in D or nil (undefined), whereas Ip[pi] ∈ B. An interval σ = 〈s0, s1, . . . 〉
is a non-empty (possibly infinite) sequence of states. The length of σ, denoted
by |σ|, is defined as ω if σ is infinite; otherwise it is the number of states in σ
minus one. To have a uniform notation for both finite and infinite intervals, we
will use extended integers as indices. That is, we consider the set N0 of non-
negative integers and ω, Nω = N0 ∪ {ω}, and extend the comparison operators,
=, <,≤, to Nω by considering ω = ω, and for all i ∈ N0, i < ω. Moreover,
we define ¹ as ≤ −{(ω, ω)}. To define the semantics of the projection operator
we need an auxiliary operator for intervals. Let σ = 〈s0, s1, . . . 〉 be an interval
and r1, . . . , rh be integers (h ≥ 1) such that 0 ≤ r1 ≤ r2 ≤ . . . ≤ rh ≤ |σ|.
The projection of σ onto r1, . . . , rh is the interval (called projected interval),
σ ↓ (r1, . . . , rh) = 〈st1 , st2 , . . . , stl〉, where t1, . . . , tl is obtained from r1, . . . , rh
by deleting all duplicates. For example,
〈s0, s1, s2, s3, s4〉 ↓ (0, 0, 2, 2, 2, 3) = 〈s0, s2, s3〉
An interpretation for a PTL term or formula is a tuple I = (σ, i, k, j), where
σ = 〈s0, s1, . . . 〉 is an interval, i and k are non-negative integers, and j is an
integer or ω, such that i ≤ k ≤ j ≤ |σ|. We use (σ, i, k, j) to mean that a term
or formula is interpreted over a subinterval σ(i..j) with the current state being
sk. For every term e, the evaluation of e relative to interpretation I = (σ, i, k, j)
is defined as I[e], by induction on the structure of a term, where v is a variable
and e1, . . . , em are terms.
I[υ] = sk[υ] = Ikv [υ] = Iiv[υ] if υ is a variable.
I[f(e1, . . . , em)] =
{
f(I[e1], . . . , I[em]), if I[eh] 6= nil for all h
nil, otherwise
I[©e] =
{
(σ, i, k + 1, j)[e], if k < j
nil, otherwise
I[ -©e] =
{
(σ, i, k − 1, j)[e], if i < k
nil, otherwise
I[beg(e)] = (σ, i, i, j)[e]
I[end(e)] =
{
(σ, i, j, j)[e], if j 6= ω
nil, otherwise
The satisfaction relation for formulas |= is inductively defined as follows.
1. I |= pi if sk[pi] = Ikp [pi] = true.
2. I |= P (e1, . . . , em) if P (I[e1], . . . , I[em]) = true and I[eh] 6= nil, for all h.
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3. I |= e = e′ if I[e] = I[e′].
4. I |= ¬p if I 6|= p.
5. I |= p ∧ q if I |= p and I |= q.
6. I |=©p if k < j and (σ, i, k + 1, j) |= p.
7. I |= -©p if i < k and (σ, i, k − 1, j) |= p.
8. I |= ∃x : p if for some interval σ′ which has the same length as σ, (σ′, i, k, j) |=
p and the only difference between σ and σ′ can be in the values assigned to
variable x.
9. I |= (p1, . . . , pm) prj q if there exist integers k = r0 ≤ r1 ≤ . . . ≤ rm ¹ j
such that (σ, i, r0, r1) |= p1, (σ, rl−1, rl−1, rl) |= pl (for 1 < l ≤ m), and
(σ′, 0, 0, |σ′|) |= q for one of the following σ′:
(a) rm < j and σ′ =σ ↓ (r0, . . . , rm)·σ(rm+1..j)
(b) rm = j and σ′ =σ ↓ (r0, . . . , rh) for some 0 ≤ h ≤ m.
10. I |= p+ if there are k = r0 ≤ r1 ≤ ... ≤ rn−1 ¹ rn = j (n ≥ 1) such that
(σ, i, r0, r1) |= p and (σ, rl−1, rl−1, rl) |= p for all 1 < l ≤ n.
A formula p is satisfied by an interval σ, denoted by σ |= p, if (σ, 0, 0, |σ|) |=
p; A formula p is satisfiable if σ |= p for some σ. A formula p is valid, denoted
by |= p, if σ |= p for all σ. A formula p is lec-formula if (σ, k, k, j) |= p ⇔
(σ, i, k, j) |= p for any interpretation (σ, i, k, j).
The abbreviations true, false, ∧, → and ↔ are defined as usual. In particu-
lar, true def= P ∨¬P and false def= P ∧¬P for any formula P . Also we have the
following derived formulas:
empty
def= ¬© true more def= ¬empty
len(0) def= empty len(n) def= ©len(n− 1), n ≥ 1
skip
def= len(1)
⊙
P
def= empty ∨©P
P ; Q def= (P, Q) prj empty 3P def= true ; P
2P
def= ¬3¬P p∗ def= empty ∨ p+
Some useful logic laws of PTL can be found in Appendix A and their proofs
can be found in [4, 5].
3 Modeling Simulation and Verification Language
The Language MSVL is a subset of Projection Temporal Logic with framing
technique, and an extension of Framed Tempura [5]. It can be be used for the
purpose of modeling, simulation and verification of software and hardware sys-
tems.
3.1 Framing
Framing is concerned with the persistence of the values of variables from one
state to another. Intuitively, the framing operation on variable x, denoted by
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frame(x), means that variable x always keeps its old value over an interval if
no assignment to x is encountered. For the definition of frame operator, a new
assignment called a positive immediate assignment is defined as
x⇐ e def= x = e ∧ px
where px is an atomic proposition associated with state (dynamic) variable x,
and notice that px cannot be used for other purpose. To identify an occurrence
of an assignment to a variable, say x, we make use of a flag called the assignment
flag, denoted by a predicate af(x); it is true whenever an assignment of a value
to x is encountered, and false otherwise. The definition of the assignment flag
is af(x) def= px, for every variable x. There are state framing (lbf) and interval
framing (frame) operators. Intuitively, when a variable is framed at a state,
its value remains unchanged if no assignment is encountered at that state. A
variable is framed over an interval if it is framed at every state over the interval.
lbf(x) def= ¬af(x)→ ∃b : ( -©x = b ∧ x = b)
frame(x) def= 2(more→©lbf(x))
where b is a static variable.
3.2 The MSVL Language
The arithmetic expression e and boolean expression b of MSVL are inductively
defined as follows:
e ::= n | x | ©x | -©x | e0 op e1(op ::= + | − | ∗ | \ | mod)
b ::= true | false | e0 = e1 | e0 < e1 | ¬b | b0 ∧ b1
where n is an integer and x is a variable. The elementary statements in MSVL
are defined as follows.
Termination: empty
Assignment: x = e
P-I-Assignment: x⇐ e
State Frame: lbf(x)
Interval Frame: frame(x)
Conjunction: p ∧ q
Selection: p ∨ q
Next: ©p
Always: 2p
Conditional: if b then p else q def= (b→ p) ∧ (¬b→ q)
Exists: ∃x : p
Projection: (p1, . . . , pm) prj p
Sequence: p ; q
While: while b do p def= (p ∧ b)∗ ∧2(empty → ¬b)
Parallel: p ‖ q def= (p ∧ (q; true)) ∨ (q ∧ (p; true))
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Await: await(b) def= (frame(x1) ∧ ... ∧ frame(xh)) ∧2(empty ↔ b)
where xi ∈ Vb = {x | x appears in b}
where x denotes a variable, e stands for an arbitrary arithmetic expression, b a
boolean expression, and p1, . . . , pm, p and q stand for programs of MSVL. The
assignment x = e, positive immediate assignment x ⇐ e, empty, lbf(x), and
frame(x) are basic statements and the others are composite ones.
The assignment x = e means that the value of variable x is equal to the value
of expression e. Positive immediate assignment x ⇐ e indicates that the value
of x is equal to the value of e and the assignment flag for variable x, px, is true.
Statements of if b then p else q and while b do p are the same as that in the
conventional imperative languages. The next statement ©p means that p holds
at the next state while 2p means that p holds at all the states over the whole
interval from now. p∧ q means that p and q are executed concurrently and share
all the variables during the mutual execution. p ∨ q means p or q are executed.
empty is the termination statement meaning that the current state is the final
state of the interval over which the program is executed. The sequence statement
p; q means that p is executed from the current state to its termination while q
will hold at the final state of p and be executed from that state. The existential
quantification ∃x : p intends to hide the variable x within the process p. lbx(x)
means the value of x in the current state equals to value of x in the previous
state if no assignment to x occurs, while frame(x) indicates that the value of
variable x always keeps its old value over an interval if no assignment to x is
encountered. Different from the conjunction statement, the parallel statement
allows both the processes to specify their own intervals. e.g., len(2)‖len(3) holds
but len(2) ∧ len(3) is obviously false. Projection can be thought of as a special
parallel computation which is executed on different time scales. The projection
(p1, . . . , pm) prj q means that q is executed in parallel with p1, . . . , pm over an
interval obtained by taking the endpoints of the intervals over which the p′is are
executed. In particular, the sequence of p′is and q may terminate at different
time points. Finally, await b does not change any variable, but waits until the
condition b becomes true, at which point it terminates.
Further, the following derived statements are useful in practice.
Multiple Selection: ORnk=1
def= p1 ∨ p2 ∨ ... ∨ pn
Conditional: if b do p def= if b do p else empty
When: when b do p def= await(b); p
Guarded Command: b1 → p12...2bn → pn def= ORnk=1(when bk do pk)
Repeat: repeat p until c def= p;while ¬c do p
Moreover, to make the programs more concise, the following constructs are
also derived.
fin(p) def= 2(empty → p)
halt(p) def= 2(empty ↔ p)
keep(p) def= 2(¬empty → p)
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skip
def= ©empty
x©= e def= ©(x = e)
x := e def= skip ∧ x© = e
x©=∗ e def= ∃a : (a = e ∧©(x⇐ a))
where a is a static variable, e an expression, n a natural number and p a program.
len(n) can also be defined in the same way as in the logic. Some useful laws on
programs can be found in Appendix B and their proofs can be found in [5].
3.3 Normal Forms and NFGs of MSVL
Definition 1 A program q in MSVL is in normal form if
q
def=
l∨
i=1
qei ∧ empty ∨
t∨
j=1
qcj ∧©qfj
where 0 ≤ l ≤ 1, t > 0, and l + t ≥ 1. For 1 ≤ j ≤ t, qfj is a general MSVS
program; whereas qei (i = 1) and qcj (1 ≤ j ≤ t) are true or all are state formulas
of the form:
(x1 = e1) ∧ ... ∧ (xl = el) ∧ ˙px1 ∧ ... ∧ ˙pxl
where ek ∈ D(1 ≤ k ≤ l). 2
Theorem 1 Any MSVS program q can be rewritten into its normal form.
Proof: The proof for transforming the most of statements in MSVL into normal
form can be found in [2, 5]. The other statements of MSVL can be transformed
in a similar way. 2
Modeling a system with an MSVL program (formula in PTL) p, according to
the normal form, we can construct a graph, namely normal form graph (NFG),
which explicitly illustrates the state space of the system. Actually, the NFG also
presents the models satisfying formula p [4]. For an MSVL program p, the NFG
of p is a directed graph, G = (CL(p), EL(p)), where CL(p) denotes the set of
nodes and EL(p) denotes the set of edges in the graph. In CL(p), each node is
specified by a program in MSVL, while in EL(p), each edge is a directed arc
labeled with a state formula pe from node q to node r and identified by a triple,
(q, pe, r). CL(p) and EL(p) of G can be inductively defined as in Definition 2.
Definition 2 For a program p, the set CL(p) of nodes and the set EL(p) of
edges connecting nodes in CL(p) are inductively defined as follows:
1. p ∈ CL(p);
2. For all q ∈ CL(p) \ {ε, false}, if q ≡
l∨
i=1
qei ∧ empty ∨
t∨
j=1
qcj ∧©qfj , then
ε ∈ CL(p), (q, qei, ε) ∈ EL(p) for each i; qfj ∈ CL(p), (q, qcj , qfj) ∈ EL(p)
for all j;
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The NFG of formula p is the directed graph G = (CL(p), EL(p)). 2
Definition 2 implies an algorithm for constructing NFGs of MSVL programs.
In the NFG of a program p generated by Definition 2, the set CL(p) of nodes
and the set EL(p) of edges are inductively produced by repeatedly rewriting the
new created nodes into their normal forms. So one question we have to answer is
whether or not the rewriting process terminates. Fortunately, we can prove that,
for any MSVL program p, the number of nodes in CL(p) is finite. An outline of
the proof is given in Appendix C.
To precisely characterize the models satisfying the program (formula), that
is, the behaviors of the system, a finite label F needs further to be added in the
NFG as analyzed in [4].
Example 1 NFG of MSVL program frame(x) ∧ (x = 2 ∨ x = 3) ∧ if (x =
2) then len(2) else len(3) can be constructed as shown in Fig.1. 2
frame(x) ∧ (x = 2 ∨ x = 3) ∧ if (x = 2) then len(2) else len(3)
x = 2
x = 2
x = 3
x = 3
x = 3
ε
frame(x) ∧ len(2)
frame(x) ∧ len(1)
frame(x) ∧ len(1)
Fig. 1. NFG of MSVL program frame(x) ∧ (x = 2 ∨ x = 3) ∧ if (x =
2) then len(2) else len(3)
4 Property Specification Language
Propositional PTL (PPTL) is employed as the property specification language
in our model checking approach.
4.1 Propositional Projection Temporal Logic
Let Prop be a countable set of atomic propositions. The formula p of PPTL is
given by the following grammar:
p ::= pi | © p | ¬p | p1 ∨ p2 | (p1 , ..., pm) prj p
where pi ∈ Prop, p1 , ..., pm are all well-formed PPTL formulas. A formula is
called a state formula if it contains no temporal operators.
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Following the definition of Kripke structure [1], we define a state s over Prop
to be a mapping from Prop to B = {true, false}, s : Prop −→ B. We will
use s[pi] to denote the valuation of pi at state s. Intervals, interpretation and
satisfaction relation can be defined in the same way as in the first order case.
4.2 Normal Form and NFGs of PPTL formulas
Definition 3 A PPTL formula q is in normal form if
q
def=
l∨
i=1
qei ∧ empty ∨
t∨
j=1
qcj ∧©qfj
where 0 ≤ l ≤ 1, t > 0, and l + t ≥ 1, qei (i = 1) and qcj (1 ≤ j ≤ t) are true or
state formulas of the form:
pi1 ∧ ... ∧ ˙pim
where each pik ∈ Prop (1 ≤ k ≤ m) and pik denotes pik or ¬pik. Each qfj is a
general PPTL formula. 2
Definition 4 In a normal form, if
t∨
j=1
qcj ≡ true and
∨
i 6=j
(qci ∧ qcj) ≡ false,
then this normal form is called a complete normal form. 2
The complete normal form plays an important role in transforming the nega-
tion of a PPTL formula into its normal form. For example, if q has been written
to its complete normal form:
q
def=
l∨
i=1
qei ∧ empty ∨
t∨
j=1
qcj ∧©qfj
then we have,
¬q def=
l∨
i=1
¬qei ∧ empty ∨
t∨
j=1
qcj ∧©¬qfj
Theorem 2 Any PPTL formula q can be rewritten into its normal form.
Proof: The proof can be found in [4]. 2
A property of a system can be specified by a PPTL formula p. According to the
normal form, we can also construct the NFG of p, which explicitly illustrates the
models of the formula. The definition for NFGs of PPTL formulas is the same
as one defined for MSVL programs.
Theorem 3 For any PPTL formula p, CL(p), the set of nodes in the NFG of p
is finite.
Proof: The proof of the theorem can be found in [4]. 2
To precisely characterize the models of PPTL formulas, finite labels F are added
in the NFGs to confine the finitely often occurrences of some nodes in paths of
an NFG as analyzed in [4].
Example 2 NFG of formula ¬(true;¬© q) ∨ p ∧©q is shown in Fig.2. 2
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v0 : ¬(true;¬© q) ∨ p ∧©q
v1 : q ∧ ¬(true;¬© q)
v2 : q
v3 : true
v0
v1 v2
v3
v4
true
q
p
qq
true
true v4 : ε
Fig. 2. NFG of formula ¬(true;¬© q) ∨ p ∧©q
5 Model Checking Approach with PTL Based on NFGs
5.1 Basic Approach
Modeling the system to be verified with an MSVL program p, and specifying
the desirable property of the system by a PPTL formula φ, to check whether or
not the system satisfies the property, we need to prove the validation of
p→ φ
If p → φ valid, the system satisfies the property, otherwise the system violates
the property. Equivalently, we can check the satisfiability of
¬(p→ φ) ≡ p ∧ ¬φ
If p∧¬φ is unsatisfiable (p→ φ is valid), the system satisfies the property, other-
wise, the system fails to satisfy the property, and for each σ |= p∧¬φ, σ indicates
a counterexample that the system violates the property. Accordingly, our model
checking approach can be translated to the satisfiability of PTL formulas of the
form p ∧ ¬φ, where p is an MSVL program and φ is a formula in PPTL. Since
both model p and property φ are formulas in PTL, we call this model checking
a unified approach.
To check the satisfiability of PTL formula p ∧ ¬φ, we construct the NFG of
p ∧ ¬φ. As depicted in Fig.3, initially, we create the root node p ∧ ¬φ, then we
rewrite p and ¬φ into their normal forms respectively. By computing the con-
junction of normal forms of p and ¬φ, new nodes ε and pfj ∧ ¬φfs, and edges
(p∧¬φ, pei∧¬φck, ε) from node p∧¬φ to ε, (p∧¬φ, pcj ∧¬φcs, pfj ∧¬φfs) from
p∧¬φ to pfj∧¬φfs are created. Further, by dealing with each new created nodes
pfj∧¬φfs using the same methods as the root nodes p∧¬φ repeatedly, the NFG
of p ∧ ¬φ can be produced. Thus, it is apparent that each node in the NFG of
p∧¬φ is in the form of p′∧¬φ′, where p′ and φ′ are nodes in the NFGs of p and
¬φ respectively. Therefore, a recursive algorithm can be formalized in Pseudo
code as shown in algorithm NFG . In the algorithm, another function Nf(p) is
called to produce the normal form of a PPTL formula or an MSVL program p.
This function can be found in [4]. For the complexity of the algorithm, roughly
speaking, if |cl(p)| = n and |cl(¬φ)| = m, at most, |cl(p ∧ ¬φ)| = n×m.
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p ∧ ¬φ
ε pfj ∧ ¬φfs
∨l
k=1 ¬φek ∧ empty ∨
∨t
s=1 ¬φcs ∧©¬φfs
∨l
i=1
∨l
k=1 pei ∧ ¬φek ∧ empty ∨
∨t
j=1
∨t
s=1 ¬φcs ∧ pcj ∧©(pfj ∧ ¬φfs)
∨l
i=1 pei ∧ empty ∨
∨t
j=1 pcj ∧©pfj
p ¬φ
(p ∧ ¬φ, pcj ∧ ¬φcs, pfj ∧ ¬φfs) (p ∧ ¬φ, pei ∧ ¬φck, ε)
Root node
node nodeedge edge
Fig. 3. Constructing NFG of p ∧ ¬φ
Function NFG(p ∧ ¬φ)
/* precondition: p is a program in MSVL, ¬φ is a formula in PPTL*/
/* postcondition: NFG(p ∧ ¬φ) computes NFG of p ∧ ¬φ, G = (CL(p ∧ ¬φ),EL(p ∧ ¬φ))*/
begin function
CL(p ∧ ¬φ) = {p ∧ ¬φ}; EL(p ∧ ¬φ) = ∅; mark [p ∧ ¬φ] = 0; AddE = AddN = 0;
while there exists r ∧ ¬ϕ ∈ CL(p ∧ ¬φ) \ {ε}, and mark [r ∧ ¬ϕ] ==0
do mark [r ∧ ¬ϕ] =1; /*marking r ∧ ¬ϕ is decomposed*/
Q =Nf(r)∧Nf(¬ϕ);
case
Q is
h∨
j=1
t∨
i=1
rej ∧ ¬ϕei ∧ empty: AddE=1; /*first part of NF needs added*/
Q is
t∨
k=1
n∨
l=1
rck ∧ ¬ϕcl ∧©(rfk ∧ ¬ϕfl) : AddN=1; /*second part of NF needs added*/
Q is
h∨
j=1
t∨
i=1
rej ∧ ¬ϕei ∧ empty∨
t∨
k=1
n∨
l=1
rck ∧ ¬ϕcl ∧©(rfk ∧ ¬ϕfl): AddE=AddN=1;
/*both parts of NF needs added*/
end case
if AddE == 1 then /*add first part of NF*/
CL(p ∧ ¬φ) = CL(p ∧ ¬φ) ∪ {ε};
EL(p ∧ ¬φ) = EL(p ∧ ¬φ) ∪
h⋃
j=1
t⋃
i=1
{(r ∧ ¬ϕ, rej ∧ ¬ϕei, ε)};
AddE=0;
if AddN == 1 then /*add second part of NF*/
for each rfk ∧ ¬ϕfl if rfk ∧ ¬ϕfl 6∈ CL(p ∧ ¬φ)
mark [rfk ∧ ¬ϕfl ]=0; /*rfk ∧ ¬ϕfl needs decomposed*/
CL(p ∧ ¬φ) = CL(p ∧ ¬φ) ∪
t⋃
k=1
n⋃
l=1
{rfk ∧ ¬ϕfl};
EL(p ∧ ¬φ) = EL(p ∧ ¬φ) ∪
t⋃
k=1
n⋃
l=1
{(r ∧ ¬ϕ, rck ∧ ¬ϕcl, rfk ∧ ¬ϕfl)};
AddN=0;
end while
return G;
end function
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Further, for any node in the NFG of p ∧ ¬φ, finite label F is added in node
p′ ∧ ¬φ′ where if in the NFG of p, p′ is labeled with F , or in the NFG of
¬φ, ¬φ′ is labeled with F . In the NFG of formula q ≡ p ∧ ¬φ, a finite path,
Π = 〈q, qe, q1, q1e, ..., ε〉, is an alternate sequence of nodes and edges from the root
to ε node, while an infinite path, Π = 〈q, qe, q1, q1e, ...〉, is an infinite alternate
sequence of nodes and edges emanating from the root, where F occurs only
finitely often. Similar to the proof in [4], it can be proved that, the paths in the
NFG of q precisely characterize models of q. Thus, if there exist paths in the
LNFG of q, q is satisfiable, otherwise unsatisfiable.
5.2 Model Checker
Recently, we have developed a model checking prototype based on our model
checking algorithm. Generally, the prototype can work in three modes: modeling,
simulation and verification. In the simulation mode, a possible shortest execution
path of the system is output according to minimal model semantics of MSVL
[5]. In the modeling mode, given the MSVL code of a system, state space of the
system will be implicitly shown as an NFG. Under the verification mode, given
the MSVL code of a system, and a property specified with a PPTL formula, it
will automatically check whether the system satisfies the property or not, and
the counterexample will be given if the system cannot satisfy the property.
5.3 Example
As an example, consider the mutual exclusion problem of two processes compet-
ing for a shared resource analyzed in [19]. Pseudo code for this example can be
found in Fig.4. We assume that the processes are executed on a single computing
Fig. 4. Pseudo code for two processes A and B competing for a shared resource
unit in an interleaving manner. The wait statement puts a process into sleep.
When all processes are asleep the scheduler tries to find a waiting condition
which holds and reactivates the corresponding process. If all the waiting condi-
tions are false the system stalls. This mutual exclusion problem can be coded in
MSVL as follows. Notice that the underlined code can be ignored with this part
since it is for the purpose of making a counterexample later on.
frame(Apc, Bpc, Ars, Brs) and
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(Apc=0 and Ars=0 and Bpc=0 and Brs=0 and skip;
while(true){
(await(Bpc=0);
Apc=1 and Ars=1 and skip;
Apc=0 and Ars=0 and skip or
(Bpc=1 and Brs=1 and skip; Bpc=0 and Brs=0 and skip;
Apc=0 and Ars=0 and skip)) )
or
(await(Apc=0);
Bpc=1 and Brs=1 and skip;
Bpc=0 and Brs=0 and skip) }).
where Ars=1 (Brs=1 ) means processes A (B) is in the shared resource, while
Ars=0 (Brs=0 ) means processes A (B) has released the shared resource. Under
the modeling mode of MSVL, the state space of the mutual exclusion problem
can be created and presented as an NFG as shown in Fig.5. In the NFG, edge
Fig. 5. NFG of the mutual exclusion problem
0 indicates that neither process A nor B is in the shared resource; edge 1 (from
1 to 2) indicates that process A is in the shared resource and B is not; edge 2
(from 2 to 1) indicates that both process A and B are in the shared resource;
edge 4 (from 1 to 3) indicates that process B is in the shared resource and A is
not; edge 5 (from 3 to 1) indicates that neither process A nor B is in the shared
resource.
Clearly, the mutual exclusion problem has a property “processes A and B
will never be in the shared resource in the same time”, that is, Ars and Brs
will never be assigned with 1 at the same time. By employing propositions p and
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q to denote Ars = 1 and Brs = 1 respectively, this property can be specified
by 2(¬(p ∧ q)) in PPTL. Under the verification mode of MSVL, we add the
following code
</define p:Ars=1; define q:Brs=1; !always(!(p and q))/>
in the beginning of the MSVL code for the mutual exclusion problem, then run
the code with model checker, and obtain the resulting NFG as shown in Fig.6
where node 2 (in red) labeled with F . Obviously, there exist no paths (finite or
Fig. 6. Verification result
infinite) in the NFG. Thus, the model can satisfy the property.
Suppose that, when A is in the shared resource, B is possible in the shared
resource. To model it, we add the code with underline to the previous MSVL
code of the system. Now we check whether or not the system satisfies 2(¬(p∧q)),
and the resulting NFG is output as shown in Fig.7, where node 1 is labeled with
F . Obviously, there exist infinite paths where node 2 and node 3 appear infinitely
often. Thus, the property cannot be satisfied.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a unified model checking approach with PTL based
on NFGs. A model checker has also been developed to support the proposed
method. This approach has an apparent advantage: model p and property φ of
a system are both described in the same logic framework PTL. This enables us
to translate the problem checking whether or not p satisfies φ to the problem
checking the satisfiability of p ∧ ¬φ. In turn, this can be done by constructing
the NFG of p∧¬φ and checking whether or not there exist any finite or infinite
paths in the NFG. As you can see, NFG is a finite graph based structure. So we
can use graph theory to manipulate NFGs. Further, an NFG can be equivalently
transformed to a Bu¨chi automaton [21]. Hence, automata theory can also be used
to manipulate NFGs. However, our approach, in worst case, does not reduce the
complexity of the model checking problems although in many cases it works well
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Fig. 7. Verification result
since we do not need to produce a whole NFG but just a finite or infinite path
as a counterexample.
To combat the space explosion problem, we will further investigate the possi-
bility of combinations of SMC or BMC techniques with our approach. In partic-
ular, BMC is a SAT based approach for searching a counterexample in a given
integer k steps. With this approach, the model M in the Kripke structure and
property φ in a PLTL formula of a system are translated to a propositional clas-
sic logic formula f . To check whether or not M |= φ is equivalently to check the
satisfiability of f . Thus, the SAT procedure can be used to solve the problem.
This idea can be used in our approach. However, we do not need to translate
the formulas into a classic propositional logic framework rather in their normal
forms and use SAT procedures in a stepwise way. This research is a challenge to
us in the near future. Also, the current version of the model checker is merely a
prototype and lots of efforts are needed to improve it. In addition, to examine
our method, several case studies with larger examples are also required.
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Appendix A: Logic Laws of PTL
The following are some useful logic laws of PTL.
L1 2(P ∧Q) ≡ 2P ∧2Q
L2 3(P ∨Q) ≡ 3P ∨3Q
L3 ©(P ∨Q) ≡ ©P ∨©Q
L4 ©(P ∧Q) ≡ ©P ∧©Q
L5 R; (P ∨Q) ≡ (R;P ) ∨ (R;Q)
L6 (P ∨Q);R ≡ (P ;R) ∨ (Q;R)
L7 3P ≡ P ∨©3P
L8 2P ≡ P ∧
⊙
2P
L9 more ∧ ¬© P ≡ more ∧©¬P
L10 ¬
⊙
P ≡ ©¬P
L11 ©(∃x : p) ≡ ∃x :©p
L12 ©P ;Q ≡ ©(P ;Q)
L13 w ∧ (P ;Q) ≡ (w ∧ P ) ;Q
L14 p
+ ≡ p ∨ (p; p+)
L15 Q prj empty ≡ Q
L16 empty prj Q ≡ Q
L17 (P1, ...Pm) prj empty ≡ P1; ...;Pm
L18 (P, empty) prj Q ≡ (P ∧3empty) prj Q
L19 (P1, ..., Pt, w ∧ empty, Pt+1, ..., Pm) prj Q ≡ (P1, ..., Pt, w ∧ Pt+1, ...,
Pm)prjQ
L20 (P1, ..., (Pi ∨ P ′i ), ..., Pm) prj Q ≡ ((P1, ..., Pi, ..., Pm) prj Q) ∨ ((P1, ...,
P ′i , ..., Pm) prj Q)
L21 (P1, ..., Pm) prj (P ∨Q) ≡ ((P1, ..., Pm) prj P ) ∨ ((P1, ..., Pm) prj Q)
L22 (P1, ..., Pm) prj ©Q ≡ (P1 ∧more; (P2, ..., Pm) prj Q) ∨ (P1 ∧ empty;
(P2, ..., Pm) prj ©Q)
L23 (©P1, ..., Pm) prj ©Q ≡ ©(P1 ; (P2, ..., Pm) prj Q)
L24 (w ∧ P1, ..., Pm) prj Q ≡ w ∧ ((P1, ..., Pm) prj Q)
L25 (P1, ..., Pm) prj (w ∧Q) ≡ w ∧ ((P1, ..., Pm) prj Q)
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L26 while b do p ≡ if b then (p;while b do p) else empty
L27 while b do p ≡ if b then (p ∧more;while b do p) else empty
L28 while b do p ≡ ((¬b ∧ empty) ∨ (b ∧ p ∧more;while b do p))∨
b ∧ p ∧2more
L29 while b do p ≡ ((¬b ∧ empty) ∨ (b ∧ p;while b do p)) ∨ b ∧ p ∧2more
L30 frame(x) ≡ frame(x)||frame(x) ≡ frame(x); frame(x) ≡
frame(x) ∧ frame(x)
L31 frame(x) ∧more ≡ ©(lbf(x) ∧ frame(x))
L32 frame(x) ∧ empty ≡ empty
L33 frame(x) ∧ (p ∨ q) ≡ frame(x) ∧ p ∨ frame(x) ∧ q
L34 frame(x) ∧ (p; q) ≡ frame(x) ∧ p; frame(x) ∧ q
L35 frame(x) ∧ (p||q) ≡ frame(x) ∧ p||frame(x) ∧ q
Appendix C: Finiteness of NFGs of MSVL programs
Let D = {d1, ..., dn} be a finite set of data, V = {x1, ..., xm} a finite set of vari-
ables, and Prop a countable set of atomic propositions. To prove the finiteness
of NFGs of MSVL programs, we first prove that, for any MSVL program, it can
be equivalently expressed by a PPTL formula.
Theorem 4 Any program p in MSVL can be equivalently expressed by a for-
mula Φ(p) in PPTL.
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on structures of programs in MSVL.
First of all, we assume that any boolean expression b can be evaluated to a
boolean value true or false, and an arithmetic expression e can be evaluated to a
value dk ∈ D. Therefore, a boolean expression b can be thought of as an atomic
proposition pb ∈ Prop. Further,
1. For empty, Φ(empty) def= empty;
2. For xi = e, we define xi = dj
def= pji ∈ Prop, where xi ∈ V and dj ∈ D. Thus,
Φ(xi = e)
def= pki if e = dk ∈ D otherwise false
3. For xi ⇐ e, by the definition, xi ⇐ e ≡ xi = e ∧ pxi ,
Φ(xi ⇐ e) def= Φ(xi = e) ∧ pxi
4. For lbf(xi), by the definition, lbf(xi) ≡ ¬pxi → ∃dn ∈ D : ( -©xi = dn ∧ xi =
dn), we have,
Φ(lbf(xi))
def= ¬pxi → pni
5. For frame(xi), by the definition, frame(xi) ≡ 2(more → ©lbf(xi)), we
have,
Φ(frame(xi))
def= 2(more→©Φ(lbf(xi)))
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6. For p ∧ q, Φ(p ∧ q) def= Φ(p) ∧ Φ(q);
7. For p ∨ q, Φ(p ∨ q) def= Φ(p) ∨ Φ(q);
8. For ©p, Φ(©p) def= © Φ(p);
9. For 2p, Φ(2p) def= 2Φ(p);
10. For p; q, Φ(p; q) def= Φ(p);Φ(q);
11. For if b then p else q, by the definition, if b then p else q ≡ b ∧ p ∨ ¬b ∧ q,
we have,
Φ(if b then p else q) def= pb ∧ Φ(p) ∨ ¬pb ∧ Φ(q)
12. For (p1, ..., pm)prj q, Φ((p1, ..., pm)prj q)
def= (Φ(p1), ..., Φ(pm))prj Φ(q);
13. For while b do p, by the definition, while b do p ≡ (p∧b)∗∧2(empty → ¬b),
we have,
Φ(while b do p) def= (Φ(p) ∧ Pb)∗ ∧2(empty → ¬pb)
14. For p||q, by the definition, p||q ≡ p ∧ (q; true) ∨ q ∧ (p; true), we have,
Φ(p||q) def= Φ(p) ∧ (Φ(q); true) ∨ Φ(q) ∧ (Φ(p); true)
15. For await(b), by the definition, await(b) ≡ (frame(x1)∧ ...∧ frame(xh))∧
2(empty ↔ b),
Φ(await(b)) def= (Φ(frame(x1)) ∧ ... ∧ Φ(frame(xh))) ∧2(empty ↔ pb)
16. For ∃x : q, since q can be rewritten into its normal form, q def=
l∨
i=1
qei ∧
empty ∨
t∨
j=1
qcj ∧©qfj , we have,
Φ(∃x : q) def= Φ(∃x : (
l∨
i=1
qei ∧ empty ∨
t∨
j=1
qcj ∧©qfj))
≡ Φ(
l∨
i=1
(∃x : qei) ∧ empty ∨
t∨
j=1
(∃x : qcj) ∧©(∃x : qfj))
≡
l∨
i=1
Φ(∃x : qei) ∧ empty ∨
t∨
j=1
Φ(∃x : qcj) ∧©Φ(∃x : qfj)
≡
l∨
i=1
n∨
k=1
qei[dk/x] ∧ empty ∨
t∨
j=1
n∨
k=1
qcj [dk/x] ∧©Φ(∃x : qfj)
Thus, for any MSVL program, it can be equivalently expressed by a PPTL
formula. 2
Notice that in the above proof of 16, we can use Φ(∃xip) recursively so that a
PPTL formula can be obtained. A question one may ask is that this transforma-
tion process can terminate? The answer is ‘yes’ since a simple inductive proof
on the structure of p can be made to achieve the conclusion. We omit the details
here. In [4], we have proved the finiteness of NFGs of PPTL formulas. Hence,
the conclusion also holds for MSVL programs since any MSVL program can be
equivalently expressed by a PPTL formula.
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a novel modeling method, Stochas-
tic Game Nets (SGN), whose definition and some useful properties are
given. The Stochastic Game Nets are indicated to be effective in the
field of network security. We apply the Stochastic Game Nets method
to investigate the network attacks, compute the Nash equilibrium and
best-response strategies to defend attacks. Three security problems are
studied in detail and the associated numerical examples are provided.
The Stochastic Game Nets method can also be applied to other areas on
a similar line.
1 Introduction
Network systems are becoming more complex and larger, and security destruc-
tion and network attacks are also increasingly prevalent. Network security is
being confronted with many significant challenges. Most of the early work in
network security emphasized the prevention of attacks in network systems. Later
work focused on designing the system-level security mechanism so that the sys-
tem can perform its intended functions through detecting and preventing mali-
cious attacks. More recently, the notion of intrusion tolerance has been advocated
to allow the system to continue performing its intended functions despite par-
tially successful attacks, e.g., see Nicol, Sanders and Trivedi [1]. Most attempts
to validate security mechanisms and strategies have been qualified by showing
the process employed to construct a security system. However, it can not be
practically feasible to construct perfectly secure mechanisms and strategies, in
face of various attack behaviors. Security specialists are interested in knowing
how an intruder enters computer network, and how to prevent or to counteract
attacks more efficiently.
Game theory now has been invited to the field of network security and com-
puter security. In Lye and Wing [2], a game theoretic method for analyzing the
security of computer networks was presented. The interactions between an at-
tacker and the administrator were modeled as a two-player stochastic game for
which best-response strategies (Nash Equilibriums) were computed. Mahimkar
and Shmatikov [3] proposed a new protocol for preventing malicious bandwidth
consumption, and demonstrated how game-based formal methods could be suc-
cessfully used to verify availability-related security properties of network proto-
cols. Liu, Zang and Yu [4] presented a general incentive-based method to model
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attacker intent, objectives, and strategies (AIOS) and a game-theoretic approach
to infer AIOS. Wang and Reiter [5] and Bencsth, Buttyn and Vajda [6] proposed
the puzzle auction mechanism to defend the DoS and DDoS attacks based on
game theory. Xu and Lee [7] used game-theoretical framework to analyze the
performance of their proposed DDoS defense system and to guide its design
and performance tuning accordingly. Browne [8] described how static games can
be used to analyze attacks involving complicated and heterogeneous military
networks.
In most previous work, the interactions between the attacker and adminis-
trator are described as some game relations. A purely competitive (zero-sum)
stochastic game would always make us find a Nash equilibrium. A general-sum
stochastic game would allow us to find potentially multiple Nash equilibrium. A
Nash equilibrium gives an idea of the administrator for the attacker’s strategy
and a plan for how to do in each state in the event of an attack. According to
the Nash equilibrium, we could know about the attacker’s best attack strategies.
By using a stochastic game model, we are also able to capture the probabilistic
nature of the state transitions, which is more realistic.
However, some essential limitations of solutions affect applications of the
game theory in network security. Firstly, for the complex network structure, the
game theory has not enough modeling abilities to describe interaction relations.
The comprehensive and exact models of network security are hard to upbuild.
Secondly, the complicated state transitions make us hard to model the dynamic
behaviors of participators in computer networks by using the existing modeling
methods. At the same time, it is difficult to update when conditions change.
Thirdly, in the general game model, the full state space can be extremely large.
However, we are interested in only a small subset of states which are in attack
scenarios. In addition, for reality, it may be difficult to quantify the costs for
some actions and the associated transition probabilities.
Therefore, in this paper, we propose a novel modeling method, Stochastic
Game Nets, which can well model and analyze the game issues by taking ad-
vantages of Stochastic Petri Nets. Stochastic Game Nets are suitable to investi-
gate the complex and dynamic game related issues in network security. We use
Stochastic Game Nets to model and analyze the network attacks, compute the
Nash equilibrium and best-response strategies to defend the attacks. We believe
that the Stochastic Game Nets could open a new avenue to deal with the game
related issues in the field of network security.
The contributions of this paper are two-folded. First, we propose a new mod-
eling method, Stochastic Game Nets, and give its detailed definition and useful
properties. Stochastic Game Nets have a powerful modeling and analyzing ability
for the complicated and dynamic game problems. Second, we successfully apply
the Stochastic Game Nets to study the game related issues of network security.
By using the method of Stochastic Game Nets, we model the network attacks,
compute the Nash equilibrium and best-response strategies for the players (at-
tacker and administrator). We then explain why the strategies are realistic and
how administrators can use these results to enhance the security of their net-
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works. We hope that our approach will lead to further investigation of modeling
and analyzing theories in dealing with game issues of network security.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides some simple
descriptions for Stochastic Game and Stochastic Petri Nets, which are studied
in Lye and Wing [2] and Molloy [9] for details. Section III first defines Stochastic
Game Nets and then gives their useful properties. In Section IV, Stochastic Game
Nets are applied to model and analyze network attacks. Section V concludes the
paper and discusses the future work.
2 Preliminaries
In this section, we provide preliminary descriptions and properties for Stochas-
tic Game and Stochastic Petri Nets. These preliminaries will be used in the
subsequent sections.
2.1 Stochastic Game
A stochastic game is a dynamic, competitive game with probabilistic transitions
played by one or more players. The goal of Stochastic Game, e.g.,see Lye and
Wing[2] is to find a stationary strategy that maximizes the player’s discounted
future reward. A stationary strategy is independent of time and history. Based on
the classical results of the game theory, a strategy may be mixed or randomized
strategy, that is, the player chooses an action in random manner. The set of
mixed strategies includes the pure strategies in which the player chooses an
action in a deterministic way. A Nash equilibrium is a vector of mixed strategies.
For a Nash equilibrium, no player has incentive to unilaterally change its action.
Players are in equilibrium if a change in strategies by any one of them would
lead that player to earn less than if it remained with its current strategy.
2.2 Stochastic Petri Nets
Stochastic Petri Nets are Petri nets augmented with the set of average transi-
tion rates for the exponentially distributed transition-firing times. A transition
t ∈ T presents a class of possible changes of markings. A change which is also
called transition firing consists of removing tokens from the input places of the
transition and adding tokens to the output places of the transition. A marking
in a Stochastic Petri Net model stands for a distribution of tokens in the model.
The state space of a model consists of the set of all markings reachable from the
initial marking through the occurrence of transition firing. A Stochastic Petri
Net model is homomorphism to a continuous time Markov Chain, and there is a
one-to-one relationship between markings of the Stochastic Petri Nets and states
of the Markov Chain, see Ciardo and Trivedi [10] and Shan, Lin, Ren and Wei
[11]. Readers for refer to Bause and Kritzinger [12] for details.
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3 Stochastic Game Nets
In this section, we define Stochastic Game Nets (SGN), and then give some
useful properties for the Stochastic Game Nets.
A Stochastic Game Net is represented as the nine-tuple vector
(N,P, T, pi, F,R, λ, U,M0), where
(1) N denotes the number of players,
(2) P is a finite set of places,
(3) T = T 1 ∪ T 2 ∪ · · · ∪ TN is a finite set of transitions, where T k is the set
of transitions with respect to player k, for k ∈ N ,
(4) pi : T → [0, 1] is a routing policy representing as the probability of
choosing a particular transition,
(5) F ⊆ I ∪O is a set of arcs, where I ⊆ (P ×T ) and O ⊆ (T ×P ) such that
P ∩ T = ∅ and P ∪ T 6= ∅, where ∅ is a null set,
(6) R : T → (R,R, . . . ,R), (R = −∞,+∞), is a reward function for the
player taking each transition,
(7) λ = {λ1, λ2, . . . , λw} is a set of transition firing rates in the transition
set, where w is the number of transitions,
(8) U is the utility function of players, and
(9) M0 is the initial marking.
In this definition, we need to further explain the firing rule for a SGN =
(N,P, T, pi, F,R, λ, U,M0). A marking m represents a distribution of the tokens
in Stochastic Game Nets. Each token s is related with a reward vector h(s) =
(h1(s), h2(s), . . . , hN (s)) as its property, where hk(s) is the reward of Player k
in token s. Each element of T represents a class of possible changes of markings.
Such a change of t, also called transition firing, consists of removing tokens from
a subset of places and adding them to other subsets according to the expressions
labeling the arcs. A transition t is enabled under a marking M whenever, for
all p ∈ P and (p, t) ∈ F , M(p) 6= φ. Player gets the reward R(t) through the
transition, and the reward is recorded in the reward vector h of the token.
In a Stochastic Game Net model, a strategy for Player k is described as a
vector pik = (pi(tk1), pi(t
k
2), . . . , pi(t
k
wk
)), where pi(tkj ) is a probability that Player
k takes action tkj , and wk is the number of transitions in T
k. Thus, pi∗ =
(pi1∗, pi2∗, . . . , piN∗) is a Nash equilibrium if
Uj(pi1∗, . . . , pij−1∗, pij∗, pij+1∗, . . . , piN∗)
≥ Uj(pi1∗, . . . , pij−1∗, pij , pij+1∗, . . . , piN∗), (1)
for any Player j and any alternative mixed strategy pij .
Note that if the two sets P and T contain finite elements, the two sets λ and
F all have finite elements. In this case, a Stochastic Game Net
(N,P, T, pi, F,R, λ, U,M0) can be mapped to an N -person game, where the tran-
sition set T in the Stochastic Game Net composes the finite of pure strategies,
and U corresponds to the reward functions in the N -person game. Based on
this, according to Nash’s theorem in Nash [13], at least one Nash equilibrium
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exists under the setting of mixed strategies. Therefore, we can clearly obtain the
following theorem.
Theorem 1. For an Stochastic Game Net represented as
SGN = (N,P, T, pi, F,R, λ, U,M0), if the integer N is finite and the two sets P
and T contain finite elements, there always exits a Nash equilibrium under the
setting of mixed strategies.
In the rest of this section, we present an algorithm for solving the Stochastic
Game Nets to find the Nash equilibrium. The Nash equilibrium corresponds to
the optimal strategy of each player. To this end, we first construct a reachability
tree with respect to the Stochastic Game Nets, and then are able to find out the
Nash equilibrium. In what follows, we give the details of the two steps in our
algorithm.
Step One: Construct a Reachability Tree from the SGN
A reachability tree consists of nodes, which represents all the reachable mark-
ings of the Stochastic Game Nets, and the arcs among the nodes. From a Stochas-
tic Game Net model with a starting markingM0, we can construct a reachability
tree as follows:
(1) Make M0 the root of the tree.
(2) Node x marked by M is a leaf node if and only if there isn’t a transition
t ∈ T which is enabling under M .
(3) If a node x marked by M is not a leaf, fire a transition t, (p, t) ∈ F to
construct a new node in the reachability tree marked as M ′.
It is worthwhile to note that the above computations for the reachability tree
are similar with that in Stochastic Petri Nets.
Step Two: Find out the Nash Equilibrium
This step is to find the Nash equilibrium pi∗ for all the players.
(1) For every leaf node xi marked by Mi, generally, there are multiple paths
from the initial state to a leaf node. Assume that xi is a leaf node, and there
are wi separate paths from the root to xi. Let t
(i,w)
1 , t
(i,w)
2 , .., t
(i,w)
ki,w
be the wth
path from root node to leaf node xi. For a certain distribution of transition
probability pi, we define a leaf probability for the leaf node xi of the wth path
as
f (w)(xi) =
ki,w∏
j=1
pi(t(i,w)j ), (2)
where ki,w is the number of nodes on the wth path from the root to the leaf
node xi.
(2) The final utility vector for the system is
(U1, U2, . . . , UN ) =
m∑
i=1
[
wi∑
a=1
f (a)(xi)(h(s
(a)
i ))], (3)
where m is the number of leaves in the reachability tree. Note that h(s(a)i ) of
size N × 1 is the reward vector of the token in leaf node xi on the ath path, and
N is the number of players as in the definition of the Stochastic Game Nets.
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(3) According to the state of Nash equilibrium, each player has achieved
its best utility when others don’t change their stationary strategies. Thus, the
problem is to find such pi∗ in Nash equilibrium that satisfied by Equation (1).
4 Applications in Network Security
In this section, we apply the Stochastic Game Nets, studied in Section III, to
model the attack and defence behaviors, and investigate some security properties
based on the Nash equilibrium. We propose an optimal strategy for the computer
network at each stage to minimize the network loss of the attacks. We study three
typical cases: the basic attack-defend case, the multi-round case and the multi-
player attack case. The basic attack-defend case shows the sequence structure,
the multi-round case indicates the structure of loop and, the multi-player attack
case illustrates the multiply players system.
4.1 The Basic Attack-defend Case
The attack-defend system is the most general form among all the network at-
tacks. In this case, there are two players: the attacker and the defender.
We consider a basic attack case in this subsection: an attacker will try to
intrude a computer system, and the computer takes actions to defend. Let the
attacker and the defender be Player 1 and Player 2, respectively.
The transition set of the Player 1 (the attacker) is given as in the following
Table 1. The transition set of the Player 2 (the defender) is listed as in Table 2.
t1 t2 t5 t6 t7
http attack ftp attack web attack continue attack continue attack
Table 1. The transition set of the attacker
t3 t4 t8 t9
defend of http attack tolerant defend web attack tolerate
Table 2. The transition set of the defender
Based on the above description, the Stochastic Game Nets model of this
attack-defend case is shown in Fig. 1. Note that the double circle state denotes
the ending place, which means the ending of the attack.
The initial markingM0 of the Stochastic Game Nets model is (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0),
which means there is only one token s in place p1 with h(s) = (0, 0) as the ini-
tial reward vector. The reward functions of each transition may have different
formations while people are interested in different measures. In this model, the
reward function R of each action is given by:
Rs(x,y)(t1) = (x+ 2, y − 3);
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p1
t9t8
t5 t6
t7
t2t1
t4t3
p3
p6
p7
p8 p9
:  Attacker’s action
:  Defender’s action
Fig. 1. The SGN model for the attack-
defend example
t3
M0
t1
M1
M2
M3
M4
M6
M5
M7 M8
t2
t4
t5 t7t6
t8 t9
Fig. 2. The reachability tree for
the attack-defend example
Rs(x,y)(t2) = (x+ 3, y − 1);
Rs(x,y)(t3) = (x− 1, y + 5pi(t1));
Rs(x,y)(t4) = (x, y);
Rs(x,y)(t5) = (2,−2);
Rs(x,y)(t6) = (x+ 2, y);
Rs(x,y)(t7) = (x+ 1, y − 2);
Rs(x,y)(t8) = (−2,−10pi(t8) + 6);
Rs(x,y)(t9) = (x+ 1, y − 1), (4)
where Rs(x,y)(t1) denotes the reward function of t1 when it fires with transferring
a token s with h(s) = (x, y). For example, Rs(x,y)(t1) = (x+2, y−3) means that
the utility of the attacker will increase and the utility of the defender will decrease
while the http attack happens. Some utility function may also be affected by
other parameters of the system, such as Rs(x,y)(t3), which is related with the
probability pi(t1).
Now, we can construct the reachability tree for the Stochastic Game Nets
model as shown in Fig. 1. There are 9 states in the reachability tree, including
4 leaf nodes.
Now we can present the Nash equilibrium equation for this model. Here
m = 4, and x1 =M3, x2 =M5, x3 =M7, x4 =M8.
U = (U1, U2)
=
4∑
i=1
[
wi∑
a=1
f (a)(xi)(h(s
(a)
i ))]
= pi1pi3(1, 5pi1 − 3) + pi1pi4pi5(2,−2)
+(pi1pi4pi6pi8 + pi2pi7pi8)(−2,−10pi8 + 6)
+(pi1pi4pi6pi9 + pi2pi7pi9)(5,−4), (5)
with the constrained condition: pi1 + pi2 = 1;pi3 + pi4 = 1;pi5 + pi6 = 1;pi7 =
1;pi8 + pi9 = 1.
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Now we are to find out the equilibrium strategy pi1∗ = (pi∗1 , pi
∗
2 , pi
∗
5 , pi
∗
6 , pi
∗
7),
pi2∗ = (pi∗3 , pi
∗
4 , pi
∗
8 , pi
∗
9) to satisfy
U1(pi1∗, pi2∗) ≥ U1(pi1, pi2∗), for all pi1;
U2(pi1∗, pi2∗) ≥ U2(pi1∗, pi2), for all pi2. (6)
Solving the Nash equilibrium equation (6) by using the optimization tech-
niques, we can get the optimum strategy as pi∗ = (0.2, 0.8, 0.5, 0.5, 1, 0, 0.5, 0.5).
It is a prediction of the stationary state for the network system, and could pro-
pose a best-response strategy for the defender.
4.2 The Multi-round Case
In this subsection, we apply the Stochastic Game Nets to a multi-round case, a
typical bargain game, which consists of multiple rounds of stages. This multi-
round case is based on a typical repeated game in a common defence system.
Nowadays, more and more systems and agents are trying to cooperate to get
a more powerful system. However, each participant in the combined system re-
quires an individual security scheme to satisfy its own target, and these schemes
are actually inconsistent at most of times. Therefore, the participants would
come to a bargain game about the security scheme. The bargain game consists
of multiple rounds of bargain until it gets to an acceptable solution for all the
participants. For simplicity, we choose a two-participant game as an illustrating
example.
In the bargain of security scheme, two players take turns to propose a security
scheme each round. The game would end when the two players agree on a security
scheme. In the kth round for k = 1, 3, 5, . . . , 2m + 1, . . ., Player 1 shall propose
a security scheme SCHk. If Player 2 agrees with SCHk, then Player 1 gets a
utility of x ·βk−11 and, Player 2 gets (1−x) ·βk−12 , otherwise, the game continues,
where β1, β2 ∈ (0, 1] are discount factors for Player 1 and Player 2, respectively.
In the kth round for k = 2, 4, 6, . . . , 2m, . . ., Player 2 takes turn to propose his
security scheme SCHk. If Player 1 agrees with SCHk, Player 2 gets a utility of
y · βk−11 and, Player 1 gets (1− y) · βk−12 , otherwise the game continues.
We show the Stochastic Game Nets model of this multi-round game in Fig.
3. Each player has two actions: ACCEPT and REFUSE. The initial marking
M0 = (0, 1, 0), and the reward vector of the initial token is written as h(s) =
(0, 0).
The reachability tree can be given in Fig. 4, where M0 = (0, 1, 0), M1 =
(0, 0, 1), M2 = (1, 0, 0).
According to a subgame perfect equilibrium, Player 1 would always propose
a scheme with x = (1 − β2)/(1 − β1β2), and Player 2 would propose a scheme
with y = (1− β1)/(1− β1β2).
Now, at the kth round of Player 1’s turn, the utility function of the two
players is given by
U (k,1) = (
(1− β2)βk−11
1− β1β2 ,
(1− β1)β2βk−12
1− β1β2 ). (7)
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t1: player 1 accepts t3: Player 2 accepts
t2: Player 1 refuses t4: Player 2 refuses
p1: Player 2’s turn p2: Player 1’s turn
p3: ending place
Fig. 3. The SGN model for the multi-round case
t4
t3
M0
t1
M1 M2
t2
Fig. 4. The reachability tree for the multi-round case
In the same way, at the kth round of Player 2’s turn, the utility function of
the two players is written as:
U (k,2) = (
(1− β2)β1βk−11
1− β1β2 ,
(1− β1)βk−12
1− β1β2 ). (8)
There is only one leaf node in the reachability tree. And we have the con-
strained conditions pi1 + pi2 = 1, pi3 + pi4 = 1.
Thus, we have the following utility function for the players:
U = (U1, U2)
=
∑
i
f (a)(xi)(h(s
(a)
i ))
= (
(1− β2)(pi3 + β21pi4pi1)
(1− β1β2)(1− β21pi4pi2)
,
(1− β1)β2(pi3 + pi4pi1)
(1− β1β2)(1− β22pi4pi2)
).
Now we are to find out the Nash equilibrium strategy pi1∗ = (pi∗1 , pi
∗
2),pi
2∗ =
(pi∗3 , pi
∗
4). We can easily find out that pi
∗
1 = 1 and pi
∗
3 = 1 is the Nash equilibrium.
It means that accepting the counterpart’s price at the first round is a Nash Equi-
librium in the multi-round attack case. Meanwhile, the modeling and analyzing
approach of Stochastic Game Nets in this subsection can be extended to other
scenarios with respect to repeated games.
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4.3 The Multi-player Attack Case
In this subsection, we focus on a multi-player attack case, where several players
join the attack game in computer networks. We apply the Stochastic Game Nets
to analyze the multi-player case.
The multi-player attack is another attack-defend system which has three
kinds of participants, including the normal users, the malicious users and the
defender. In a real system, the malicious users have choices of attacking or not
attacking; and the normal users may appear to be attacking. The defender is hard
to distinguish the normal user’s ”seemly attacking” and the malicious user’s real
attacking. It is to be noted that this is a common case for the IDS in defending
various kinds attacks such as DoS attacks and DDoS attacks Wang, Lin, Li and
Fang [14] and so on.
The Stochastic Game Nets model of the multi-player attack case is shown
in Fig. 5. There are three types of players: the normal user as Player 1, the
malicious user Player 2 and, the defender as Player 3.
p10p8
t7
p9
p3
p1
t5
t2t1
t6
p7
p2
t4t3
p5p4
t8
p6
:  Users’ action
:  Defender’s action
t t9
p9
Fig. 5. The SGN model for the multi-player attack case
The transition set and reward functions are given in Table 3 and Table 4.
We can generate the reachability tree of this Stochastic Game Nets model.
While two users are in the system, one normal user and one malicious user, there
will be 36 states in the reachability tree. Usually, a system may have many users
simultaneously. Thus, the reachability tree would be huge. Because of the space
limitation, we omit the figure here.
Generally, the number of normal users are much larger than the number of
malicious users in a real system. We assume five normal users and one malicious
user exist in the system in this example. Since the five users are independent
and have the same properties, we can unite them in a same token. Thus, the
final utility function can be given as follows:
U = (U1, U2, U3)
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users: normal user normal user
transitions: t1 t2
actions: seemly ”attack” normal behavior
R(s(x, y, z)): (x, y, z) (x, y, z)
users: malicious user malicious user
transitions: t3 t4
actions: normal behavior attack
R(s(x, y, z)): (x, y, z) (x, y + 3, z)
Table 3. The transition set and reward functions of the users
users: defender defender
transitions: t5 t6
actions: miss defend
R(s(x, y, z)): (x, y, z) (x− 2, y, z − 3)
defender defender defender
t7 t8 t9
miss miss defend
(x, y, z) (x, y, z − 2) (x, y − 6, z + 2)
Table 4. The transition set and reward functions of the defender
=
5∑
i=1
[
wi∑
a=1
f (a)(xi)(h(s
(a)
i ))]
= 5(pi1pi5(0, 0, 0) + pi1pi6(−2, 0,−3) + pi2pi7(0, 0, 0))
+pi3pi7(0, 0, 0) + pi4pi8(0, 3,−2) + pi4pi9(0,−3, 2).
The defender can not distinguish between the normal user and the malicious
user, thus, we have same probability for the defender to choose a transition
while it faces an attack, which is pi5 = pi8, and pi6 = pi9. Meanwhile, since we
can estimate the probability that a normal user seems to attack from statistical
data, the probability pi1 and pi2 can be predetermined. We assume pi1 = 0.1 and
pi2 = 0.9 in this example. Obviously, we have pi7 = 1.
Now we are to find out the equilibrium strategy pi1∗ = (pi∗1 , pi
∗
2), pi
2∗ =
(pi∗3 , pi
∗
4), pi
3∗ = (pi∗5 , pi
∗
6 , pi
∗
7 , pi
∗
8 , pi
∗
9).
Solving the Nash equilibrium equation by using the optimization techniques,
we can get the optimum strategy as:
pi∗ = (0.1, 0.9, 0.625, 0.375, 0.5, 0.5, 1, 0.5, 0.5), which means that it is a best
choice for the defender to defend with the probability 0.5, whenever it finds
an attack. The multi-player attack example demonstrates the applications of
Stochastic Game Nets in the multi-player games. We provide a detailed ap-
proach to deal with the multi-players issues. This method can also be applied to
other scenarios with respect to the multi-player cases.
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5 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel modeling method, Stochastic Game Nets. This
new modeling tool could inherit the efficient and flexible modeling approach of
Stochastic Petri Nets, and also make good use of the game-theoretical framework
from Stochastic Game theory. Stochastic Game Net is a good method to model
and deal with the complicated and dynamic game issues. It can also be used
to analyze the network attacks, compute the Nash equilibrium. Meanwhile, the
Stochastic Game Nets model can be applied to other areas, such as the channel
allocation in wireless networks and so on. We believe that the proposed method
of Stochastic Game Nets opens a new avenue to deal with the game issues in
computer networks.
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Self-timed iruit design: stepping from ontrol to
data path
Alex Yakovlev, Danil Sokolov and Ivan Poliakov
Asynhronous Systems Lab, Shool of EECE, Newastle University, UK
Designing VLSI hips in deep-sub miron tehnologies is beoming inreas-
ingly diult. Parameter variations in fabriation proesses mean that pre-
determining a safe operating lok-rate is often exessively autious. Self-timed
iruits eliminate the global ontrolling lok in favour of iruits whih are self-
timed and whih operate in response to the availability of valid data [Sparsoe01℄.
International Tehnology Roadmap for Semiondutors (ITRS) 2007 predits
steady inrease in the perentage of self-timed iruits out of all on-hip hardware
in future systems to be 20% in 2012 and 40% in 2020. This onerns not only sys-
tems designed as globally Asynhronous Loally Synhronous (GALS) [Chapiro84℄,
where only interfaes between bloks are self-timed (e.g. based on request
aknowledgement handshakes), but also those evolving into fully self-timed sys-
tems.
In the past, the design of self-timed iruits has been mostly manual but
in the last 15 years, great advanes have been made in tools for the automati
synthesis of suh iruits. However, these tools are best suited to ontrol iruits
or to low performane systems. Surprisingly, but it is only relatively reently
that researhers have started to address design automation of self-timed data
path, both at the blok and logi levels of abstration. The main motivation
is that these advanes must math those of the automated synthesis support
that ommonly exists for synhronous systems in the shape of Register-Transfer-
Logi (RTL) level tools. Quite naturally, the evolution of design methods used for
both self-timed ontrol and data path requires adequate notion of onurreny, at
syntati and semanti levels, as well as in the domains of analysis and synthesis.
In this talk we aim at demonstrating some of the areas where onurreny
issues are dominant in a more holisti approah to self-timed design and address
some of the reent advanes leading to algorithm and tool developments, as well
as making projetions for further researh in this area. In our eorts to ahieve
this goal we rstly review the impat of onurreny modelling on ontrol logi
design and then fous on its eet on data path onstrution.
Self-timed ontrol logi an be designed using both Finite State Mahine and
Petri nets paradigms [Josephs99℄. In both ases, the design method neessarily
aounts for onurreny as being essential in self-timed iruits. Conurreny
exists here at the level of interation between the ontrol iruit and the envi-
ronment, as well as between dierent threads and/or ations performed by the
iruit. In the FSM ase, the predominant idea has stemmed from the model
of Burst Mode operation [Nowik93℄. Here, both inputs and outputs are dened
as bursts of swithing events, and this helps to reet the parallelism in the
environment. This operation is however restrited to the so-alled Fundamental
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Mode, where the iruit's internal ations are required, or assumed, to have been
ompleted before the next input burst is generated by the environment. Burst
Mode mahines are not exible in speifying ontrol behaviour where individual
input-output interfaes are relatively independent, i.e. an step away from eah
other in dierent synhroni distanes.
Petri nets allow muh greater modelling exibility, due to their ner way
of apturing onurreny, hoie and onits. Signal Transition Graphs, whih
form a logi level interpretation of Petri nets, have beome the predominant
model in the last deade. The basi design ow [Cortadella02℄ requires the
STG speiation of a ontroller to produe a binary enoded State Graph,
thereby leading to its logi implementation. In this design ow the key problem
to be solved is the problem of Complete State Coding whih guarantees that
the Boolean funtions for all output and internal signals are properly dened.
This design ow has obvious limitations due to the state-spae size and those
have been addressed in a number of methods based on strutural Petri net analy-
sis [Carmona02℄ and the use of Petri net unfolding prex in both analysis of CSC
problems and synthesis of logi equations for the iruit [Khomenko06℄. In addi-
tion, deomposition tehniques have been developed to help deriving implemen-
tations for sub-omponents using algorithms for STG ontration [Shaefer07℄.
At the same time, realising the limitation of the whole lass of logi synthesis
methods based on state spae representations, aeting both the omplexity of
synthesis and performane of the synthesized logi, methods based on diret
mapping of STGs and Petri nets to iruits have been studied [Sokolov06℄.
Until around 2000 self-timed data path had been assumed to be designed ei-
ther by hand or by means of synhronous synthesis tools and subsequently inor-
porating the data path bloks into the overall system using the so-alled bundled
data approah (where the data logi blok is mimiked by a orresponding saled
delay in the ontrol logi). Self-timed data path is generally more omplex than
ontrol beause it involves onurreny not only at the blok level (whih an
probably be aptured by ontrol path models with some forms of ompositional-
ity), but also at the level of low-level signals inside the logi bloks. The size of
the latter an grow to the level of unmanageable very rapidly even for relatively
simple piees of logi, suh as adders or deoders. For example, in the ase of
rather a onservative (from the point of view of delay-insensitivity) approah a
simple two-input AND should be implemented by four Muller C-elements and
one OR gate. Fundamentally, this growth of omplexity in the onurrent be-
haviour of data path logi is onerned with the fat that data path signals must
not only arry the value of logi variables but also the information about the
temporal validity of eah value. Validity information (validity tags) is therefore
distributed throughout the systems, as opposed to synhronous design, where
the validity information is present in the global lok.
First attempts to ope with the omplexity of self-timed design data path
were quite naturally assoiated with avoiding the validity tags from being ex-
pliitly handled by the representation models at the low-level of granularity.
They basially followed the trends of diret onversion of the produts of the
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synhronous design tools. One of the trends was assoiated with the desynhro-
nisation of the synhronous RTL ow [Cortadella06℄, where the fous was on the
blok level aspet of onurreny and the data path logi was standard single
rail as in synhronous design. The other trend applied delay-insensitive oding
(e.g. dual-rail) to the variables (i.e. signals) present in the synhronous logi to
apture validity information, and onverted eah single-rail logi gate to its self-
timed `equivalent' [Fant06,Kondratyev02℄. These tehniques are quite appealing
from the point of view of their algorithmi simpliity and ease of handling valid-
ity and ompletion detetion. However, they tend to onstrain the potential for
more onurreny by limiting the domains in whih validity information an be
gathered, tying it to the value information. Realising ertain limitations of the
diret onversion from single rail approahes, some algorithmi methods have
been proposed for synthesis of self-timed data path `more genuinely', within the
self-timed domain from the very start, i.e. applying self-timed enodings to the
funtional speiations [Toms06℄. Further evolution has lead to the tehniques
in whih suh diret-onversion methods were optimised by unbundling the va-
lidity tags from the values, at the level of elementary swithing events, using a
partial aknowledgement tehnique [Zhou06℄.
More reently, there has been an emergene of methods that treat the over-
all problem of the data path modelling and design more holistially. These ap-
proahes look at the notion of validity of data symbols and the forms of ausality
assoiated with the data path signal propagation, e.g. OR-Causality [Yakovlev96℄.
For example, in logi and arithmeti funtions the paradigms of early evaluation
are quite ommon (f. in the ase of two-input AND the result an be produed
from the availability of one of the inputs if its value is equal to zero; at higher
levels speulative evaluations are beoming quite ommon too [Cortadella07℄).
These approahes have given rise to new notions of data tokens and assoiated
token games whih are quite dierent from tokens present in ontrol path ap-
tured by Petri nets and STGs.
In this talk we disuss the potential of Stati Data Flow Strutures (SDFS)
whih an be used to model data paths at relatively high levels of abstration
to ater for inter-blok onurreny and at the same time to reet the intri-
aies of onurrent operation at the intra-blok level [Sokolov07℄. This model
allows the designer to link the blok level token game to the various ausal re-
lationships oming from the underlying logi. This is done by means of dening
dierent types of semantis for SDFS, losely assoiated with the protools of
the enabling and ring onditions for the logi and registers in the modelled data
path. These semantis inlude spread token and ounter ow models but are not
limited to those. The advantage of this approah is that it preserves the synta-
ti nature of SDFS intat being very lose to the RTL notions of Logi Bloks
and Registers, but at the semanti level allows ombining dierent signalling
protools as they t the forms of ausality assoiated with the funtional nature
of the logi bloks. The latter aspet is ruial for power and performane driven
optimizations that an take plae in designing hardware for many appliations,
suh a proessor pipelines, swithes and routers in networks-on-hip et. The
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underlying semantis of the SDFS an be dened using Petri nets and STGs,
thereby failitating the automati veriation of the properties of the data path,
for example heking for deadloks, as well as arrying out performane analy-
sis, e.g. using existing methods. A software toolset alled Workraft is now being
developed in Newastle to support the onstrution and analysis of data path
models based on SDFS.
The talk also looks into future developments whih require reation of more
stable theory for data path synthesis and testing, partiularly hallenging being
the problems assoiated with the analysis of data path under the presene of
parametri variations in iruit elements, timing veriation and veriation-
driven synthesis.
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Abstract. Bounded model checking based on SAT has been introduced
as a complementary method to binary decision diagram based symbolic
model checking in 1999 [2, 3]. Since then, there has been a lot of research
on the improvement, extension and application along this direction. For
general LTL formulas, bounded model checking has traditionally aimed
at error detection, taking the advantage that error detection may only
need to explore a small portion of the whole state space. The problem of
verification is that it looks difficult to reason about all involved paths of a
model, since the number of such paths is necessarily big. An approach to
verification of LTL formulas based on bounded model checking principles
has been reported in [15]. This paper presents a weak bounded semantics
as a theoretical basis for the verification approach and as a theoretical
consideration, we define a canonical representation for LTL formulas, and
proves for a subset of LTL that the verification approach is complete.
1 Introduction
Model checking [7, 9, 8] has been successfully used in the last decades for the
verification of finite state systems, and it is considered as one of the most practi-
cal applications of theoretical research in the verification of concurrent systems.
The practical applicability of model checking is however limited by the state
explosion problem which could be caused by for instance, the representation of
currency of operations by their interleaving. Then much effort has been put into
the combating of this problem and many techniques have been developed, e.g.,
[5, 6].
One of the techniques developed for combating the state explosion problem
is bounded model checking (BMC) based on satisfiability testing (SAT) [2–4].
The basic idea is to search for a counter example of a particular length and
to generate a propositional formula that is satisfied iff such a counter example
exists. The efficiency of this method is based on the observation that if a system
is faulty then only a fragment of its state space is sufficient for finding an error.
? Supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China under Grant No.
60573012 and 60721061, and the National Grand Fundamental Research 973 Pro-
gram of China under Grant No. 2002cb312200.
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Given a finite transition systemM , an LTL formula ϕ and a natural number k, a
BMC procedure decides whether there exists a computation in M of length k or
less that violates ϕ. If we have given M and ϕ such that M satisfies ϕ, then the
practical value of this approach depends on the existence of a relatively small
value of the completeness threshold. As stated in [11], knowing the complete-
ness threshold is essential for making BMC complete for practical applications.
Without it, there is no way of knowing whether the property holds or rather
the bound is not sufficiently high. Even if we know the completeness threshold,
for a reasonably large system, this threshold would possibly be large enough to
make the verification become intractable due to the complexity of solving the
corresponding SAT instance. For attacking this problem, many techniques have
been developed, for instance, for properties such as simple safety and liveness
properties [14, 12, 10, 1], in particular, a technique was developed to partly avoid
this problem for general LTL properties such that the approach may certify that
the property holds without knowing a completeness threshold [15].
In this paper, for the first, we present a weak bounded semantics as a theoret-
ical basis for the verification approach presented in [15]. For the second, since the
verification approach based on this weak bounded semantics is not a complete
approach, we define a canonical representation for LTL formulas, and proves for
a subset of LTL that the verification approach is complete.
2 Propositional Linear Temporal Logic
Propositional linear temporal logic (LTL) is a logic introduced by Pnueli as a
specification language for concurrent programs [13]. Let AP be a set of proposi-
tion symbols. The set of LTL formulas is defined as follows:
– Every member of AP is an LTL formula.
– Logical connectives of LTL include: ¬, ∧, ∨, and →.
If ϕ and ψ are LTL formulas, then so are ¬ϕ, ϕ ∧ ψ, ϕ ∨ ψ, and ϕ→ ψ.
– Temporal operators include: X, F , G, U , and R.
If ϕ and ψ are LTL formulas, then so are: X ϕ, F ϕ, Gϕ, ϕU ψ, and ϕRψ.
2.1 Semantics of LTL
The formal semantics of LTL is defined with respect to paths of a Kripke struc-
ture. Let M = 〈S, T, I, L〉 be a Kripke structure where S is a set of states,
T ⊆ S × S is a transition relation which is total, I ⊆ S is a set of initial
states and L : S → 2AP is a labeling function. Let ϕ be an LTL formula. Let
pi = pi0pi1 · · · be a path ofM and pii be the subpath of pi starting at pii. We define
the relation ”ϕ holds on pi”, denoted pi |= ϕ, as follows.
pi |= p iff p ∈ L(pi0) .
pi |= ¬ϕ iff pi 6|= ϕ
pi |= ϕ ∧ ψ iff pi |= ϕ and pi |= ψ
pi |= ϕ ∨ ψ iff pi |= ϕ or pi |= ψ
pi |= ϕ→ ψ iff pi |= ϕ implies pi |= ψ
pi |= Xϕ iff pi1 |= ϕ
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pi |= Fϕ iff ∃k ≥ 0.pik |= ϕ
pi |= Gϕ iff ∀k ≥ 0.pik |= ϕ
pi |= ϕUψ iff ∃k ≥ 0.∀j < k.(pik |= ψ ∧ pij |= ϕ)
pi |= ϕRψ iff ∀j ≥ 0.(pij |= ψ)∨ ∃k ≥ 0.((pik |= ϕ) ∧ (∀j ≤ k.(pij |= ψ))
For simplicity, we call a Kripke structure a model. An LTL formula ϕ is true
in the model M , denoted M |= ϕ, iff ϕ is true on all paths starting from an
arbitrary initial state of M .
2.2 Negation Normal Form
An LTL formula is in negation normal form (NNF), if the symbol → does not
appear in the formula and ¬ is applied only to proposition symbols. We call
proposition symbols and the negation of proposition symbols literals. In another
words, NNF formulas are constructed from literals with ∨, ∧, X, G, F , U , and
R. Every formula can be transformed into an equivalent formula in NNF by
using the following rules:
ϕ→ ψ = ¬ϕ ∨ ψ
¬¬ϕ = ϕ
¬(ϕ ∨ ψ) = (¬ϕ ∧ ¬ψ)
¬(ϕ ∧ ψ) = (¬ϕ ∨ ¬ψ)
¬Xϕ = X¬ϕ
¬Fϕ = G¬ϕ
¬(ϕUψ) = ¬ϕR¬ψ
¬Gϕ = F¬ϕ
¬(ϕRψ) = ¬ϕU¬ψ
For simplicity, in the rest of this paper, we required every formula to be an
NNF formula. A formula not in NNF is considered as an abbreviation of such a
formula. By defining true to be p∨¬p for a given proposition symbol p, we have
the following equivalences
Fϕ = true Uϕ
ϕRψ = (ψU(ϕ ∧ ψ)) ∨Gψ
Without loss of generality, we only consider NNF formulas constructed from
literals with ∨, ∧, X, G, and U , since the operators F and R are definable.
2.3 Bounded Semantics of LTL Formulas
Let M = 〈S, T, I, L〉 be a model and k ∈ N a natural number. We call a
finite path pi = pi0 · · ·pik a k-path. A k-path pi = pi0 · · ·pik is a (k, l)-loop, if
pi′ = (pi0 · · ·pik)(pil · · ·pik)ω is an infinite path of M . A k-path pi = pi0 · · ·pik is
a k-loop, if it is a (k, l)-loop for some 0 ≤ l ≤ k. The following definition of
bounded semantics is according to [2] with modifications such that the relation
is defined on finite paths instead of infinite ones.
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Definition 1 (Bounded Semantics for a Loop). Let k ≥ 0 and pi be a k-
loop. Then an LTL formula ϕ is true on pi, written pi |=k ϕ, iff pi′ |= ϕ with
pi′ = (pi0 · · ·pik)(pil · · ·pik)ω for some 0 ≤ l ≤ k.
Definition 2 (Bounded Semantics without a Loop). Let k ≥ 0 and pi be
a k-path which is not a k-loop. Then an LTL formula ϕ is true on pi, written
pi |=k ϕ, iff pi |=0k ϕ where:
pi |=ik p iff p ∈ L(pii)
pi |=ik ¬p iff pi 6|=ik p
pi |=ik ϕ ∧ ψ iff pi |=ik ϕ and pi |=ik ψ
pi |=ik ϕ ∨ ψ iff pi |=ik ϕ or pi |=ik ψ
pi |=ik Xϕ iff i < k and pi |=i+1k ϕ
pi |=ik Gϕ iff false.
pi |=ik ϕUψ iff ∃j ∈ {i, ..., k}. ∀n ∈ {i, ..., j − 1}.(pi |=jk ψ ∧ pi |=nk ϕ)
Note that pi |=ik Gϕ is false by definition if the k-path is not a k-loop. This
is explained by that a global property can only be witnessed by an infinite path
(or a path with a loop).
Let ϕ be an LTL formula. Generally, if there is an infinite path pi of M such
that pi |= ϕ, there is a pi′ = (pi0 · · ·pik)(pil · · ·pik)ω such that pi′ |= ϕ. Therefore if
there is an infinite path pi of M such that pi |= ϕ, then there is a k-path pi′ such
that pi′ |=k ϕ. On the other hand, if there is a k-path pi such that pi |=k ϕ, then
there is an infinite path pi′ of M such that pi′ |= ϕ. Therefore, M 6|= ϕ iff there
is a path pi and a k ≥ 0 such that pi |=k ¬ϕ.
The principle of this bounded semantics is based on showing the existence of
a witness (a path on which a formula is true) with respect to k-paths. If pi |=k ϕ,
then we have a k-path pi such that an infinite path pi′ can be constructed from
the k-path such that pi′ |= ϕ. This is sufficient as a counter example forM |= ¬ϕ
[2].
2.4 Weak Bounded Semantics of LTL
The principle of the weak bounded semantics is to show the existence of a
bounded model with certain property contradicts the existence of witness.
Definition 3 (Weak Bounded Semantics). Let k ≥ 0 and pi = pi0 · · ·pik
be a k-path. Then an LTL formula ϕ is true with respect to the weak bounded
semantics on pi, written pi |=e ϕ, iff pi |=0e ϕ where:
pi |=ie p iff p ∈ L(pii)
pi |=ie ¬p iff pi 6|=ie p
pi |=ie ϕ ∧ ψ iff pi |=ie ϕ and pi |=ie ψ
pi |=ie ϕ ∨ ψ iff pi |=ie ϕ or pi |=ie ψ
pi |=ie Xϕ iff i = k or pi |=i+1e ϕ
pi |=ie Gϕ iff ∀n ∈ {i, ..., k}.(pi |=ne ϕ)
pi |=ie ϕUψ iff ∃j ∈ {i, ..., k}.
∀n ∈ {i, ..., j − 1}.(pi |=je ψ ∧ pi |=ne ϕ)∨ ∀n ∈ {i, ..., k}.(pi |=ne ϕ)
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The weak bounded semantics is weaker than the bounded semantics. This
can be seen from their definitions.
Proposition 1. Let pi be a k-path and ϕ an LTL formula. If pi |=k ϕ, then
pi |=e ϕ.
Proof. We consider two cases: pi is a k-loop and pi is not a k-loop. For the first
case, let pi′ be pipi′′ where pi′′ is the loop part of the k-loop, we prove that
if pi′i |= ϕ, then pi |=ie ϕ for all 0 ≤ i ≤ k.
This can be seen using the structural induction. We have that the definitions of
pi′i |= ϕ and pi |=ie ϕ are the same for ϕ being a literal, and the defining term for
pi′i |= ϕ is at least equally strong as that of pi |=ie ϕ for composed formulas. The
second case is similar, by comparing the definitions and proving that
if pi |=ik ϕ, then pi |=ie ϕ for all 0 ≤ i ≤ k.
For convenience, for an empty string ², we define ² |=e ϕ to be true for
ϕ. According to the definition, we obtain that, for any ϕ, a k-path pi can be
extended to an infinite path pi′ such that pi′ |= ϕ only if pi |=e ϕ. In another
words, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 2. Let pi be an infinite path and ϕ an LTL formula. If there is
some finite prefix pi′ of pi such that pi′ 6|=e ϕ, then pi |= ¬ϕ.
Proof. Let k ≥ 0 be arbitrarily given and pi′ = pi0pi1 · · ·pik. We reformulate the
problem in the other direction and prove that if pi |= ϕ, then pi′ |=e ϕ. Then,
similar to the proof of Proposition 1, we only need to prove
if pii |= ϕ, then pi′ |=ie ϕ.
We have that the definitions of pii |= ϕ and pi′ |=ie ϕ are the same for ϕ being
a literal, and the defining term for pii |= ϕ is at least equally strong as that
of pi′ |=ie ϕ for composed formulas. Therefore the statement holds by structural
induction.
The relation between finite paths and their prefix can be established as fol-
lows: for any ϕ, a k-path pi can be extended to an (k + 1)-path pi′ such that
pi′ |= ϕ only if pi |=e ϕ.
Proposition 3. Let pi be a k-path and ϕ an LTL formula. If there is some prefix
pi′ of pi such that pi′ 6|=e ϕ, then pi 6|=e ϕ.
Proof. Let pi = pi0pi1 · · ·pik and pi′ = pi0pi1 · · ·pil for l ≤ k. We prove that
if pi |=ie ϕ, then pi′ |=ie ϕ for all 0 ≤ i ≤ l.
The reasoning is similar to the that of Proposition 2 and the statement holds by
structural induction.
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Proposition 3 guarantees that if pi 6|=e ϕ, then there is a pi′ such that for all
pi′ which is a proper prefix of pi, pi′ |=e ϕ, and for all pi′′ of which pi is a prefix,
pi′′ 6|=e ϕ.
Let Πk be a set of k-paths.
Let Πk |=e ϕ denote that for all pi ∈ Πk, pi |=e ϕ and Πk#eϕ denote that for
all pi ∈ Πk, pi 6|=e ϕ.
Let Mk denote the set of k-path of M where each such k-path starts from
some initial state of M .
Theorem 1. Let M be a model, ϕ an LTL formula. M |= ¬ϕ if there is a k
such that Mk#eϕ.
Proof. By Proposition 2, if there is a k and for each pi ∈ Mk, pi 6|=e ϕ, then no
infinite extension of a path of Mk satisfies ϕ, therefore every path starting from
some initial state of M satisfies ¬ϕ.
3 Encoding of the Problem in SAT-Formulas
A SAT-based encoding of LTL model checking problem has been given in [15].
In this section, we relate this encoding to the weak bounded semantics. Given
a model M , an LTL formula ϕ and a bound k. The problem considered here is
M |=k ϕ. we will construct encodings for the pair (M,ϕ) for each given k. Let
u0, ..., uk be a finite sequence of state variables. We first define [[M ]]k to be a
formula representing that u0 · · ·uk is a finite prefix of a valid path ofM starting
from an arbitrary initial state.
Definition 4 (Transition Relation). Let M = 〈S, T, I, L〉 be a model and
k ≥ 0.
[[M ]]k := I(u0) ∧
k−1∧
i=0
T (ui, ui+1)
This translation of transition relation corresponds to that in [2]. In the fol-
lowing, we fixed the model under consideration to be M = 〈S, T, I, L〉 unless
otherwise is stated.
3.1 Encoding of LTL formulas
Let p ∈ AP be a proposition symbol and p(u) represent the propositional formula
representing the states in which p is true according to L. For a state and a
formula, we present the encoding for (formula,state) pair according to the weak
bounded semantics of LTL.
Definition 5 (Translation of LTL formulas). Let u0, ..., uk be state variables
and ϕ be a formula. The encoding [[ϕ, ui]]k is defined as follows.
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[[p, ui]]k = p(ui)
[[¬p, ui]]k = ¬p(ui)
[[ϕ ∨ ψ, ui]]k = [[ϕ, ui]]k ∨ [[ψ, ui]]k
[[ϕ ∧ ψ, ui]]k = [[ϕ, ui]]k ∧ [[ψ, ui]]k
[[Xϕ, ui]]k = [[ϕ, ui+1]]k
[[Gϕ, ui]]k =
∧k
j=i[[ϕ, uj ]]k
[[ϕUψ, ui]]k =
∨k
j=i([[ψ, uj ]]k ∧
∧j−1
t=i [[ϕ, ut]]k) ∨
∧k
t=i[[ϕ, ut]]k
where [[ϕ, uk+1]]k = true.
The term [[ϕ, uk+1]]k is only a representation of true for convenience of
writing the definition. uk+1 needs not be interpreted to be a corresponding
state of M . Given that an interpretation α of u0, ..., uk corresponds to a path
α(u0) · · ·α(uk) ofM , the definition of [[ϕ, u0]]k captures the meaning of α(u0) · · ·α(uk) |=e
ϕ.
Lemma 1. Let α be an assignment of {u0, ..., uk}. α(u0) · · ·α(uk) |=e ϕ iff
[[ϕ, u0]]k.
Proof. Let pi = α(u0) · · ·α(uk). We prove that
pi |=ie ϕ iff [[ϕ, u0]]k is true under the assignment α.
By comparing the definitions, it is easily seen that this holds by structural in-
duction.
Definition 6. [[M,ϕ]]k := [[M ]]k ∧ [[ϕ, u0]]k
This definition combines the definition of [[ϕ, u0]]k with path information.
Every assignment α satisfying [[M,ϕ]]k makes α(u0) · · ·α(uk) a valid path of M
starting from some initial state of M , in addition to that α(u0) · · ·α(uk) |=e ϕ.
Theorem 2. Let M be a model, ϕ an LTL formula. Mk 6|=e ϕ iff [[M,ϕ]]k is
unsatisfiable.
Proof. Let α be an assignment of {u0, ..., uk} that maps them to k+1 states (not
necessary all different) of M that satisfies [[M,ϕ]]k. Then α(u0) · · ·α(uk) is a k-
path ofMk (i.e. a valid path of length k+1 ofM starting from some initial state
of M), since α satisfies [[M ]]k. Then α(u0) · · ·α(uk) |=e ϕ according to Lemma
1, since α also satisfies [[ϕ, u0]]k. On the other hand, if α is an assignment of
{u0, ..., uk} that does not satisfy [[M,ϕ]]k, then either α(u0) · · ·α(uk) is not a
path of Mk or α(u0) · · ·α(uk) 6|=e ϕ when α(u0) · · ·α(uk) is a path of Mk.
3.2 Bounded Model Verification
Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 provide a theoretical basis for verification of LTL
formulas. As a corollary, we have
Corollary 1. M |= ϕ if there is a k such that [[M,¬ϕ]]k is unsatisfiable.
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This has also been proved in [15] in a different way, and yields a iterative
bounded model checking procedure as follows. (1) Start with k = 0; (2) Compute
[[M,¬ϕ]]k and if [[M,¬ϕ]]k is unsatisfiable, report that M |= ϕ is valid; (3)
Increase k and repeat the process until a resource bound is reached.
Some example showing the use of this approach can be found in [15]. Here,
we first present an illustrative example to show the potential advantage of this
approach over BDD based approaches and discuss the combining of this with
the original bounded model checking approach, and then in Section 4, we show
that for a subset of LTL formulas a stronger result can be obtained to improve
the bounded model checking procedure.
Illustrative Example and Discussion This approach has advantage over BDD
based approaches, when a small k is sufficient for the verification. We use an
example to illustrate this advantage. Let p0, ..., pn−2, q, r be variables of the
domain {0, 1} and ⊕ be the function: addition modulo 2. Let the system be
consist of n processes. A, B and Ci for i = 0, ..., n − 3 (each is a sequential
process which executed in parallel to each other with the interleaving semantics)
with the following specification:
A : r = r ⊕ 1; p0 = p0 ⊕ 1
B : pn−2 = pn−2 ⊕ 1; q = q ⊕ 1
Ci : pi = pi ⊕ 1; pi+1 = pi+1 ⊕ 1 for i = 0, ..., n− 3
Let the initial state be pi = 0 and q = r = 1.
Let ϕ = ((p1 ∨ p3 · · · ∨ pn−2)Rq) for an odd number n.
For verifying ϕ(n), we first transform the problem to CNF formula according
to the proposed transformation scheme, then we use zChaff 1 for verification.
For n = 7, 9, 11, 13, the property is verified when k reaches respectively 6, 7, 8, 9.
The verification times by zChaff for n = 7, 9, 11, 13 are as follows.
Property k Time (s) Variables Clauses SAT-Time (s)
ϕ(7) 6 0.12 252 4206 0.07
ϕ(9) 7 0.42 366 7825 0.15
ϕ(11) 8 1.62 500 13053 0.31
ϕ(13) 9 13.01 654 20181 0.66
The second column shows the value of k which is sufficient for verifying the
property. The third column is the time used by zChaff for the round where k
is sufficient for verification, or for the k-th round. The fourth and fifth columns
are the numbers of variables and clauses generated in the same round. The last
column show the total time used in the previous rounds (i.e. from 0-th round to
(k − 1)-th round of the unsuccessful verification attempts) in which the inputs
to zChaff are all satisfiable.
The formula can also be written as the CTL formula A((p1∨p3 · · ·∨pn−2)Rq).
For comparison, we have carried out the same verification task using SMV (re-
lease 2.5.4.3) 2. An example of SMV code for n = 3 is shown as follows.
1 Available from http://www.princeton.edu/∼chaff/zchaff.html
2 Available from http://www.cs.cmu.edu/∼modelcheck/smv.html
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MODULE main
VAR
q: boolean; r: boolean;
p0: boolean; p1: boolean;
b0: process cc(p1,q);
c0: process cc(p0,p1,q);
ASSIGN
init(r):=1; init(q):=1;
init(p0):=0; init(p1):=0;
VAR a: {a0,a1,a2};
ASSIGN
init(a) := a0;
next(a) := case a=a0: a1; a=a1: a2; 1: a; esac;
next(r) := case a=a0: !r; 1: r; esac;
next(p0) := case a=a1: !p0; 1: p0; esac;
SPEC (!E[!(p1)U!(q)])
MODULE cc(p,s)
VAR c: {c0,c1,c2};
ASSIGN
init(c) := c0;
next(c) := case c=c0: c1; c=c1: c2; 1: c; esac;
next(p) := case c=c0: !p; 1: p; esac;
next(s) := case c=c1: !s; 1: s; esac;
The verification data for n = 7, 9, 11, 13 are shown as follows.
Property Time (s) BDD nodes Memory (KB)
ϕ(7) 1.14 16481 1441.792
ϕ(9) 9.07 102518 2818.048
ϕ(11) 101.22 638219 11337.728
ϕ(13) 2248.33 3789672 61800.448
For n = 7, the difference of time between the two approaches is around 6
times (counting the total time used by zChaff in all k+1 rounds), and for n = 13,
the difference is more than 150 times. Therefore the tables show clear advantage
of using the bounded verification approach over the BDD based verification
approach for this example.
3.3 Combining Approaches
As mentioned, the approach presented previously is effective for verification of
certain model checking problem instances, but there is no guarantee that we
finally obtain a conclusion, especially for unsatisfied properties. This can be
combined with the bounded model checking approach [2, 3] such that there are
possibility of quickly coming to a conclusion for either satisfiable or unsatisfi-
able properties, and there is a guarantee that a conclusion is reached when k
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is sufficiently large (assuming that we have sufficient computation resources).
We first present the encoding of the bounded model checking approach for
(formula, state) pairs based on the bounded semantics.
The encoding of (formula, state) pairs in the bounded model checking ap-
proach is based on the concept of (k, l)-loop. Let min() be the minimum operation
and s(i, k, l) denote
if (k = i) then l else i+ 1.
Definition 7 (Translation of LTL formulas). Let u0, ..., uk be state variables
and ϕ be an LTL formula. The encoding of (ϕ, ui), denoted by [[ϕ, ui]]k,l, is
defined as follows.
[[p, ui]]k,l = p(ui)
[[¬p, ui]]k,l = ¬p(ui)
[[ϕ ∨ ψ, ui]]k,l = [[ϕ, ui]]k,l ∨ [[ψ, ui]]k,l
[[ϕ ∧ ψ, ui]]k,l = [[ϕ, ui]]k,l ∧ [[ψ, ui]]k,l
[[Xϕ, ui]]k,l = [[ϕ, us(i,k,l)]]k,l
[[Gϕ, ui]]k,l =
∧k
j=min(i,l)[[ϕ, uj ]]k,l
[[ϕUψ, ui]]k,l =
∨k
j=i([[ψ, uj ]]k,l ∧
∧j−1
t=i [[ϕ, ut]]k,l)∨∧k
t=i[[ϕ, ut]]k,l ∧
∨i−1
j=l ([[ψ, uj ]]k,l ∧
∧j−1
t=l [[ϕ, ut]]k,l)
where [[ϕ, u−1]]k,l = false.
This definition is similar to that presented in [2] with some minor mod-
ifications. In the above definition, u−1 is a special symbol used only for the
purpose of uniform formula representation (avoiding specification of different
cases explicitly), for instance, [[p ∨ q, u−1]]k,l must be replaced by false and not
by [[p, u−1]]k,l ∨ [[q, u−1]]k,l. In addition, we define T (uk, u−1) = true. The sub-
script (k, l) in the definition indicates that the path is a (k, l)-loop for l ≥ 0,
otherwise the path is considered loop free (when l = −1).
Definition 8. LetM be a model and ϕ be an LTL formula. [[M,ϕ]]ok := [[M ]]k∧∨k
l=−1(T (uk, ul) ∧ [[ϕ, u0]]k,l).
The encoding of [[M,ϕ]]ok corresponds to that in [2] with a simplification
where a condition
∧k
l=0 ¬T (uk, ul) representing loop-free-ness is removed (or
more precisely, replaced by true). This change does not affect the satisfiability
of the formula, since if a formula is satisfied by a k-path which is not interpreted
as a k-loop, then it is also satisfied by the same k-path interpreted as a k-loop
(if it indeed is one). We formulate this fact as a lemma as follows.
Lemma 2. [[ϕ, u0]]k,−1 → [[ϕ, u0]]k,l for l ∈ {0, ..., k}.
Proof. We prove a more general property for [[ϕ, ui]]k,l and consider the lemma
as a special case where i = 0 of this property. The property is as follows.
[[ϕ, ui]]k,−1 → [[ϕ, ui]]k,l for i ∈ {0, ..., k} and l ∈ {0, ..., k}
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This property is to be proved by structural induction. The case is trivial for ϕ
being a proposition or negation of a proposition. Assume the induction hypoth-
esis.
– The case is also trivial for ϕ being a conjunctive or disjunctive formula,
according to the induction hypothesis.
– If ϕ = Xϕ0,
then [[ϕ, ui]]k,−1 is either false (i = k) or the same as [[ϕ0, ui+1]]k,−1 (i < k).
In the latter case, [[ϕ, ui]]k,l = [[ϕ0, ui+1]]k,l.
Then, according to the induction hypothesis, [[ϕ, ui]]k,−1 → [[ϕ, ui]]k,l.
– If ϕ = Gϕ0, then [[ϕ, ui]]k,−1 is false. Therefore [[ϕ, ui]]k,−1 → [[ϕ, ui]]k,l.
– If ϕ = ϕ0Uϕ1, then
∨i−1
j=−1([[ϕ1, uj ]]k,−1 ∧
∧j−1
t=−1[[ϕ0, ut]]k,−1) = false.
Therefore [[ϕ, ui]]k,−1 =
∨k
j=i([[ϕ1, uj ]]k,−1 ∧
∧j−1
t=i [[ϕ0, ut]]k,−1).
Then, according to the induction hypothesis,
[[ϕ, ui]]k,−1 →
∨k
j=i([[ϕ1, uj ]]k,l ∧
∧j−1
t=i [[ϕ0, ut]]k,l).
Since the right side of the implication is a disjunctive part of [[ϕ, ui]]k,l, we
obtain [[ϕ, ui]]k,−1 → [[ϕ, ui]]k,l.
The following theorem corresponds to the soundness theorem of the bounded
LTL model checking approach as presented in [2].
Theorem 3. Let M be a model, ϕ be an LTL formula. Let k ≥ 0. There is a
path pi of M such that pi |=k ϕ iff [[M,ϕ]]k is satisfiable.
Proof. Since the only difference in the encoding [[M,ϕ]]k and that in [2] is that
a condition representing loop-free-ness is removed, the fact that this change does
not affect the satisfiability of the formula is easily seen based on Lemma 2.
Corollary 2. Let M be a model, ϕ an LTL formula. M 6|= ϕ iff there is a k
such that [[M,¬ϕ]]ok is satisfiable.
A combination of Corollary 1 and Corollary 2 suggests the following combi-
nation of verification and error detection approach. Let M be a model and ϕ be
an LTL formula to be verified.
– Start with k = 0;
– If [[M,¬ϕ]]k is unsatisfiable, report that M |= ϕ is valid;
– If [[M,¬ϕ]]ok is satisfiable, report that M |= ϕ does not hold;
– If a given completeness threshold is reached, report that M |= ϕ is valid;
– Increase k and repeat the process.
As implied by the example, the procedure may terminate before reaching a
completeness threshold. However, in the general case, it may be necessary to
repeat the process until a completeness threshold is reached. For instance, if we
have the trivial property ϕ = G true, which is true for all systems, then we have
[[M,¬ϕ]]ok = false and [[M,¬ϕ]]k = I(u0) ∧
∧k−1
i=0 T (ui, ui+1). Then the first
one is unsatisfiable and the second is always satisfiable. The above approach can
only terminate when a completeness threshold is reached. In the next section, we
improve the approach for a subset of LTL formulas, such that the completeness
threshold is avoided for this subset of formulas.
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4 LTL(X,G)
The subset of LTL considered here is LTL formulas in NNF not containing
temporal operators not in {X,G}. This subset is denoted LTL(X,G). Let kM be
the number of reachable states of M . We define X-rank of a formula to be the
number of nested levels of X and G-rank to be the number of nested levels of
G. Formally:
Definition 9. Let gr(ϕ) be the G-rank of ϕ and xr(ϕ) be the X-rank of ϕ. Then
gr(p) = 0 for a literal p
gr(Xϕ) = gr(ϕ)
gr(Gϕ) = gr(ϕ) + 1
gr(ϕUψ) = gr(ϕ ∨ ψ) = gr(ϕ ∧ ψ) = max(gr(ϕ), gr(ψ))
xr(p) = 0 for a literal p
xr(Xϕ) = xr(ϕ) + 1
xr(Gϕ) = xr(ϕ)
xr(ϕUψ) = xr(ϕ ∨ ψ) = xr(ϕ ∧ ψ) = max(xr(ϕ), xr(ψ))
For convenience, we write pi |= ϕ for pi |=k ϕ when pi is a finite path with
|pi| = k − 1. Then pi in pi |= ϕ may be a finite path or an infinite path according
to the context.
For an LTL(X,G) formula with G-rank = 0, the prefix of length xr + 1 of
a path (with xr being the X-rank of the formula) is sufficient for proving or
disproving whether the path satisfies the formula.
Lemma 3. Let ϕ be an LTL(X,G) formula with G-rank = 0. Let xr be the
X-rank of ϕ. If pi |=e ϕ and |pi| ≥ xr + 1, then pi0 · · ·pixr |= ϕ.
For an LTL(X,G) formula with G-rank = 1, a finite prefix of a path is suffi-
cient for showing whether there is a path of M satisfying the formula.
Lemma 4. Let ϕ be an LTL(X,G) formula with G-rank = 0. Let xr be the X-
rank of ϕ. If pi |=e Gϕ with |pi| ≥ (2 ·xr+1) · k2·xr+1M +2 ·xr · kM +1, then there
is an xr ≤ i < pi such that pi0 · · ·pii |= Gϕ.
The proofs of the above two lemmas are omitted, due to the space limit.
Corollary 3. Let ϕ and ψ be LTL(X,G) formulas with G-rank = 0. Let xr be
the X-rank of ψ∧Gϕ. If pi |=e ψ∧Gϕ with |pi| ≥ (2·xr+1)·k2·xr+1M +2·xr ·kM+1,
then there is an xr ≤ i < pi such that pi0 · · ·pii |= ψ ∧Gϕ.
For a general LTL(X,G) formula, a finite prefix of a path is also sufficient
for showing whether there is a path of M satisfying the formula. Before consid-
ering general LTL(X,G) formulas, we define a normal form for LTL by allowing
generalized disjunction (a disjunction of a set of formulas).
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4.1 LTL Disjunctive Normal Form
Definition 10. LTLdnf formulas are formulas constructed as follows.
– If p1, ..., pn are literals and m1, ...,mn ≥ 0, then
∨n
i=1X
mipi is a base LTLdnf
formula. A base LTLdnf formula is an LTLdnf formula.
– If ϕi,0 is a base LTLdnf formula, and ϕi,1, ϕi,2, ϕi,3 are LTLdnf formulas for
i ∈ {1, ..., n}, then ∨ni=1 ψi is an LTLdnf formula, where ψi is either ϕi,0,
Gϕi,1, ϕi,2Uϕi,3, or a conjunction of two or all the three of these formulas.
Every LTL formula (in NNF) can be transformed into an equivalent LTLdnf
formula by the following transformation rules (in addition to the associativity
and commutativity of conjunction and disjunction).
X(ϕ0 ∧ ϕ1) = Xϕ0 ∧Xϕ1
X(ϕ0 ∨ ϕ1) = Xϕ0 ∨Xϕ1
XGϕ0 = GXϕ0
X(ϕ0Uϕ1) = Xϕ0UXϕ1
ϕ ∧ (ψ0 ∨ ψ1) = (ϕ ∧ ψ0) ∨ (ϕ ∧ ψ1)
Gϕ ∧Gψ = G(ϕ ∧ ψ)
(ϕ0Uϕ1) ∧ (ψ0Uψ1) = (ϕ0 ∧ ψ0)U((ϕ1 ∧ (ψ0Uψ1)) ∨ (ψ1 ∧ (ϕ0Uϕ1)))
By examining these transformation rules, we have that the formulas on both
sides are equivalent also with respect to the weak bounded semantics.
Theorem 4. Let ϕ be an LTL formula, and ϕ′ be an LTLdnf formula con-
structed from ϕ by applying the given rules. Then pi |=e ϕ iff pi |=e ϕ′.
Since each of the rules is sound with respect to the weak bounded semantics,
the theorem follows from induction on the number of applications of the rules.
A property of the transformation rules is that if ϕ and ψ are LTLdnf formulas
with G-rank ≤ n, then the G-rank of ϕ ∧ ψ (viewed as an abbreviation of the
equivalent LTLdnf formula after the transformation) is also ≤ n.
4.2 LTLdnf (X,G)
Following the definition of LTLdnf , every LTL(X,G) formula can be transformed
into an equivalent LTLdnf formula (with respect to both the normal semantics
and the weak bounded semantics) restricted to temporal operators X and G.
We denote this fragment of LTLdnf by LTLdnf (X,G). Instead of considering
LTL(X,G) formulas, we now consider LTLdnf (X,G) formulas. Without of loss of
generality, We only consider LTLdnf (X,G) formula of the following form
ψ0 ∨
n∨
i=1
ψi ∧Gϕi
where ψi for i = 0, ..., n are base LTLdnf formulas (ψi may be true) and ϕi for
i = 1, ..., n are LTLdnf formulas of the above form. A formula not in this form is
considered as an abbreviation of the equivalent formula of this form.
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Lemma 5. Let ζ = ζ ′0∨(ζ ′1∧Gζ1)∨· · ·∨(ζ ′n∧Gζn) be an LTLdnf (X,G) formula.
Let gr be the G-rank of ζ, and xr be the X-rank of ζ. There is an f such that if
pi |=e ζ with |pi| ≥ f(gr, ζ) then there is an xr ≤ i < pi such that pi0 · · ·pii |= ζ.
The proof is omitted, due to the space limit. Since every LTL(X,G) formula can
be transformed into an equivalent LTLdnf (X,G) formula, the result on LTLdnf
(X,G) formulas applies also to LTL(X,G) formulas.
Corollary 4. Let M be a model, ψ an LTL(X,G) formula. Let pi be an infinite
path of M . If for all k, pi0 · · ·pik |=e ψ, then there is an infinite path pi′ of M
such that pi′ |= ψ.
4.3 Verification Approach for the Negation of LTL(X,G) Formulas
Theorem 5. Let M be a model, ϕ an LTL(X,G) formula. M |= ¬ϕ iff there is
a k such that Mk 6|=e ϕ.
This theorem follows from Theorem 1 and Corollary 4.
Corollary 5. Let M be a model, ϕ an LTL(X,G) formula. M |= ¬ϕ iff there is
a k such that [[M,ϕ]]k is unsatisfiable.
The bounded model verification approach in the Section 3 can therefore be
improved to be as follows for verification of the negation of LTL(X,G) formulas.
Let M be a model and ϕ be a temporal formula such that ¬ϕ is an LTL(X,G)
formula. For verification of M |= ϕ, we have the following steps.
– Start with k = 0;
– If [[M,¬ϕ]]k is unsatisfiable, report that M |= ϕ is valid;
– If [[M,¬ϕ]]ok is satisfiable, report that M |= ϕ does not hold;
– Increase k and repeat the process.
In this procedure, the use of the completeness threshold has been avoided.
The termination of this procedure is guaranteed by Theorem 5 and Theorem 3.
5 Concluding Remarks
For the first, a weak bounded semantics for LTL has been presented as a theo-
retical basis for the SAT-based bounded verification of LTL formulas. Then as
known that this is not a complete approach, we have proved for a subset of LTL
that this verification approach is complete. We have also provided an example
to show the potential advantage of the verification approach and discussed the
advantage of a combination of this approach with the traditional bounded model
checking approach.
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Abstract. Petri nets are often used to model and analyze workflows.
Many workflow languages have been mapped onto Petri nets in order to
provide formal semantics or to verify correctness properties. Typically,
the so-called Workflow nets are used to model and analyze workflows
and variants of the classical soundness property are used as a correctness
notion. Since many workflow languages have cancelation features, a map-
ping to workflow nets is not always possible. Therefore, it is interesting
to consider workflow nets with reset arcs. Unfortunately, soundness is
undecidable for workflow nets with reset arcs. In this paper, we provide
a proof and insights into the theoretical limits of workflow verification.
1 Introduction
Information systems have become “process-aware”, i.e., they are driven by pro-
cess models [11]. Often the goal is to automatically configure systems based on
process models rather than coding the control-flow logic using some conventional
programming language. Early examples of process-aware information systems
were called WorkFlow Management (WFM) systems [4, 19, 27]. In more recent
years, vendors prefer the term Business Process Management (BPM) systems.
BPM systems have a wider scope than the classical WFM systems and are not
just focusing on process automation. BPM systems tend to provide more support
for various forms of analysis and management support. Both WFM and BPM
aim to support operational processes that we refer to as “workflow processes”
or simply “workflows”.
The flow-oriented nature of workflow processes makes the Petri net formalism
a natural candidate for the modeling and analysis of workflows. This paper
focuses on the so-called workflow nets (WF-nets) introduced in [1, 2]. A WF-net
is a Petri net with a start place i and an end place o such that all nodes are on
a path from i to o. A case, i.e., process instance, is initiated via the source place
i and successfully completes by putting a token in the sink place o.
In the context of WF-nets a correctness criterion called soundness has been
defined [1, 2]. A WF-net with source place i and sink place o is sound if and
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only if the following three requirements are satisfied: (1) option to complete: for
each case starting in source place i it is always still possible to reach the state
which just marks sink place o, (2) proper completion: if sink place o is marked
all other places are empty for a given case, and (3) no dead transitions: it should
be possible to execute an arbitrary activity by following the appropriate route
through the WF-net. In [1, 2] it was shown that soundness is decidable and that
it can be translated into a liveness and boundedness problem, i.e., a WF-net is
sound if and only if the corresponding short-circuited net is live and bounded.
In the last decade, the soundness property has become the standard correctness
notion for workflow. This is illustrated by the fact that [2] is among the most
cited papers both in the workflow/BPM community and Petri net community.
Since the mid-nineties many people have been looking at the verification of
workflows. These papers all assume some underlying model (e.g., WF-nets) and
some correctness criterion (e.g., soundness). However, in many cases a rather
simple model is used (WF-nets or even less expressive) and practical features
such a cancelation are missing. Many practical languages have a cancelation
feature, e.g., Staffware has a withdraw construct, YAWL has a cancelation region,
BPMN has cancel, compensate, and error events, etc. Therefore, it is interesting
to investigate the notion of soundness in the context of WF-nets with reset
arcs [9, 10, 14]. A reset arc connects a place to a transition. For the enabling
of this transition the reset arc plays no role. However, whenever this transition
fires, then place is emptied. Clearly, this concept can be used to model various
cancelation concepts encountered in modern workflow languages. This paper
will prove that soundness is undecidable for reset WF-nets. This result is not
trivial since other properties such as e.g. coverability are decidable for reset nets.
Moreover, as we will show, there is not a simple mapping between soundness and
reachability which is known to be undecidable for reset net [9, 10, 14].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, we briefly present
an overview of related work (Section 2). Then, Section 3 presents some of the
preliminaries (mathematical notations and Petri net basics). Section 4 presents
the basic notion of reset WF-nets. In Section 5 the classical notion of soundness
is introduced. Section 6 presents the main result: undecidability of soundness for
reset WF-nets. Moreover, we will show that soundness is also undecidable for
weaker notions such as relaxed soundness [6, 7]. Section 7 concludes the paper.
2 Related Work
Since the mid nineties, many researchers have been working on workflow verifi-
cation techniques. It is impossible to give a complete overview here. Moreover,
most of the papers on workflow verification focus on rather simple languages,
e.g., AND/XOR-graphs which are even less expressive than classical Petri nets.
Therefore, we only mention the work directly relevant to this paper.
The use of Petri nets in workflow verification has been studied extensively. In
[1, 2] the foundational notions of WF-nets and soundness are introduced. In [15,
16] two alterative notions of soundness are introduced: k-soundness and general-
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ized soundness. These notions allow for dead parts in the workflow but address
problems related to multiple instantiation. In [20] the notion of weak sound-
ness is proposed. This notion allows for dead transitions. The notion of relaxed
soundness is introduced in [6, 7]. This notion allows for potential deadlocks and
livelocks, however, for each transition there should be at least one proper execu-
tion. Lazy soundness [22] is another variant that only focuses on the end place
and allows for excess tokens in the rest of the net. Finally, the notions of up-
to-k-soundness and easy soundness are introduced in [24]. More details on these
notions proposed in the literature are given in Section 5.
Most soundness notions (except generalized soundness [15, 16]) can be inves-
tigated using classical model checking techniques that explore the state space.
However, such approaches can be intractable or even impossible because the
state-space may be infinite. Therefore, alternative approaches that avoid con-
structing the (full) state space have been proposed. [3] describes how structural
properties of a workflow net can be used to detect the soundness property. [25]
presents an alternative approach for deciding relaxed soundness in the presence
of OR-joins using invariants. The approach taken results in the approximation
of OR-join semantics and transformation of YAWL nets into Petri nets with
inhibitor arcs. In [28] it is shown that the backward reachability graph can be
used to determine the enabling of OR-joins in the context of cancelation. In the
general area of reset nets, Dufourd et al.’s work has provided valuable insights
into the decidability status of various properties of reset nets including reach-
ability, boundedness and coverability [9, 10, 14]. Moreover, in [26] it is shown
that reduction rules can be applied to reset nets (and even to inhibitor nets) to
speed-up analysis and improve diagnostics. For decidability results for ordinary
Petri nets we refer to [12, 13].
3 Preliminaries
This section introduces some of the basic mathematical and Petri-net related
concepts used in the remainder of this paper.
3.1 Multi-sets, Sequences, and Matrices
Let A be a set. IB(A) = A → IN is the set of multi-sets (bags) over A, i.e.,
X ∈ IB(A) is a multi-set where for each a ∈ A: X(a) denotes the number of
times a is included in the multi-set. The sum of two multi-sets (X + Y ), the
difference (X − Y ), the presence of an element in a multi-set (x ∈ X), and the
notion of sub-multi-set (X ≤ Y ) are defined in a straightforward way and they
can handle a mixture of sets and multi-sets. |X| =∑a∈AX(a) is the size of the
multi-set. piA′(X) is the projection of X onto A′ ⊆ A, i.e., (piA′(X))(a) = X(a)
if a ∈ A′ and (piA′(X))(a) = 0 if a 6∈ A′.
To represent a concrete multi-set we use square brackets, e.g., [a, a, b, a, b, c],
[a3, b2, c], and 3[a] + 2[b] + [c] all refer to the same multi-set with six elements: 3
a’s, 2 b’s, and one c. [ ] refers to the empty bag, i.e., |[ ]| = 0.
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For a given set A, A∗ is the set of all finite sequences over A (including
the empty sequence 〈〉). A finite sequence over A of length n is a mapping
σ ∈ {1, . . . , n} → A. Such a sequence is represented by a string, i.e., σ =
〈a1, a2, . . . , an〉 where ai = σ(i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
For a relation R on A, i.e., R ⊆ A×A, we define R∗ as the reflexive transitive
closure of R.
3.2 Reset Petri nets
This subsection briefly introduces some basic Petri net terminology [8, 17, 23]
and notations used in the remainder of this paper. Our starting point is a Petri
net with reset arcs and arc weights. Such a Petri net is called a reset net.
Definition 1 (Reset net). A reset net is a tuple (P, T, F,W,R), where:
– (P, T, F ) is a classical Petri net with a finite set of places P , a finite set of
transitions T , and a flow relation F ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ),
– W ∈ F → IN \ {0} is an (arc) weight function, and
– R ∈ T → 2P is a function defining reset arcs.
A reset net extends the classical Petri net with arc weights and reset arcs. The
arc weights specify the number of tokens to be consumed or produced and the
reset arcs are used to remove all tokens from the reset places independent of
the number of tokens. To illustrate these concepts we use Figure 1. This figure
shows a reset net with seven places and six transitions. The arc from t1 to p3
has weight 6, i.e., W (t1, p3) = 6. Moreover, W (p5, t5) = 6, W (p3, t4) = 2, and
W (t4, p5) = 2. All other arcs have weight 1, e.g., W (p1, t1) = 1. Transition
tr has four reset arcs, i.e., R(tr) = {p2, p3, p4, p5}, and R(t) = ∅ for all other
transitions t.
Because of the arc weights the classical preset and postset operators re-
turn bags rather than sets: •a = [xW (x,y) | (x, y) ∈ F ∧ a = y] and a• =
[yW (x,y) | (x, y) ∈ F ∧ a = x]. For example, •t5 = [p4, p56, pr] is the bag of
input places of t5 and t1• = [p2, p36, pr] is the bag of output places of t1.
Now we can formalize the notions of enabling and firing.
Definition 2 (Firing rule). Let N = (P, T, F,W,R) be a reset net and M ∈
IB(P ) be a marking.
– A transition t ∈ T is enabled at M , denoted by (N,M)[t〉, if and only if,
M ≥ •t.
– An enabled transition t can fire while changing the state to M ′, denoted by
(N,M)[t〉(N,M ′), if and only if M ′ = piP\R(t)(M − •t) + t•.
The resulting markingM ′ = piP\R(t)(M−•t)+t• is obtained by first removing
the tokens required for enabling: M − •t. Then all tokens are removed from the
reset places of t using projection. Note that piP\R(t) removes all tokens except
the ones in the non-reset places P \R(t). Finally, the specified numbers of tokens
are added to the output places. Note that t• is a bag of places.
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Fig. 1. A reset net. Transition tr is enabled if pr is marked and removes all tokens
from p2, p3, p4, p5.
In Figure 1, transition tr is enabled if and only if there is a token in place
pr, i.e., reset arcs do not influence enabling. However, after the firing of tr all
tokens are removed from the four places p2, p3, p4, and p5.
(N,M)[t〉(N,M ′) defines how a Petri net can move from one marking to
another by firing a transition. We can extend this notion to firing sequences.
Suppose σ = 〈t1, t2, . . . , tn〉 is a sequence of transitions present in some Petri net
N with initial markingM . (N,M)[σ〉(N,M ′) means that there is also a sequence
of markings 〈M0,M1, . . . ,Mn〉 whereM0 =M ,Mn =M ′, and for any 0 ≤ i < n:
(N,Mi)[ti+1〉(N,Mi+1). Using this notation we define the set of reachable mark-
ings R(N,M) as follows: R(N,M) = {M ′ ∈ IB(P ) | ∃σ∈T∗(N,M)[σ〉(N,M ′)}.
Note that by definition M ∈ R(N,M) because the initial marking M is trivially
reachable via the empty sequence (n = 0).
We would like to emphasize that any reset net with arc weights can be trans-
formed into a reset net without arc weights, i.e., all arcs have weight 1. Therefore,
in proofs we can assume arc weights of 1. Figure 2 illustrates how a Petri net
with arc weights of 2 can be transformed into a Petri net without arc weights. If
k is the maximum arc weight, the construction illustrated by Figure 2 requires
the splitting of place p into k places (p1, . . . , pk). See [5] for details.
4 Reset Workflow Nets
In the previous section, we considered arbitrary Petri nets without having an
application in mind. However, when looking at workflows, we can make some
assumptions about the structure of the Petri net. The idea of a workflow process
is that many cases (also called process instances) are handled in a uniform man-
ner. The workflow definition describes the ordering of activities to be executed
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Fig. 2. Construction illustrating that it is possible to transform any reset net with arc
weights into an equivalent Petri net without arc weights.
for each case including a clear start state and end state. These basic assump-
tions lead to the notion of a WorkFlow net (WF-net) [1, 2]. In the introduction,
we already informally introduced the notion of WF-nets and now it is time to
formalize this notion in the presence of reset arcs.
Definition 3 (RWF-net). A reset net N = (P, T, F,W,R) is a Reset Work-
Flow net (RWF-net) if and only if
– There is a single source place i, i.e., {p ∈ P | • p = [ ]} = {i}.
– There is a single sink place o, i.e., {p ∈ P | p• = [ ]} = {o}.
– Every node is on a path from i to o, i.e., for any n ∈ P ∪ T : (i, n) ∈ F ∗ and
(n, o) ∈ F ∗ (where F ∗ is the transitive closure of F ).
– There is no reset arc connected to the sink place, i.e., ∀t∈T o 6∈ R(t).
Figure 1 shows a RWF-net. The requirement that ∀t∈T o 6∈ R(t) has been added
to emphasize that termination should be irreversible, i.e., it is not allowed to
complete (put a token in o) and then undo this completion (remove the token
from o).
5 Soundness
Based on the notion of RWF-nets we now investigate the fundamental question:
“Is the workflow correct?”. If one has domain knowledge, this question can be
answered in many different ways. However, without domain knowledge one can
only resort to generic questions such as: “Does the workflow terminate?”, “Are
there any deadlocks?”, “Is it possible to execute activity A?”, etc. Such kinds of
generic questions triggered the definition of soundness [1, 2].
Definition 4 (Classical soundness [1, 2]). Let N = (P, T, F,W,R) be a
RWF-net. N is sound if and only if the following three requirements are sat-
isfied:
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– Option to complete: ∀M∈R(N,[i]) [o] ∈ R(N,M).
– Proper completion: ∀M∈R(N,[i]) (M ≥ [o])⇒ (M = [o]).
– No dead transitions: ∀t∈T ∃M∈R(N,[i]) (N,M)[t〉.
The RWF-net depicted in Figure 1 is sound.
The first requirement in Definition 4 states that starting from the initial
state (just a token in place i), it is always possible to reach the state with
one token in place o (state [o]). If we assume a strong notion of fairness, then
the first requirement implies that eventually state [o] is reached. Strong fairness,
sometimes also referred to as “impartial” or “recurrent” [18], means that in every
infinite firing sequence, each transition fires infinitely often. Note that weaker
notions of fairness are not sufficient, see Figure 2 in [18]. However, such a fairness
assumption is reasonable in the context of workflow management since all choices
are made (implicitly or explicitly) by applications, humans or external actors. If
we required termination without this assumption, all nets allowing loops in their
execution sequences would be called unsound, which is clearly not desirable.
The second requirement states that the moment a token is put in place o, all
the other places should be empty. The last requirement states that there are no
dead transitions (tasks) in the initial state [i].
By carefully looking at Definition 4 one can see that the second requirement
is implied by the first one. Hence we can ignore the second requirement in Defini-
tion 4. The reason that we include it anyway is because it represents an intuitive
behavioral requirement.
As pointed out in [1, 2], classical soundness of a WF-net without reset arcs
corresponds to liveness and boundedness of the so-called short-circuited net. The
short-circuited net is the Petri net obtained by connecting o to i, thus making
the net cyclic. After the initial paper on soundness of WF-nets [1, 2] many other
papers followed. Some extend the results while others explore alternative notions
of soundness. These notions strengthen or weaken some of the requirements men-
tioned in Definition 4. Some examples are: k-soundness [15, 16], weak soundness
[20], up-to-k-soundness [24], generalized soundness [15, 16], relaxed soundness [6,
7], lazy soundness [22], and easy soundness [24].
A detailed discussion of these soundness notions is beyond the scope of this
paper, see [5] for a complete overview. Nevertheless, we would like to define
relaxed soundness as an example of an alternative soundness notion.
Definition 5 (Relaxed soundness [6, 7]). Let N be a RWF-net. N is relaxed
sound if and only if for each transition t ∈ T :
∃M,M ′∈R(N,[i]) (N,M)[t〉(N,M ′) ∧ [o] ∈ R(N,M ′).
Classical soundness considers all possible execution paths and if for one path
the desired end state is not reachable, the net is not sound. In a way this implies
that the workflow is “lunacy proof”, e.g., the user cannot select a path that
will deadlock. The notion of relaxed soundness assumes a responsible user or
environment, i.e., the net does not have to be “lunacy proof” as long as there
exist “good” execution paths, i.e., for each transition there has to be at least
one execution from the initial state to the desired final state that executes this
transition.
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6 Decidability
In this section we explore the decidability of soundness in the presence of reset
arcs. First, we show that classical soundness is undecidable, then we show that
relaxed soundness is also undecidable for RWF-nets.
6.1 Classical soundness is undecidable for RWF-nets
In this subsection, we explore the decidability of soundness for RWF-nets. If a
WF-net has no reset arcs, soundness is decidable. Such a WF-net N = (P, T, F )
(without reset arcs) is sound if and only if the short-circuited net (N, [i]) with
N = (P, T ∪ {t∗}, F ∪ {(o, t∗), (t∗, i)}) and t∗ 6∈ T is live and bounded. Since
liveness and boundedness are both decidable, soundness is also decidable. For
some subclasses (e.g., free-choice nets), this is even decidable in polynomial time
[1, 2].
Unfortunately, soundness is not decidable for RWF-nets with reset arcs as is
shown by the following theorem.
Theorem 1 (Undecidability of soundness). Soundness is undecidable for
RWF-nets with reset arcs.
Proof. Let (N,MI) be an arbitrary marked reset net. In the general case it
is known that reachability is undecidable for reset nets [9, 10]. Without loss
of generality we can assume that N is connected and that every transition has
input and output places, since any reset net can be translated into a behaviorally
equivalent net that has these properties. Moreover, since coverability is decidable
for reset nets [9, 14], we can assume that all dead transitions have been removed.
(Because we can check whether •t is coverable from the initial marking, we can
test whether transition t is dead for any t ∈ T .) Hence we may assume that
(N,MI) is connected, every transition has input and output places, and there
are no dead transitions.
To show that soundness is undecidable, we construct a new net (N ′, [i])
which embeds (N,MI) such that N ′ is sound if and only if some marking MX
is NOT reachable from (N,MI). By doing so, we show that reachability in an
arbitrary reset net can be analyzed through soundness, making soundness also
undecidable.
The construction is shown in Figure 3. However, to explain this we first need
to introduce some notation. P is the set of places in N and T is the set of
transitions in N . Assume {i, o, u, s, v, w} ∩ P = ∅ and ({a, b, c, z} ∪ {zp | p ∈
P}) ∩ T = ∅. These are the “fresh” identifiers corresponding to the places and
transitions added to N to form N ′. I ⊆ P are all the places that are initially
marked in (N,MI) and X ⊆ P are the places that are marked in (N,MX). As
Figure 3 shows, transition c initializes the places in I, i.e., for p ∈ I: W (c, p) =
MI(p).3 Similarly, transition b can fire and consume all tokens from X if marking
3 Note that we are assuming weighted arcs here. However, as shown before these can
be removed using the construction in Figure 2.
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Fig. 3. Construction showing that soundness is undecidable for WF-nets with reset
arcs. The original net comprises the three dashed areas: I is the set of places of N
initially marked, X is the set of places that are marked in MX , and all other nodes of
N are shown in the dashed area in the middle. Note that I and X may overlap.
MX is reached, i.e., for p ∈ X: W (p, b) = MX(p), and transition a marks the
places in X appropriately, i.e., for p ∈ X: W (a, p) = MX(p). The transitions z
and zp (p ∈ P ) have reset arcs from all places in N ′ except the new sink place o.
Any transition in the original net has a bidirectional arc with s, i.e., a self-loop.
All other connections are as shown in Figure 3.
The constructed net (N ′, [i]) has the following behavior. First a fires, marking
u, v and the places in X. No transition t ∈ T can fire because s is still empty
and c is also blocked because w is empty. The only two transitions that can
fire are b and z. If z occurs, the net ends in marking [o]. If b fires, it will be
followed by c. The firing of c brings the net into marking MI + [s, v]. Note
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that in marking MI + [s, v] the original transitions are not constrained in any
way and the embedded subnet can evolve as in (N,MI) until one of the newly
added transitions fires. Transitions {zp | p ∈ P} can fire as long as there is at
least one token in a place in P and z can fire as long as there is a token in
v. The firing of such a transition always leads to [o], i.e., firing a transition in
{z} ∪ {zp | p ∈ P} always leads to the proper end state. Transition b can fire as
soon as the embedded subnet has a marking which covers MX .
It is obvious that net N ′ shown in Figure 3 is a WF-net, i.e., there is one
source place i, one sink place o, all nodes are on a path from i to o, and there is
no reset on o.
Now we can show that N ′ is sound if and only if the specified marking MX
is NOT reachable from (N,MI):
– Assume marking MX is reachable from (N,MI). This implies that from
(N ′, [i]) the marking MX +[s, v] is reachable. Hence b can fire for the second
time resulting in a state [s, w]. In this state all transitions in T are blocked
because transitions have input places and all input places in P are empty.
Also all added transitions are dead in [s, w]. Hence a deadlock state [s, w] is
reachable from (N ′, [i]) implying that N ′ is not sound.
– Assume markingMX is not reachable from (N,MI) andMX is also not cov-
erable. This implies that b cannot fire for the second time. Hence, there al-
ways remain tokens in some place of P after initialization and it is always pos-
sible to terminate in state [o] by firing one of the “z transitions”. Moreover,
none of the transitions is dead in (N ′, [i]) because {a, b, c, z} ∪ {zp | p ∈ P}
can fire and the transitions in T are not dead in (N,MI) (because of the
initial cleaning). Therefore, N ′ is indeed sound.
– Assume marking MX is not reachable from (N,MI) but MX is coverable.
This implies that in the embedded subnet it is only possible to reach states
M ′ that are not covering MX or that are bigger than MX , i.e., M ′ ≥ MX
implies M ′ 6= MX . For states smaller than MX we have shown that sound-
ness is not jeopardized. For states bigger than MX , b can fire. However, if
b fires, tokens remain in P and b cannot fire anymore. Hence, at least one
transition in {zp | p ∈ P} is enabled at any time because one of the places in
P is marked. As a result, it is always possible to terminate in state [o] and
N ′ is indeed sound.
Hence, if soundness is decidable for reset nets, then reachability is also decidable.
This leads to a contradiction. Hence soundness is not decidable. uunionsq
Theorem 1 shows that the ability of cancellation combined with unbounded
places makes soundness undecidable. This is a relevant result because many
workflow languages have such features.
6.2 Relaxed soundness is undecidable for RWF-nets
Relaxed soundness differs fundamentally from notions such as classical sound-
ness, because it allows for deadlocks, etc. as long as there is a “good execution”
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possible for each transition. Like classical soundness, relaxed soundness is de-
cidable for WF-nets without reset arcs. Unfortunately, relaxed soundness is also
undecidable for RWF-nets.
Theorem 2 (Undecidability of relaxed soundness). Relaxed soundness is
undecidable for RWF-nets with reset arcs.
Proof. Let (N,MI) be an arbitrary marked reset net. Without loss of generality
we can assume that N is connected and that every transition has input and
output places. Any net can be translated into a behaviorally equivalent net that
has these properties.
To show that relaxed soundness is undecidable, we construct a new net
(N ′, [i]) which embeds (N,MI) such that N ′ is relaxed sound if and only if some
specified marking MX is reachable from (N,MI). By doing so, we show that
reachability in an arbitrary reset net can be analyzed through relaxed sound-
ness, making relaxed soundness undecidable because reachability is undecidable
for reset nets [9, 10].
Note that here we choose a different strategy than in Theorem 1 where sound-
ness corresponds to the non-reachability of a given markingMX . Here, we make
a construction such that relaxed soundness of N ′ corresponds to the reachability
of MX in (N,MI).
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Fig. 4. Construction showing that reachability can be expressed in terms of relaxed
soundness for WF-nets with reset arcs. (Note that I and X may overlap.)
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Figure 4 shows the basic idea underlying the construction of N ′ from N . P
is the set of places in N and T is the set of transitions in N . I ⊆ P is the set of
places marked in MI and X ⊆ P is the set of places marked in MX . Although
not shown in Figure 4, I and X may overlap. Let Tstart = {tstart | t ∈ T} and
Tend = {tend | t ∈ T} be new transitions and let S = {st | t ∈ T} be new
places, i.e., for each t ∈ T we add a self-loop place st and transitions tstart and
tend. Assume ({i, o, u, v, w} ∪ S) ∩ P = ∅ and ({a, b, c} ∪ Tstart ∪ Tend) ∩ T = ∅.
For any t: •tstart = [u] + S, tstart• = (•t) + [st, v], •tend = (t•) + [st, v], and
tend• = [u]+S. Also note the reset arcs of tend and that s ∈ •t ∩ t•. As Figure 4
shows, transition b initializes the places in I, i.e., for p ∈ I: W (b, p) = MI(p).
Similarly, transition c consumes all tokens from X if marking MX is reached,
i.e., for p ∈ X: W (p, c) =MX(p).
To better understand the structure of N ′ note that there are the following
place invariants: i+u+v+w+o and k.i+
∑
t∈T st+(k−1).v+k.o where k = |T |.
The first invariant indicates that there will always be one token in exactly one
of the places i, u, v, w, and o. The second invariant shows that there is a token
in i (weight k), or there is a token in o (weight k), or there are tokens in S∪{v}.
In the latter case, there may be one token in v with weight k− 1 and one token
in one of the places in S with weight 1. So the sum of these two tokens is also k.
Note that tstart consumes k tokens with weight one from S, returns one token
to place st ∈ S, and puts a token with weight k − 1 in place v. Transition tend
consumes one token from place st ∈ S and one token with weight k− 1 for place
v, and produces k tokens with weight one for S. It is easy to show that these are
indeed invariants because the reset arcs only affect the places in P and not any
of the newly added places.
Initially a fires thus marking u and all places in S. In [u] + S, any of the
Tstart transitions can fire. Say tstart fires. In the resulting state ((•t) + [st, v]),
t is the only transition in T that can fire. Note that all other transitions in
T are blocked because the corresponding places in S \ {st} are not marked.
If t• ⊆ •t, then t does not have to fire and tend may fire directly. However, t
can fire. If •t ⊆ t•, then t may even fire multiple times. However, after firing
one of more times t, tend can fire and remove all tokens from t• using reset
arcs if needed. Note that the reset arcs in the original net do not play a role
here because transition t removes the tokens in •t and nothing more. In any
case, the sequence 〈tstart, t, tend〉 can be executed and results again in marking
[u] + S. Hence this could be repeated for all t ∈ T , still resulting in marking
[u] + S. In marking [u] + S also b can fire resulting in marking MI + S + [w].
Hence is it possible to move from marking [i] to marking MI + S + [w] by firing
σb = 〈a, . . . , tstart, t, tend, . . . , b〉, i.e., (N ′, [i])[σb〉(N ′,MI+S+[w]). Note that σb
is such that it contains all transitions except c. After executing σb, the transitions
in T can fire like in (N,MI), i.e., not constrained by the added constructs, until
c occurs. Suppose that c occurs, then all tokens in S are removed thus blocking
all transitions in T . After firing c a token is put into o and no transition can fire
anymore.
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Now we can show that N ′ is relaxed sound if and only if the specified marking
MX is reachable in (N,MI):
– Assume marking MX is reachable from (N,MI). There exists a firing se-
quence σN such that (N,MI)[σN 〉(N,MX). This sequence is also enabled
in the state after executing σb: (N ′,MI + S + [w])[σN 〉(N ′,MX + S + [w]).
Hence, (N ′, [i])[σbσNc〉(N ′, [o]) and it becomes clear that N ′ is indeed re-
laxed sound.
– Assume N ′ is relaxed sound. Hence there is a sequence σ: (N ′, [i])[σ〉(N ′, [o]).
σ needs to have the following structure σb = 〈a, . . . , b, . . . , c〉 because in order
to mark o, c must have been the last step and must have been preceded by b
which in turn must have been preceded by a. Recall that i+u+ v+w+ o is
a place invariant illustrating the main control-flow in the net and the linear
dependencies between a, b and c. It is also clear that a, b, and c can fire only
once. Just before firing c the marking must have been preciselyMX+S+[w]
because c does not have any reset arcs. Just after firing b the marking must
have been MI + S + [w]. Hence, there exists a firing sequence σN such that
(N ′,MI +S+ [w])[σN 〉(N ′,MX +S+ [w]). Note that in σN only transitions
of T can be present (Tstart ∪ Tend are dead after removing the token from
u). Hence, σN is also enabled in the original net, i.e., (N,MI)[σN 〉(N,MX).
Therefore, MX must be reachable in (N,MI) thus completing the proof.
uunionsq
As shown, relaxed soundness is also undecidable for RWF-nets. It is inter-
esting to note that for proving Theorem 2 we need to use an approach that is
completely different from the approach used in the proof of Theorem 1.
7 Conclusion
In this paper we explored decidability of soundness notions in the presence of
cancelation. As a basic model, we used RWF-nets, i.e., workflow nets with reset
arcs. As shown in Theorem 1, the classical notion of soundness becomes unde-
cidable by adding reset arcs. Moreover, the weaker notion of relaxed soundness
is also undecidable for RWF-nets (cf. Theorem 2). Interestingly, the strategies
used to prove undecidability are very different for both notions.
In a technical report [5] we also show that most other notions of soundness are
undecidable for RWF-nets. Of the many soundness notions described in literature
only generalized soundness may be decidable (this is still an open problem). All
other notions are shown to be undecidable.
We hope that our decidability results are useful for researchers working on
workflow verification. The results provide insights into the boundaries of work-
flow verification. We would like to stress that undecidability does not make things
hopeless. Many errors can be discovered using techniques such as invariants and
reduction rules [21, 25, 26, 28]. Motivated by the findings in [21], we are planning
more empirical studies on workflow verification.
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Abstract. In [2] we presented a process mining method based on the principle
of separating behaviour recorded in an event log from not observed behaviour by
so called regions of languages. This workshop paper describes an implementa-
tion of the method and shows experimental results. Furthermore some extensions
improving the basic process mining algorithm are explained, implemented and
analyzed by practical tests.
1 Introduction
In the past few years the analysis of business processes became more and more popular.
Many of today’s information systems record information about performed activities of
workflows in log files, so called event logs. Not only classical workflow management
systems and ERP systems, but also web services, middleware systems, embedded sys-
tems in high-tech equipment and many other information systems produce event logs.
Different methods have been suggested to parse event logs carrying information about
workflows to understand what is actually going on. Techniques extracting useful, struc-
tured information from the vast amount of information recorded in an event log are
subsumed under the term process mining. In this paper we focus on constructing a pro-
cess model, which matches the actual workflow of the recorded information system,
from an event log. This prevalent aspect of process mining is known as process or con-
trol flow discovery. There are many process discovery techniques in literature (see e.g.
[8, 7]), often implemented in the ProM framework [5]. In the following we consider
process models given by Petri nets.
A typical event log records the executed activities of a workflow together with cases
(initiating process instances) the activities belong to. Each case in a log is composed of
activities ordered by their execution times. Thus, abstracting from further information,
an event log essentially consists of a set of recorded cases each defining a sequence
of activities. That means, a case can be seen as a word over the alphabet of activities
and an event log can be seen as a language. With this point of view process discovery
is similar to a well-known problem in Petri net theory, namely the reproduction of a
language by a Petri net – the so called synthesis problem up to language equivalence.
Concerning the synthesis problem, since the 1980s, a lot of results and methods
have been explored [1]. In a natural way well-known methods derived from the theory
of regions of languages [1] can be applied to synthesize a Petri net from a language
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given by an event log as shown in [2]. In this paper we present an implementation of the
most promising process discovery algorithm presented in [2]. This approach searches
for so called separating regions to exclude behaviour not observed in the event log from
recorded behaviour. Each separating region adds restrictions to a net so that it is still
able to reproduce the given language but certain unwanted behaviour, a so called wrong
continuation, is excluded. In detail this is done by first adding one transition for each
activity, and then adding places (and arcs) given by separating regions to restrict the
behaviour of the net step by step or let’s say place by place. The search for a separat-
ing region excluding a wrong continuation is a linear programming problem. We show
experimental results for this mining method in the paper.
On top of the implementation of this basic mining algorithm, we present, imple-
ment and test some extensions tuning the algorithm to practical needs. A long list of
such extensions has been proposed in [3]. Guided by practical experiences with our new
implementation of the new mining algorithm, we selected the most interesting ones of
this list to be studied in detail in this paper. The main problems tackled by these exten-
sions are overfitting, performance and ”spaghetti” process models. These problems are
in particular linked to the fact that the basic process discovery approach of this paper is
a precise one in the sense that it roughly speaking constructs a Petri net reproducing the
words of the event log and having minimal additional behaviour (in particular, if each
of the finitely many wrong continuations can be excluded by a separating region, then
the net exactly represents the log).
In contrast, many classical process discovery approaches are imprecise. In order to
be efficient in time and memory consumption and to keep the resulting process models
small, these process models allow for much more additional behaviour as necessary
– they overapproximate the given event log. Our precise approach overcomes many
of the limitations of such classical imprecise approaches. These have problems with
complex control flow structures such as non-free-choice constructs, unbalanced splits
and joins, nested loops, etc., although in reality processes often exhibit such features.
The second main problem of imprecise methods is their tendency to underfit the event
log, i.e. the resulting model allows for much more behaviour without any indication
to be reasonable real behaviour. These problems are resolved by the precise algorithm
presented in this paper.
On the other hand, precise methods are often criticized for their tendency to overfit
[7]. Of course a log is usually incomplete, i.e. there may be possible cases not occur-
ring in the log. On the first glance this argues against precise approaches. But without
additional information it is unclear, which possible cases are missing in the log. It is
hardly possible to extract information about such missing cases solely from the event
log. The overapproximation performed by most existing imprecise approaches seems
to be quite arbitrary in many cases, at least hardly controllable and predictable. In con-
trast, when using the precise approach as a basis, it is possible to specifically introduce
overapproximation in a targeted direction (on top of the precise solution) as shown in
[3]. This makes the overapproximation reliable and configurable to address different
needs of the user. These ideas are an interesting research field for us, but in this paper
we do only rudimentarily consider such extensions introducing overapproximation to
adequately deal with incomplete logs. Thus, the presented methods basically face the
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problem of overfitting, but the tests shown exemplarily in this paper seem promising
anyway.
A particular problem with precise process mining methods is, that they may be
inefficient in time and memory consumption. Although our basic mining algorithm has
a polynomial runtime and memory consumption, this may not be sufficient for practical
applications. Many existing imprecise methods are linear. But the experimental results
in this paper show that our method works well for quite large logs. Therefore, so far we
only worked on few extensions concerning the runtime of the mining procedure. But
we plan to integrate some further extensions improving the runtime, especially dealing
with modular aspects.
Lastly, the key drawback of a precise process discovery method is, that it usually
generates a quite large process model. The number of components of the model – in our
situation mainly the number of places and arcs of the Petri net – often has to be large in
order to potentiate an exact reproduction of the event log. This is the real problem aris-
ing from the overfitting of precise algorithms. The size of the model has to be in such
a range, that the model can easily be interpreted by the user. Practitioners and process
analysts in industry are usually interested in concise and controllable reference models.
”Spaghetti”-models that can only be evaluated with computer support are mostly not
satisfactory. The danger of mining ”spaghetti”-models is especially problematic in logs
of unstructured processes in less restrictive environments [7]. Most of the extension of
the basic mining algorithm presented in this paper deal with this problem. Of course
there sometimes is a trade-off between simplifying the mined net and maintaining a
preferably precise model. But since our basic mining algorithm already yields quite
satisfactory nets as shown in this paper, we so far only implemented extensions pre-
serving the precise character of the procedure. Imprecise extensions are an interesting
field of further research. In order to get a compact model, also abstraction and visual-
ization techniques for the mined model are an interesting future research topic [7].
It remains to mention, that the approach of using regions of languages for process
mining was also picked up in a paper [9] that will be presented at the main ATPN2008
conference. This paper combines the ideas with the concept of introducing causal de-
pendencies according to the alpha algorithm. In contrast to the mere alpha algorithm,
through the region approach, it is guaranteed that the log is reproduced by the mined
net and the places of the net are optimized in some sense (by integer linear program-
ming methods). Although there are similarities to our approach, the two techniques are
guided by completely different techniques (alpha algorithm vs. separating regions). In
particular, the approach in [9] is still imprecise.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the basic algorithm and its
implementation, all necessary definitions and all important aspects for the practical use
of the algorithm. In Section 3 we give an overview about the extensions we added to
the basic algorithm and discuss their complexity. Section 4 shows experimental results.
2 Algorithm and Definitions
In this section we recall the mining method based on separating regions from [2] carried
by a running example.
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An alphabet is a finite set A. The set of all strings (words) over an alphabet A is
denoted by A∗. A subset L ⊆ A∗ is called language over A. For a word w ∈ A∗, |w|
denotes the length of w and |w|a denotes the number of occurrences of a ∈ A in w.
Given two words v, w, we call v prefix of w if there exists a word u such that vu = w.
Definition 1 (Event log). Let T be a finite set of activities and C be a finite set of cases.
An event is an element of T × C. An event log is an element of (T × C)∗.
Given a case c ∈ C we define the function pc : T × C → T by pc(t, c′) = t if
c = c′ and pc(t, c′) = λ else. Given an event log σ = e1 . . . en ∈ (T × C)∗ we define
the process language L(σ) of σ by L(σ) = {pc(e1) . . . pc(ei) | i ≤ n, c ∈ C} ⊆ T ∗.
For better understanding we take the running example log from [2], where each
letter stands for an activity and the number of an event refers to the case the particular
activity belongs to (Example 1). Here abbe is the word the case number 1 mirrors having
a, ab and abb as prefixes. Since a log has to define a prefix-closed language the prefixes
also belong to the process language (every prefix is a series of activities that actually
happen during the case).
event log (activity,case):
(a,1) (b,1) (a,2) (b,1) (a,3) (d,3) (a,4) (c,2) (d,2) (e,1) (c,3) (b,4) (e,3) (e,2) (b,4) (e,4)
process language:
a ab abb abbe ac acd acde ad adc adce
Example 1.
The letters (activities) T occuring in the log build up the transition-set (of a Petri
net) without any restrictions. To restrict the behaviour of the transitions we have to add
places, that prohibit wrong words but still permit the words of the process language
L(σ) of the log. We call such places feasible places[2].
Definition 2 (Feasible place). Let (N,mp), N = ({p}, T, Fp,Wp) be a marked p/t-
net with only one place p (Fp, Wp, mp are defined according to the definition of p). The
place p is called feasible (w.r.t. L(σ)), if L(σ) ⊆ L(N,mp), otherwise non-feasible.
The aim is to add as many feasible places as necessary so that the given net rep-
resents the process language with minimal additional behaviour. Feasible places are
defined by so called regions of the language. A region can be seen as a tuple or vector
r of natural numbers, where the first entry represents the initial marking of the corre-
sponding place and the other entries define the consumption and production of tokens
by the transitions for this place. The set of feasible places is given by the set of places
corresponding to regions [2].
Definition 3 (Region). Denoting T = {t1, . . . , tn} the activities of an event log σ, a
region of L(σ) is a tuple r = (r0, . . . , r2n) ∈ N2n+1 satisfying for every wt ∈ L(σ)
(w ∈ L(σ), t ∈ T ):
(∗) r0 +
n∑
i=1
(|w|ti · ri − |wt|ti · rn+i) ≥ 0.
Every region r of L(σ) defines a place pr via m0(pr) := r0, W (ti, pr) := ri and
W (pr, ti) := rn+i for 1 6 i 6 n. The place pr is called corresponding place to r.
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Now we know, that every place we add to the mined net (only feasible places) does
not restrict the process language in any way, and by the notion of regions it is possible to
translate the task of computing feasible places into the task of computing non-negative
integer solutions of a homogenous inequation system AL(σ) · r ≥ 0 defined by the
(*)-inequations.
The inequation system of Example 1 would look like Table 1. With this inequation
system we ensure, that only feasible places are added w.r.t. the given process language.
As we can see, the inequations for acde and adce coincide so that the matrix actually
has one row less (for a word wt only the Parikh image of w is considered).
a r0 − r6 ≥ 0
ab r0 + r1 − r6 − r7 ≥ 0
abb r0 + r1 + r2 − r6 − 2r7 ≥ 0
abbe r0 + r1 + 2r2 − r6 − 2r7 − r10 ≥ 0
ac r0 + r1 − r6 − r8 ≥ 0
acd r0 + r1 + r3 − r6 − r8 − r9 ≥ 0
acde r0 + r1 + r3 + r4 − r6 − r8 − r9 − r10 ≥ 0
ad r0 + r1 − r6 − r9 ≥ 0
adc r0 + r1 + r4 − r6 − r9 − r8 ≥ 0
adce r0 + r1 + r4 + r3 − r6 − r9 − r8 − r10 ≥ 0
Table 1. In the first inequation, a consumes r6 tokens from the initial marking r0. At ”ab” we
have the initial marking r0, r1 tokens produced by a and r6 + r7 tokens consumed by a and b, ...
The next step we have to make is the prohibition of words, that are not in the process
language L(σ). For this we will ”invent” the wrong continuations. Wrong continuations
are kind of an opposite concept to feasible places.
Definition 4 (Wrong Continuation). Let w be a word of a process language L(σ) and
t be an activity of the event log σ. A word v = wt is a wrong continuation if wt /∈ L(σ).
Although there are infinitely many words in the complement of L(σ), we only have
to regard a finite set of them, the wrong continuations. This is because prohibiting a
wrong continuation wt every word wtv is prohibited too (prefix closure). Using Def-
inition 4 we are able to build regions w.r.t. wrong continuations wt which prohibit all
wrong words (not occurring in the log) wtv. Such regions are called separating regions.
Definition 5 (Separating region). Let r be a region of L(σ) and let wt be a wrong
continuation. The region r is a separating region (w.r.t. wt) if
(∗∗) r0 +
n∑
i=1
(|w|ti · ri − |wt|ti · rn+i) < 0.
Given a wrong continuation wt, we add one inequation bwt · r < 0 given by (**) to
the inequation systemAL(σ) ·r ≥ 0 and solve the resulting system. Each solution yields
a separating region w.r.t. wt defining a feasible place. Step by step, for each wrong
continuation, we compute one such place (if it exists) and add it to the constructed
net. That means, if there is a nonnegative integer solution of the inequation system
AL(σ) ·r ≥ 0, bwt ·r < 0, then a feasible place prohibiting the wrong continuationwt is
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added (otherwise no place is added), and we have to check the next wrong continuation.
It is possible that a calculated place for a wrong continuation already blocks another or
even a lot of other wrong continuations. So before solving the inequation system in
a step of the algorithm, it is checked whether the considered wrong continuation is
already prohibited by previously added places. In this case the step is skipped.
As an example the inequation bwt · r < 0 for the wrong continuation abc in our
running example would be:
r0 + r1 + r2 − r6 − r7 − r8 < 0
With an implementation of the presented method we obtained the net in Figure 1 from
the log of Example 1.
Fig. 1. Mined net. The words under the places are the wrong continuations for which the places
were computed.
We implemented the algorithm within a diploma thesis at our Department of Ap-
plied Computer Science. The implementation comprehends a self coded version of the
Simplex algorithm [6] with two primal steps to solve the inequation systems. Since the
inequation systems are homogeneous we can use the standard Simplex searching for
rational solutions. These can be multiplied by the common denominator of the compo-
nents of the solution vector to get an integer solution. Furthermore we have an interface
to work with the MXML fileformat (used in the toolset ProM [5]).
The implemented algorithm is exponential in the worst case, because of the Simplex
algorithm. But there are also rational linear programming solvers, which have polyno-
mial runtime, such as the method of Karmarkar. Using such solver the whole mining
algorithm has polynomial time consumption, since there are at most |L(σ)| · |T | wrong
continuations, i.e. steps of the algorithm. But probabilistic and experimental results
show that the Simplex algorithm has a faster average runtime [6] than existing polyno-
mial solver. Thus, we decided to use the Simplex in our implementation, but neverthe-
less we say that our basic mining algorithm has polynomial runtime.
In [3] we gave an overview of heuristics and extensions that could be important for
the practical use of the implemented mining algorithm especially during the process-
ing phase to gain performance and better readable nets. Since this list was very long
we needed to decide which extensions and improvements could be the most important
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ones. For this we played with some logs distributed with the ProM Framework [5] and
other small applied or artificial examples. We performed further tests in a collaborative
project with Prof. Dr. Andreas Harrer (Professorship of Computer Science at the KU-
Eichsta¨tt). There we used the mining algorithm on logs recorded by e-learning systems.
Past these tests and applications we figured that the size of the developed nets and the
performance to develop was capable already for the basic mining algorithm. So we de-
cided to implement mainly precise extensions with the main focus on simplifying the
mined nets and avoiding too complicated structures.
3 Improvements
We distinguish in extensions which preserve the polynomial runtime of the basic algo-
rithm and extensions which require exponential runtime due to the need of integer linear
programming methods. As an integer linear programming solver we used the lpsolve
5.5.0.12 Java package [4].
3.1 Polynomial extensions
Finding cycles The implemented method to find cycles is a simple one. It examines
each case c from an event log σ. We denote c = c1c2...cn. Within one case c the method
searches, if there occurs a sequence a of two activities more that once in the case c, i.e.
a = ci−1ci = cj−1cj , i 6= j. In this case the sequence a is assumed to be a candidate
to be part of a cycle. All such a are stored, because to allow cycles these a need not
be prohibited. That means, if for a wrong continuation wt /∈ L(σ), w ∈ L(σ), there
holds wt = w′a for one of the stored series of activities a, then wt is not considered as
a wrong continuation, i.e. no place separating wt is computed.
By not marking this cycle candidate as a wrong continuation we allow the respective
sequences, but we do not enforce the introduction of a cycle in the mined net. That
means, the cycle may be prohibited by another place, but then this is a hint, that there
actually is no cycle, and thus prohibiting the cycle in this way is a reasonable choice.
Order of the wrong continuations This heuristic is quite difficult to generalize in terms
of usage. Since the algorithm works step by step considering one wrong continuation
in each step, it is dependant on an ordering of the wrong continuations. We tried to
improve the runtime of the algorithm and/or minimize the number of places by sorting
the wrong continuations in the most practical order. We use ordering principles that
are based on our experiences so far. One such principle is to consider at last wrong
continuations only consisting of one element. We also tried advanced systematics like
testing several (sub-)orderings leading to different solution nets.
Deleting implicit places To reduce the number of places after the actual mining al-
gorithm, we implemented post-processing methods to delete implicit places. Implicit
places can be deleted without changing the behavior of the net. We implemented three
methods: A very simple and efficient one compares places pairwise to check if one place
is less restrictive than the other one. The less restrictive place is of course redundant.
A second method uses linear programming techniques to see if a place is less restric-
tive than a linear combination of the other places. Such place is also implicit. A third
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method checks all places in a certain order, if they are implicit. The third approach is
no more polynomial.
Objective function Since there are several possible solutions of an inequation system
defined by a wrong continuation, there are different possibilities which place is actually
added in a step of our algorithm. The choice of a concrete solution in one step can be
guided by an objective function. Since the Simplex algorithm is able to compute an
optimal solution of the inequation system w.r.t. a linear objective function, considering
such function in order to, e.g., minimize the arc weights and the initial marking of the
resulting place does not significantly decrease the performance of the whole algorithm.
For example to minimize the sum of ingoing arc weights and the initial marking of
the computed place, we can consider the linear programming problem !min
∑n
i=0 ri,
AL(σ) ·r ≥ 0, bwt ·r < 0. But by using the rational Simplex solver adding an objective
function to the linear programming problem is only a heuristic. The optimization of the
objective function by the rational solver means the calculation of the optimum by using
rational numbers. The solution is then multiplied by the common denominator to get an
integer solution of the homogeneous inequation system defining a separating region. So
this separating region must not necessarily persist as the actual optimum, but in practice
this heuristic often leads to a near optimal solution.
3.2 Exponential Extensions
Objective function An exact method is to use an integer solver with the branch and
bound technique to solve the inequations system equipped with a linear objective func-
tion. As this is not implemented in our algorithm we use lpsolve. With this way of
computing a separating region we get the exact optimal integer solution, but at the cost
of runtime, since the branch and bound technique needs exponential time consumption.
Classes of nets In our case we implemented a method to build a net with no arc weights.
This can be done by adding the restrictions ri ≤ 1 for i = 1 . . . 2n to the inequation
system, such that the region vectors only consist of 0 or 1 values. In this case we cannot
use a rational solver, because we are not able to multiply the solutions by anything.
Well, we actually would be able, but it would not necessarily result in a solution of our
inequation system, because the inequation system is no longer homogenous. Therefore,
we here again use the integer solver of lpsolve.
Outlook Using integer linear programming, it is also possible to minimize the number
of places of the net or to compute a ”best solution” in the case that only a fixed maxi-
mum number of places is allowed in the net. Such extensions reducing the number of
places are interesting, but may lead to problems in performance. We are also able to use
more complicated net classes, especially correctness properties for the mined nets can
be postulated, e.g. the claim that the net has to be empty after finishing a case (this is
part of the well-known soundness property).
4 Tests
We present practical tests to examine the quality of the mined nets and runtime tests.
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4.1 Quality Tests
In the tests we tried to figure out, where the explained mining algorithm does a bet-
ter job than well known algorithms like the alpha algorithm, or the alpha++ algorithm,
an extension of the alpha algorithm mining certain implicit dependencies (in particular
non-free choice constructs). Both algorithms are implemented in the ProM Framework
[5]. The log files used in the tests are mostly taken from the ProM distribution. In this
case we refer to the names of the logs. We also checked other algorithms mining Petri
nets, where in some cases the results were not satisfactory, e.g. the region miner imple-
mented in ProM, and in some cases it would be interesting to compare the algorithms
in detail, e.g. the genetic miner, heuristic miner or multiphase miner. We restrict us
to the alpha and alpha++ algorithm in this section because the alpha algorithm is the
best known mining algorithm. A second aim of the tests is to analyze the extensions
presented in the last section.
In a first test we examined a log file of a workflow with a mutual exclusion of two
subprocesses (pn ex 02.xml). Thereby, the alpha algorithm builds a Petri net that deliv-
ers a deadlock after the second transition (Figure 2). The alpha++ algorithm modeled a
mutual exclusion, but it additionally introduced optional loops of the sub-processes and
allows a direct termination of the main process without executing the sub-processes
(Figure 3). Thus, the actual workflow is not displayed. Our basic algorithm correctly
mined the mutual exclusion without unnecessary abstraction (Figure 4).
In an example of a log with non-free choice behaviour (sw ex 14.xml), both al-
pha algorithms delivered satisfactory solutions, and our method generated a similar
representation of the process. Next, we considered a log of a workflow with optional
tasks (ic ex 01.xml), where transitions in the representing Petri Net are able to fire but
doesn’t have to. While this is not solvable by the other methods our basic mining ap-
proach gives us the correct solution as a net. Another tested workflow log was a trigger
on expire task (sw ex 04.xml) that was embedded in a very difficult control flow. In this
workflow there exist tasks to prematuraly terminate activities. Also here our method re-
flects the real workflow better than the alpha algorithms. Similar to the optional tasks
are terminating tasks, where a process should be able to terminate in every state by exe-
cuting the terminating activity. So if there are cases like ABCD or ACBD then ABD
or ACD should also be able, when D represents the termination of the process. This
problem was only well solved by our algorithm.
We now test the described extension to find cycles. As mentioned this means, that
we tell the basic algorithm that detected possible cycles are not wrong, but not that they
are explicitly desired. The calling for cycles as mandatory desired behaviour would also
be possible (but it is not implemented so far) by simply adding corresponding homo-
geneous inequations to the inequation systems (similar to setting the arc weights to 1).
The next considered workflows contained loops and we tried two different approaches
of our method: The one with the finding cycles expansion and the other without.
The first test case was a mutual exclusion inside a loop (pn ex 11.xml). Both al-
gorithms solved the problem, while the second one counted the maximal number of
repetitions of the loop appearing in the log and set according arc weights (Figure 5).
The counting place p10 causes the net not to be sound. However, the first one was able
to find the cycle and represented it in the sound Petri net shown in Figure 6. The alpha
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Fig. 2. Mutual exclusion of two sub-processes solved by the alpha algorithm
Fig. 3. Mutual exclusion of two sub-processes solved by the alpha++ algorithm
Fig. 4. Mutual exclusion of two sub-processes solved by our algorithm
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and alpha++ algorithm couldn’t solve the problem (certainly also because of the mutual
exclusion).
Fig. 5. Mutual exclusion of two sub-processes in a loop solved by our algorithm without the
finding cycles expansion.
Fig. 6. Mutual exclusion of two sub-processes in a loop solved by our algorithm with the finding
cycles expansion.
A pure loop based test case was a workflow with a 2/3 loop (pn ex 08.xml) (Figure
7, 8), where one has the alternative between a 2- or a 3-loop construct. This test case
was correctly solved by each algorithm.
A third setting with a loop is from the experiments with the e-learning logs, where
we had a self loop of an activity (actually an optional task) and a difficult cycle. The
alpha algorithm collapsed at both problems just as well as the alpha++ algorithm, while
the second one delivered a not so bad solution (Figure 9). The accurate solution found
by our algorithm can be seen in Figure 10. The net is not sound because we used no
inivisible task.
Another problem that cannot be solved by the alpha algorithms was a workflow
having a loop that had to be executed at least one time (sw ex 05.xml). Even with such
”at least one”-loop our mining algorithm has no problems.
After testing a lot of different loop constructions we are confident, that our approach
is able to very well handle loops in a workflow-log.
Since we are working with arc weights (which are often undesired), we wanted to
see what solutions we will get, if we are leaving arc weigths, i.e. demanding w ≤ 1. In
most examples considered so far our algorithm did not introduce arc weights anyway,
consequently, to see effects, for this approach we used our running example (Example
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Fig. 7. 2/3-loop solved by Alpha++ Algorithm.
Fig. 8. 2/3-loop solved by our algorithm.
Fig. 9. Optional task and cycle solved not correctly by the alpha++ algorithm.
Fig. 10. Optional task and cycle solved correctly by our algorithm
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1). The alpha algorithm produces a net, that allows an infinite firing of B in any state,
similar to the alpha++ algorithm (Figure 11). This is definitely not desired. With unre-
stricted arc weights our algorithm delivers a nice net as seen before (Figure 1). With the
w ≤ 1 restriction the mined net (Figure 12) is a bit problematic and not that readable
due to the fact that the desired behavior can hardly be represented without arc weights.
The net still reproduces the desired language, but unfortunately with some additional
behavior, but best as possible (also that more than one place is initially marked may be
seen as problematic).
Fig. 11. Running example synthesized by the alpha algorithm.
Fig. 12. Running example solved by our algorithm with w ≤ 1.
We also implemented a heuristic to choose a good order of wrong continuations.
We ran a test with the log of the running example and we saved one place (Figure 13).
Fig. 13. Running example solved by sorting the wrong continuations in a practical order.
This place could also be deleted by postprocessing algorithms deleting implicit
places. But only the inefficient third method described in the last section is able to find
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this implicit place. In general, the presented basic mining algorithm only in rare cases
computes implicit places, in particular when choosing a practical order of the wrong
continuations. We never had to use one of the three implemented post-processing meth-
ods in one of the previous examples.
We also tested the extensions, where the choice of the introduced places is guided
by an objective function. Although it seems to be desirable to, e.g., minimize arcs con-
nected to places, in our examples these extensions only rarely yielded more compact
and better readable nets.
Finally, we can say that a practical order of wrong continuations and the heuristic
of the cycle calculation distinctly improved the basic algorithm. Usually, when we use
the finding cycles expansion, arc weights rarely occur, but if there are still arc weights,
then from our experiences they bring a big simplification in the sense that a mined net
without arc weights is very clumsy and unclear or incorrect. Thus, in our opinion, arc
weights may be helpful. An objective function only brought use in few cases. Therefore,
in the standard setting of our mining algorithm no objective function is used, arc weights
and the calculations of cycles are used just as well as the approved order (w.r.t. the size)
of the wrong continuations.
4.2 Runtime Tests
For the runtime tests we used the standard setting of our algorithm (w.r.t. the applied ex-
tensions). We realized the tests on some log-files distributed with the ProM Framework.
You can see the results in the table below. As a benchmark we used experimental results
presented for the algorithm in [9], because this algorithm is on the one hand similar to
our algorithm and on the other hand based on the alpha algorithm (see Introduction).
The important sizes in this table are ”# trans.” (transitions), as it determines the
number of variables per inequation system, and ”# constr.” as it defines the number of
inequations of the inequation system. With the quotient # events / # cases you get the
average length of a case. Since cases may generate equal words, we specify the number
of different cases by the column ”# words”.
Our algorithm is overall faster in calculation speed (pay attention that different com-
puters are used), and has a similar growth as the benchmark. Although the runtime of
our algorithm is a critical point, we think it works quite well, especially if consider-
ing that, until now, no performance oriented programming on the implementation took
place (but it will be done in the future, e.g. using Dual Simplex). The complexity seems
approximately linear in the number of words (but this may not be the case in general).
The dependency of the computation time from the number of transitions seems more
problematic. Altogether, we are able to solve a lot of problems, even bigger ones, if we
run the calculation over a longer period. Thus, also large log files may be mined, e.g.,
overnight.
5 Future Work
Our next steps will be the development, implementation and test of further extensions
discussed in [3] to our mining approach (see the Introduction). We intend to soon release
a mining tool freely available for personal use.
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log # trans. # cases # events # words # constr. runtime1 benchmark time2
(hh:mm:ss.sss) (hh:mm:ss.sss)
a12f0n00 1 12 200 1236 5 19 0.046 0.406
a12f0n00 2 12 600 3696 5 19 0.047 0.922
a12f0n00 3 12 1000 6154 5 19 0.047 1.120
a12f0n00 4 12 1400 8666 5 19 0.049 1.201
a12f0n00 5 12 1800 11146 5 19 0.054 1.234
a22f0n00 1 22 100 1833 99 901 4.248 1:40.063
a22f0n00 2 22 300 5698 291 2091 12.360 5:07.344
a22f0n00 3 22 500 9463 476 2823 18.302 7:50.875
a22f0n00 4 22 700 13215 660 3488 20.459 10:24.219
a22f0n00 5 22 900 16952 836 4052 44.065 12:29.313
a32f0n00 1 32 100 2549 100 1633 19.624 32:14.047
a32f0n00 2 32 300 7657 300 3815 1:27.904 1:06:24.735
a32f0n00 3 32 500 12717 500 5368 2:11.207 1:46:34.469
a32f0n00 4 32 700 17977 700 6721 2:32.454 2:43:40.641
a32f0n00 5 32 900 23195 900 7854 1:57.218 2:54:01.765
a42f0n00 1 42 100 3269 100 2723 1:45.781 n/a
a42f0n00 2 42 300 9794 300 7443 8:17.308 n/a
a42f0n00 3 42 500 16369 500 11812 34:34.859 n/a
a42f0n00 4 42 700 22817 700 15704 45:51.791 n/a
a42f0n00 5 42 900 29169 900 19263 43:08.843 n/a
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Abstract. In this paper we present two new algorithms that effectively synthe-
size a finite place/transition Petri net (p/t-net) from a finite set of labeled partial
orders (a finite partial language). Either the synthesized p/t-net has exactly the
non-sequential behavior specified by the partial language, or there is no such p/t-
net. The first algorithm is an improved version of a synthesis algorithm presented
in [11], which uses the classical theory of regions applied to the set of step se-
quences generated by the given partial language. Instead of computing all step
sequences, the new algorithm directly works on appropriate prefixes specified
in the partial language. The second algorithm is based on the theory of token
flow regions for partial languages developed in [13, 12, 11]. While in [12, 11]
a so called basis representation is applied, the new algorithm for the first time
combines the concept of separation representation with the idea of token flows.
We implemented both synthesis algorithms in our framework VipTool. The im-
plementations are used to compare the two new algorithms (also with the two
algorithms presented in [11]). The paper provides experimental results.
1 Introduction
Synthesis of Petri nets from behavioral descriptions has been a successful line of re-
search since the 1990s. There is a rich body of nontrivial theoretical results, and there
are important applications in industry, in particular in hardware system design [4, 9],
and recently also in workflow design [16]. Moreover, there are several synthesis tools
that are based on the theoretical results. The most prominent one is Petrify [3].
Originally, synthesis meant algorithmic construction of an unlabeled Petri net from
sequential observations. It can be applied to various classes of Petri nets, including
elementary nets [6] and place/transition nets (p/t-nets) [1]. Synthesis can start with a
transition system representing the sequential behavior of a system or with a step transi-
tion system which additionally represents steps of concurrent events [1]. Synthesis can
also be based on a language (originally a set of occurrence sequences or step sequences
[5]). The synthesis problem is to decide whether, for a given behavioral specification,
there exists an unlabeled Petri net of the respective class such that the behavior of this
net coincides with the specified behavior.
In [11] we developed two algorithms to solve the synthesis problem for p/t-nets
where the behavior is given in terms of a finite partial language L, i.e. as a finite set
of labeled partial orders (LPOs – also known as partial words [7] or pomsets [15]).
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Partial order behavior of Petri nets truly represents the concurrency of events and is
often considered the most appropriate representation of behavior of Petri net models.
Both algorithms apply the so called theory of regions in the setting of partial languages.
A region defines a possible place of the synthesized net structurally w.r.t the given
specification.
All approaches to Petri net synthesis based on regions roughly follow the same idea:
– Instead of solving the synthesis problem (is there a net with the specified behavior?)
and then – in the positive case – synthesizing the net, first a net is constructed from
the given specification.
– The construction starts with the transitions taken from the behavioral specification.
– Its behavior will be restricted by the addition of places and according initial mark-
ings and arcs.
– Each region yields a corresponding place in the constructed net. A region is defined
in such a way that the behavior of the net with its corresponding place still includes
the specified behavior.
– When all, or sufficiently many, regions are identified, all places of the synthesized
net are constructed.
– If the behavior of the synthesized net coincides with the specified behavior, then
the synthesis problem has a positive solution; otherwise there is no Petri net with
the specified behavior and therefore the synthesis problem has a negative solution.
Each region yields a feasible place. The crucial point is that the set of all regions
is mostly infinite, whereas in most cases a finite set of regions suffices to represent all
relevant dependencies. In region theory there are basically two different approaches to
calculate such a finite set of regions, called basis representation and separation repre-
sentation. Both methods can be adapted to various region definitions as described in
[14].
The two algorithms to synthesize a p/t-net from a finite partial language presented in
[11] use the following principles: The first one (Alg. I) uses a region definition based on
a translation of the given partial language into a language of step sequences, namely so
called transition regions of the set of step sequences generated by the partial language
are applied. This approach is combined with the principle of separation representa-
tion. The second algorithm (Alg. II) used a region definition defined directly on the
partial language, so called token flow regions, combined with the basis representation
approach. We implemented both algorithms and compared their runtime with different
examples. The first algorithm Alg. I using the transition regions is faster than Alg. II in
examples which do not contain a lot of concurrency. The separation representation used
in this algorithm leads to solutions containing far less places than the second approach
using the basis representation. In examples containing a lot of concurrency the trans-
lation of the partial language into a language of step sequences is too costly. In these
examples Alg. II, defining regions directly on the given partial language, is superior to
Alg. I, but using the basis representation approach seems to worsen the overall runtime.
Computing the complete basis seems to be inefficient.
The aim of this paper is to deduce two new algorithms from the experiences of
the results in [11]. The first one is an advanced version of Alg. I using so called LPO
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transition regions. LPO transition regions are very similar to the transition regions of
Alg. I, but it is not necessary to translate the given partial language into a language
of step sequences. Instead appropriate prefixes of the partial language are considered.
Therefore, this new algorithm performs better then Alg I and this leads to a very fast
algorithm solving the synthesis problem given a partial language containing not too
much concurrency. But if there is a lot of concurrency, the number of prefixes is very
high making this algorithm problematic in runtime. The second new algorithm uses
the token flow regions as Alg II. The difference is that we use an adapted separation
representation, which is superior to the basis representation in practical use. This leads
to an algorithm which performs a lot faster than Alg. II in any example. This new
algorithm is a very fast algorithm solving the synthesis problem given a partial language
containing much concurrency, since the performance of the algorithm is better if the
partial language exhibits much concurrency.
We implemented both algorithms and performed runtime tests. As explained, each
of the two new algorithms is superior to one of the algorithms presented in [11]. Thus
they are the most promising algorithms to synthesize a p/t-net from a finite partial lan-
guage developed so far. To examine their relation in detail, we present experimental
results comparing the two new algorithms in this paper.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: we start with a brief introduc-
tion to p/t-nets, LPOs, partial languages and enabled LPOs in Section 2. In Section
3 we consider the problem of synthesizing a p/t-net from a given partial language. In
Section 4 we first describe transition regions as developed in [11] and second improve
those transition regions to a new advanced region definition of so called LPO transition
regions. The definition of LPO transition regions leads to a new advanced algorithm
solving the synthesis problem. In Section 5 we recall the definitions and main results
from [13]. We develop a second algorithm to solve the synthesis problem using token
flow regions as described in [12], but use a better adapted approach to calculate a finite
set of places. Finally, we provide experimental results on the time consumption of both
new synthesis algorithms.
2 Preliminaries
In this section we first introduce the definitions of place/transition nets (p/t-nets), la-
beled partial orders (LPOs), partial languages and LPOs enabled w.r.t. p/t-nets. We
start with basic mathematical notations: by N we denote the nonnegative integers. N+
denotes the positive integers. The set of all multi-sets over a set A is the set NA of all
functions f : A → N. Addition + on multi-sets is defined as usual by (m+m′)(a) =
m(a) +m′(a). We also write
∑
a∈Am(a)a to denote a multi-set m over A and a ∈ m
to denote m(a) > 0.
Definition 1 (Place/transition net). A place/transition-net (p/t-net) N is a quadruple
(P, T, F,W ), where P is a (possibly infinite) set of places, T is a finite set of transitions
satisfying P ∩ T = ∅, F ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ) is the flow relation and W : F → N+
is a weight function.
We extend the weight functionW to pairs of net elements (x, y) ∈ (P×T )∪(T×P )
with (x, y) 6∈ F by W (x, y) = 0. A marking of a p/t-net N = (P, T, F,W ) is a multi-
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set m : P → N assigning m(p) tokens to a place p ∈ P . A marked p/t-net is a
pair (N,m0), where N is a p/t-net, and m0 is a marking of N , called initial marking.
Figure 1 shows a marked p/t-net (N,m0). Places are drawn as circles including tokens
representing the initial marking, transitions as rectangles and the flow relation as arcs
annotated by the values of the weight function (the weight 1 is not shown).
a b
2p1 p2 p3
Fig. 1. A marked p/t-net (N,m0).
A multi-set of transitions τ ∈ NT is called a step (of transitions). A step τ is enabled
to occur (concurrently) in a marking m if and only if m(p) ≥ ∑t∈τ τ(t)W (p, t) for
each place p ∈ P . In this case, its occurrence leads to the marking m′(p) = m(p) +∑
t∈τ τ(t)(W (t, p)−W (p, t)). We write m τ−→ m′ to denote that τ is enabled to occur
in m and that its occurrence leads to m′. A finite sequence of steps σ = τ1 . . . τn, n ∈
N, is called a step occurrence sequence enabled in a marking m and leading to mn,
denoted by m σ−→ mn, if there exists a sequence of markings m1, . . . ,mn such that
m
τ1−→ m1 τ2−→ . . . τn−→ mn. In the marked p/t-net (N,m0) from Figure 1 only the
steps a and b are enabled to occur in the initial marking. In the marking reached after
the occurrence of a, the step a+ b is enabled to occur.
We use partial orders with nodes (called events) labeled by transition names to
specify scenarios describing the behavior of Petri nets.
Definition 2 (Labeled Partial order). A labeled partial order (LPO) is a triple lpo =
(V,<, l), where V is a finite set of nodes, <⊆ V × V is an irreflexive and transitive
relation over V , called the set of edges and l : V → T is a labeling function with set
of labels T .
Two nodes v, v′ ∈ V of an LPO (V,<, l) are called independent if v 6< v′ and
v′ 6< v. By co ⊆ V × V we denote the set of all pairs of independent nodes of V . A
co-set is a subset C ⊆ V fulfilling: ∀x, y ∈ C : x co y. A cut is a maximal co-set. For a
co-setC of an LPO (V,<, l) and a node v ∈ V \C we write v < (>)C, if v < (>) s for
an element s ∈ C and v coC, if v co s for all elements s ∈ C. A partial order (V ′, <′, l′)
is a prefix of another partial order (V,<, l) if V ′ ⊆ V , (v′ ∈ V ′∧v < v′) =⇒ (v ∈ V ′)
and <′=< ∩V ′ × V ′.
A partial order po = (V,<) is called stepwise linear if co is transitive. Given LPOs
po1 = (V,<1, l) and po2 = (V,<2, l), po2 is a sequentialization of po1 if <1⊆<2. If
po2 is stepwise linear, it is called step linearization of po1.
In this paper we consider LPOs only up to isomorphism. Two LPOs (V,<, l) and
(V ′, <′, l′) are called isomorphic, if there is a bijective mapping ψ : V → V ′ such that
l(v) = l′(ψ(v)) for v ∈ V , and v < w ⇐⇒ ψ(v) <′ ψ(w) for v, w ∈ V .
Definition 3 (Partial language). Let T be a finite set. A set L ⊆ {lpo | lpo is an LPO
with set of labels T} is called partial language over T .
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We always assume that each label from T occurs in a partial language over T . Figure
2 shows a partial language given by the set of LPOs L = {lpo1, lpo2}, which we will
use as a running example.
b
a
b a
L
lpo1 lpo2
Fig. 2. A partial language.
There are two equivalent formal notions of runs of p/t-nets defining non-sequential
semantics based on [10, 17]. We only give the notion of enabled LPOs here: an LPO
is enabled w.r.t. a marked p/t-net, if for each cut of the LPO the marking reached by
firing all transitions corresponding to events smaller than the cut enables the step (of
transitions) given by the cut.
Definition 4 (Enabled LPO). Let (N,m0) be a marked p/t-net, N = (P, T, F,W ).
An LPO lpo = (V,<, l) with l : V → T is called enabled (to occur) in (N,m0) if
m0(p) +
∑
v∈V ∧v<C(W (l(v), p) − W (p, l(v))) ≥
∑
v∈C W (p, l(v)) for every cut
C of lpo and every p ∈ P . Its occurrence leads to the final marking m′ given by
m′(p) = m0(p) +
∑
v∈V (W (l(v), p)−W (p, l(v))).
Enabled LPOs are also called runs. The set of all LPOs enabled in (N,m0) is
Lpo(N,m0). Lpo(N,m0) is called the partial language of runs of (N,m0).
There is an equivalent characterization of enabledness using step sequences and
their correspondence to stepwise linear LPOs: a stepwise linear LPO lpo′ = (V,<′, l)
can be represented by the step sequence σlpo′ = τ1 . . . τn defined by V = V1∪ . . .∪Vn,
<′=
⋃
i<j Vi × Vj and τi(t) = |{v ∈ Vi | l(v) = t}|. An LPO lpo = (V,<, l) is
enabled in (N,m0) if and only if, for each step linearization lpo′ = (V,<′, l) of lpo,
the step sequence σlpo′ is enabled in (N,m0).
Observe that Lpo(N,m0) is always sequentialization and prefix closed, i.e. every
sequentialization and every prefix of an enabled LPO is again enabled w.r.t. (N,m0).
Moreover, the set of labels of Lpo(N,m0) is always finite. Therefore, when specifying
the non-sequential behavior of a searched p/t-net by a partial language, this partial lan-
guage must necessarily be sequentialization and prefix closed and must have a finite set
of labels. Usually, we specify the non-sequential behavior by a set of concrete LPOs L
which is not sequentialization and prefix closed and then consider the partial languageL
which emerges by adding all prefixes of sequentializations of LPOs in L. In this sense,
the partial language L in Figure 2 specifies the non-sequential behavior of a searched
p/t-net by extending it to its prefix and sequentialization closure L = {lpo | lpo is a
prefix of a sequentialization of an LPO in L} = Lpo(N,m0). Both LPOs shown in this
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Figure are enabled w.r.t. the marked p/t-net (N,m0) shown in Figure 1. Thus, (N,m0)
solves the synthesis problem w.r.t. L.
3 Synthesis of P/T-Nets
We consider the problem of synthesizing a p/t-net from a partial language specifying
its non-sequential behavior. We develop two different algorithms to compute a marked
p/t-net (N,m0) from a given set of LPOs L such that its prefix and sequentialization
closure L satisfies L = Lpo(N,m0) (if such a net exists). The idea to construct such a
net (N,m0) is as follows: the set of transitions of the searched net is given by the finite
set of labels of L. Then each LPO in L is enabled w.r.t. the marked p/t-net consisting
only of these transitions (having an empty set of places). We restrict the behavior of this
net by adding places. Each place is defined by its initial marking and the weights on the
arcs connecting it to each transition (Figure 3).
a b
?
?
?
?
?
Fig. 3. An unknown place of a p/t-net.
a b
2
a b
Fig. 4. Left: a feasible place. Right: a place which is
not feasible.
Since the specified behavior given by the partial language L should be included in
Lpo(N,m0), we only add places which do not exclude specified behavior. Thus we
distinguish two kinds of places: in the case that there is an LPO in L which is not a run
of the corresponding ”one place”-net, this place restricts the behavior too much. Such a
place is non-feasible. In the other case, the considered place is feasible.
Definition 5 (Feasible place). Let L be a partial language over the finite set of labels
T and let (N,mp), N = ({p}, T, Fp,Wp) be a marked p/t-net with only one place
p. (N,mp) is called associated to p. The place p is called feasible (w.r.t. L), if L ⊆
Lpo(N,mp), otherwise non-feasible (w.r.t. L).
Figure 4 shows on the left side a place which is feasible w.r.t. the partial language
L in Figure 2. This is because, after the occurrence of a, the place is marked by two
tokens. In this marking the step a + b is enabled to occur (as specified by lpo2). The
place shown on the right side is non-feasible, because, after the occurrence of a, the
place is again marked by only one token. In this marking the step a + b is not enabled
to occur. Thus lpo2 is not enabled w.r.t. the one-place-net shown on the right side.
Adding only feasible places to the set of transitions given by the labels of a partial
language L results in a p/t-net (N,m0) for which holds L ⊆ Lpo(N,m0). If (N,m0)
includes any non-feasible place, L = Lpo(N,m0) is not possible. Adding places re-
duces Lpo(N,m0). Therefore, adding all feasible places leads to a p/t-net which is a
solution of the synthesis problem or there is no solution. The first problem is to iden-
tify feasible places. Feasible places can be found through so called regions. A region is
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a function defined on the structure of the language fulfilling certain properties. Every
region corresponds to a feasible place. In this paper we will discuss two different def-
initions of regions of partial languages and discuss their algorithmic applicability. The
second problem is that there are always infinitely many feasible places. One possibility
to tackle this problem in region theory is a so called separation representation [14]. The
idea is to represent non-specified behavior through a finite set of so called wrong con-
tinuations of L. This set of wrong continuations has the property that if we exclude this
behavior from a p/t-net (N,m0) it holds Lpo(N,m0) ⊆ L. If there exists a solution of
the synthesis problem, it is possible to exclude all wrong continuations through a finite
set of feasible places. In this case the resulting net is a solution of the synthesis problem.
4 LPO Transition Regions
A naive approach to synthesize a p/t-net from a finite partial language L is to consider
the set of step sequences SL generated by the LPOs in L (see Figure 5). Following ideas
in [8], where regions of trace languages are defined, it is possible to define regions of
languages of step sequences [11].
a
b c
a a
a(b+c)aa
acaba
acbaa
abcaa
abaca
a(b+c)(a+a)
acb(a+a)
abc(a+a)
ac(a+b)a
ab(a+c)a
Fig. 5. Set of maximal step sequences generated by an LPO.
A region of a language of step sequences L′ is simply a tuple of natural numbers
which represents the initial marking of a place and the number of tokens each transition
consumes respectively produces in that place, satisfying some property which ensures
that no step sequence of the given language L′ is prohibited by this place. The set of
regions of L′ defines the set of feasible places of L′ [11]. Such regions, which are
directly given by the parameters of a place, are called transition regions [14].
Definition 6 (Transition region). Denoting T = {t1, . . . , tm} the transitions occur-
ring in L′, a transition region of L′ is a tuple r = (r0, . . . , r2m) ∈ N2m+1 satisfying
for every σ = τ1 . . . τn ∈ L′ and every j ∈ {1, . . . , n} :
(i) r0 +
m∑
i=1
((τ1 + . . .+ τj−1)(ti) · ri − (τ1 + . . .+ τj)(ti) · rm+i) ≥ 0.
Every transition region r of L′ defines a place pr viam0(pr) := r0, W (ti, pr) := ri
and W (pr, ti) := rm+i for 1 6 i 6 m. The place pr is called the corresponding place
to r.
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In this paper for an algorithmic application we use an advanced approach. Calcu-
lating all step sequences from a given LPO is very costly. Furthermore the transition
region definition leads to many needless inequations. Many of them are equal and or
less restrictive then others. In particular, given a step sequence σ = τ1 . . . τn, a differ-
ent partitioning of the steps τ1 . . . τ(n−1) does not change the corresponding inequation
(i). Thus, it is sufficient to only count the number of transition occurrences in the steps
τ1 . . . τ(n−1) to formulate the corresponding inequation. Given a step sequence τ1 . . . τn
the sum pi =
∑n−1
i=1 τ(i) we call a prefix step. Furthermore given a fixed prefix step pi,
it is sufficient to consider the occurrence of maximal steps τn after pi as given by the
partial language, since maximal steps form more restrictive inequations. Given a partial
language L we compute the set of all possible prefix steps as the set of all parikh vectors
corresponding to prefixes of L.
Definition 7 (Prefix step, maximal right continuation). Given a prefix and sequen-
tialization closed partial language L with the set of labels T . The set ΠL = {pi ∈ NT |
∃ lpo = (V,<, l) ∈ L : ∀t ∈ T pi(t) = |{v ∈ V | l(v) = t}|} contains all multi-sets
corresponding to the number of transition occurrences in each LPO in L. pi ∈ ΠL is
called a prefix step of L.
Given a prefix step pi, a multi-set τ ∈ NT is called a step after pi, if there exists an
lpo = (V,<, l) ∈ L and a co-set C ⊆ V for which holds: ∀ t ∈ T (τ(t) = |{v ∈
C| l(v) = t}| ∧ pi(t) = |{v ∈ V | ∃ c ∈ C : v < c, l(v) = t}|). If C is a cut, then τ
is called cut after pi.
Denote the set of all prefix steps of L together with all cuts after these prefix steps as
LΠ = {(pi, τ)| pi ∈ ΠL, τ a cut after pi}. The set LΠmax = {(pi, τ) ∈ LΠ | ∀(pi′, τ ′) ∈
LΠ : pi′ = pi ⇒ τ ′ 6≥ τ} is the set of all prefix steps together with its maximal cuts
after these prefixes. (pi, τ) ∈ LΠmax is called a maximal right continuation of L.
Each cut of an LPO in L should be enabled after the occurrence of its prefix. Each
cut together with its prefix is a candidate to be a maximal right continuation. For every
prefix step pi all maximal cuts after pi are easy to calculate defining the set of maximal
right continuations. Following these ideas leads to the definition of an LPO transition
regions.
Definition 8 (LPO transition region). LetL representL and denote T = {t1, . . . , tm}
the transitions occurring inL. A LPO transition region ofL is a tuple r = (r0, . . . , r2m)
∈ N2m+1 satisfying for every maximal right continuation (pi, τ) of L:
(ii) r0 +
∑
t∈T
((pi)(t) · ri − (pi + τ)(t) · rm+i) ≥ 0.
Like transition regions every LPO transition region r of L defines a place pr via
m0(pr) := r0, W (ti, pr) := ri and W (pr, ti) := rm+i for 1 6 i 6 m. Again, the
place pr is called the corresponding place to r.
Theorem 1. Given a partial languageL, each LPO transition regions defines a feasible
place and each feasible place is defined by an LPO transition region.
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Proof. Let L be a partial language and T the transitions occuring in L.
Given an LPO transition region r and pr its corresponding place. For each lpo =
(V,<, l) ∈ L and each cut C of lpo there exists a maximal right continuation (pi, τ) of
L fulfilling ∀ t ∈ T (τ(t) ≥ |{v ∈ C| l(v) = t}| ∧ pi(t) = |{v ∈ V | ∃ c ∈ C :
v < c, l(v) = t}|). It holds: r0 +
∑
t∈T ((pi)(t) · ri − (pi + τ)(t) · rm+i) ≥ 0 and
r0+
∑
t∈T ((pi)(t) ·ri− (pi+τ)(t) ·rm+i) = m0(pr)+
∑
t∈T ((pi)(t) ·W (t, pr)− (pi+
τ)(t) ·W (pr, t) ≤ m0(pr) +
∑
v∈V ∧v<C W (l(v), pr) −
∑
v∈V ∧v<C W (pr, l(v)) −∑
v∈C W (pr, l(v)) such that m0(pr) +
∑
v∈V ∧v<C W (l(v), pr)−
∑
v∈V ∧v<C W (pr
, l(v)) ≥∑v∈C W (pr, l(v)). Thus lpo is enabled w.r.t pr. pr is feasible w.r.t. L.
Given a feasible place p, define a tuple r by r0 := m0(p), ri := W (ti, p) and
rm+i := W (p, ti) for 1 ≤ i ≤ m. For each maximal right continuation (pi, τ) there
exists a lpo ∈ L and a Cut C of lpo fulfilling ∀ t ∈ T (τ(t) = |{v ∈ C| l(v) = t}| ∧
pi(t) = |{v ∈ V | ∃ c ∈ C : v < c, l(v) = t}|). Since each lpo is enabled w.r.t. the
one place net containing only the place p, it holds: m0(p) +
∑
v∈V ∧v<C W (l(v), p)−∑
v∈V ∧v<C W (p, l(v))−
∑
v∈C W (p, l(v)) ≥ 0 andm0(p)+
∑
v∈V ∧v<C W (l(v), p)−∑
v∈V ∧v<C W (p, l(v))−
∑
v∈C W (p, l(v)) = r0+
∑
t∈T ((pi)(t)·ri−(pi+τ)(t)·rm+i)
such that r0+
∑
t∈T ((pi)(t) · ri− (pi+ τ)(t) · rm+i) ≥ 0. r is an LPO transition region
defining p.
The set of LPO transition regions of L (resp. transition regions of L′) can be charac-
terized as the set of non-negative integral solutions of a homogenous linear inequation
system A(ii)L · r ≥ 0 (resp. A(i)L · r ≥ 0.). Every inequation (ii) (resp. (i)) as given
by Definition 8 (resp. Definition 6) defines a row of the inequation system. By this ap-
proach the set of all feasible places is computable. This is shown in Theorem 1 (resp. in
[11]).
The ideas in [1, 5] to get an effective synthesis algorithm is to prohibit non-specified
behavior by feasible places. In the original algorithm based on Definition 6 we try to
calculate a region for each step sequence not specified in L′ such that the corresponding
place guarantees that this step sequence is not enabled. If τ1 . . . τn is not enabled then
also τ1 . . . τnτn+1 and τ1 . . . τ ′n with τn ≤ τ ′n are not enabled. Therefore, it is sufficient
to consider so called wrong continuations as defined in [11] instead of the set of all step
sequences not in L′. The same principle holds, if we consider prefix steps and steps
after prefix steps of a given partial language. Therefore, we only have to consider all
possible prefix steps pi and all minimal steps not being a step after pi. We call this a
wrong continuation:
Definition 9 (Wrong continuation). Denote LΠco = {(pi, τ) | pi a prefix step of L, τ a
step after pi}. The set of wrong continuations of L is defined by Lwrong = {(pi, τ ′) /∈
LΠco | ∃(pi, τ) ∈ LΠco, t ∈ T : τ ′ = τ + t}.
In order to compute a feasible place which prohibits a wrong continuation (pi, τ) of
L, one defines so called separating LPO transition regions defining such places:
Definition 10 (Separating LPO transition region). Let (pi, τ) be a wrong continua-
tion of L. An LPO transition region r of L is a separating LPO transition region w.r.t.
(pi, τ) if
(iii) r0 +
m∑
i=1
(pi(ti) · ri − (pi + τ)(ti) · rm+i) < 0.
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A separating region r w.r.t. (pi, τ) can be calculated (if it exists) as a non-negative
integer solution of a homogenous linear inequation system with integer coefficients of
the form
A(ii)L · r ≥ 0
b(iii)piτ · r < 0.
The vector b(iii)piτ is defined in such a way that bpiτ · r < 0⇔ (iii).
If there exists no non-negative integer solution of the systemA(ii)L ·r ≥ 0,bpiτ ·r <
0, there exists no separating region w.r.t. (pi, τ) and thus no feasible place prohibiting
(pi, τ). If there exists a non-negative integer solution of the system, any such solution
defines a feasible place prohibiting (pi, τ). If we choose one arbitrary separating region
rpiτ for each wrong continuation (pi, τ) for which such a region exist, then we call the
finite set of all these regions a separation representation (of the set of all regions). A
place corresponding to each separating region of the separation representation is added
to the synthesized net (N,m). Algorithmically, the places are introduced step by step
according to a fixed ordering of the wrong continuations. If a wrong continuation is
already prohibited by previously introduced places, it is not searched for a respective
separating region.
If we denote the synthesized net by (N,m), it holds the following theorem:
Theorem 2. There is a solution of the synthesis problem for the partial language L
(defined by L) if and only if Lpo(N,m) = L.
Proof. It is only necessary to prove the only if-part. Assume there is a solution (N ′,m′)
of the synthesis problem for the partial language L (defined by L) and Lpo(N,m) 6= L.
This implies Lpo(N,m) ) L, because we know Lpo(N,m) ⊇ L (Theorem 1).
We can distinguish two cases: either the set of maximal right continuations of the
set of LPOs enabled in (N,m) coincides with LΠmax or not. If the set of maximal right
continuations of the set of LPOs enabled in (N,m) does not coincide with LΠmax, then
for some wrong continuation (pi, τ) ∈ Lwrong there does not exist a separating region.
In this case (pi, τ) is given by an LPO not specified by L, which is enabled in (N ′,m′).
Otherwise, (N ′,m′) would have a place prohibiting this LPO, and this place would
correspond to a separating region. This is a contradiction.
Let the set of maximal right continuations of the set of LPOs enabled in (N,m)
coincide with LΠmax and let lpo /∈ L be enabled in (N,m). This means each right
continuations (pi, τ) given by lpo is enabled in (N,m) (firing all transitions in pi enables
step τ ). Since the set of enabled maximal right continuations of (N,m) coincides with
LΠmax, we conclude there exists (pi, τ ′)LΠmax with τ ≤ τ ′. Thus all right continuations
of lpo are also enabled in (N ′,m′). Therefore also lpo /∈ L is enabled in (N ′,m′) and
thus Lpo(N ′,m′) 6= L. This is a contradiction.
We newly implemented the advanced algorithm to synthesize a p/t-net from a partial
language using LPO transition regions in our tool Viptool [2] and compared the runtime
to the version computing step sequences and using transition regions of step sequences
as described in [11] (optimized by also only considering Parikh images of τ1 . . . τn−1
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in the inequation system A(i)L · r ≥ 0.). As expected the method using directly LPO
transition regions was superior to the approach generating step sequences first and then
using transition regions.
5 LPO Transition Regions vs. Token Flow regions
The main problem of considering LPO transition regions is the possible exponential
number of cuts of a partial language compared to the number of events. Loosely speak-
ing, the more parallelism in a given partial language, the worse is the runtime of the
synthesis algorithm using LPO transition regions. To tackle this problem, we devolved
another notion of regions so called token flow regions [13, 12, 11]. Again every token
flow region corresponds to a feasible place. The idea of defining token flow regions of
a given partial language L is as follows: assign to every edge (x, y) of an LPO in L
a natural number representing the number of tokens which are produced by the occur-
rence of l(x) and consumed by the occurrence of l(y) in the place to be defined. Then
the number of tokens consumed overall by a transition l(y) in this place is given as the
sum of the natural numbers assigned to ingoing edges of y. This number can then be
interpreted as the weight of the arc connecting the new place with the transition l(y).
Similarly, the number of tokens produced overall by a transition l(x) in this place is
given as the sum of the natural numbers assigned to outgoing edges of x, and this num-
ber can then be interpreted as the weight of the arc connecting the transition l(x) with
the new place. Moreover, transitions can also consume tokens from the initial marking
of the new place: In order to specify the number of such tokens, we extend an LPO
by an initial event v0 representing a transition producing the initial marking. The sum
of the natural numbers assigned to outgoing edges (v0, y) of the initial event v0 can
be interpreted as the initial marking of the new place. Transitions can produce tokens
in the new place which remain in the final marking. In order to specify the number of
such tokens, we extend an LPO by a final event vmax representing a transition consum-
ing the final marking. Such an extended LPO by an initial and a final event we call a
?-extension of an LPO.
According to the above explanation, we can define a token flow region r by assign-
ing in each LPO a natural number r(x, y) to each edge (x, y) of all ?-extension of LPOs
in L.
– The sum of the natural numbers assigned to ingoing edges of a node y we call the
in-token flow of y.
– The sum of the natural numbers assigned to outgoing edges of a node x we call the
out-token flow of x.
– The sum of the natural numbers assigned to outgoing edges of the initial node of
an LPO lpo we call the initial token flow of lpo.
The value r(x, y) we call the token flow between x and y. Since equally labeled nodes
formalize occurrences of the same transition, this is well-defined only if equally labeled
events have equal in-token flow (property IN) and equal out-token flow (property OUT).
In particular all LPOs must have the same initial token flow (property INIT). Each such
function r fulfilling (IN), (OUT) and (INIT) on L defines a feasible place pr. We call
pr corresponding place of r.
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Definition 11 (Token Flow Region). Let L be a partial language and E?L the set of
edges of the ?-extensions of all LPOs in L. A token flow region of L is a function
r : E?L → N fulfilling (IN), (OUT) and (INIT) on L.
It was shown in [13] that the set of places corresponding to token flow regions of a
partial language equals the set of feasible places w.r.t. this partial language.
Theorem 3. Given a partial language L. Each token flow region defines a feasible
place and each feasible place is defined by a token flow region.
The set of token flow regions can be computed as the set of non-negative integer
solutions of a homogenous linear equation system with integer coefficientsAL ·x = 0.
To compute a token flow region r, we need to assign a value r(x, y) to every edge
e = (x, y) in the finite set of edges of the ?-extensions of the LPOs in the given partial
language L. The vector x contains a variable xi for each edge ei ∈ E?L representing
r(ei). We encode the properties (IN), (OUT) and (INIT) in the sense that r fulfills (IN),
(OUT) and (INIT) on L if and only ifAL ·x = 0. This can be done by defining for pairs
of equally labeled nodes a row of AL counting the token flow on ingoing edges of one
node positively and of the other node negatively. Similarly, another row of AL counts
the token flow on outgoing edges of one node positively and of the other node negatively
can be defined. It is enough for each label t to ensure that the intoken (outtoken) flow of
the first and second node with label t are equal that the intoken (outtoken) flow of the
second and third node with label t are equal, and so on. The property (INIT) is assured
just like the property (OUT), but considering the initial nodes of the LPOs in L.
By the above considerations the set of token flow regions r is in one-to-one corre-
spondence to the set of non-negative integer solutions x = (x1, . . . , xn) of AL · x = 0
via r(ei) = xi. This means, every feasible place can be computed by such a solution.
The place corresponding to a solution x we denote by px. Note that the number of
rows of AL linearly depends on the number of nodes of the LPOs [12]. The number of
columns of AL is equal to the number of edges E?L.
To calculate a p/t-net which is a solution of our synthesis problem (if such a net
exists) we use the wrong continuations given in the previous section. Again for each
wrong continuation (pi, τ) ∈ Lwrong we calculate a feasible place px as a non-negative
integer solution of AL · x = 0 which prohibits (pi, τ). Therefore we need to translate
the separating inequation (iii) into the new notion of token flow regions. For every tran-
sition ti of the given language L we choose an example node x labeled by ti. The set
of all ingoing (outgoing) edges corresponds directly to the weight of the arc W (t, px)
(W (px, t)). Given a fixed numbering of the edges of the LPOs in L and given a fixed
example node xti for each label ti, we define sets T
in
i containing the numbers of ingo-
ing edges into xti and the sets T
out
i containing the numbers of outgoing edges of xti .
The set T init contains the numbers of outgoing edges of the initial example node.
Definition 12 (Separating token flow region). Let (pi, τ) be a wrong continuation of a
given partial language L. A token flow region r of L is a separating region w.r.t. (pi, τ)
if
(iv)
∑
j∈T init
r(ej) +
m∑
i=1
(
∑
j∈T outi
pi(ti) · r(ej)−
∑
j∈T ini
(pi + τ)(ti) · r(ej)) < 0.
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A separating token flow region r w.r.t. (pi, τ) can be calculated (if it exists) as a
non-negative integer solution of a homogenous linear inequation system with integer
coefficients of the form
AL · x = 0
b(iv)piτ · x < 0.
The vector b(iv)piτ is defined in such a way that b
(iv)
piτ · x < 0⇔ (iv).
Calculating for each wrong continuation a separating token flow region leads to
the second algorithm described in this paper. As in the last section, feasible places
corresponding to separating token flow regions are introduced step by step. If a wrong
continuation is already prohibited by a previously added place, it is not searched for a
respective separating region. If we denote the synthesized net by (N,m) and following
the same arguments used in Theorem 2 it holds:
Theorem 4. There is a solution of the synthesis problem for the partial language L
(defined by L) if and only if Lpo(N,m) = L.
Again we implement this algorithm in our tool VipTool. As indicated by our expe-
riences in [11], tests showed that the algorithm is much faster than the algorithm using
a basis representation of token flow regions presented in [12].
The implementation of the new algorithm using separating token flow regions is
used to compare the method with the algorithm using LPO transition regions. We ran
three test series. A first one increasing the number of considered LPOs (e1, e2, e3) (see
Figure 6), a second one increasing the number of nodes in three concurrent sequences
of nodes in one LPO (abcn) (see Figure 7) and a third one increasing the number of
sequential nodes in three LPOs (an, bn, cn) (see Figure 7).
The table shows the results of the tests. The first column describes the partial lan-
guage given in each test. The columns 2-4 contain overall runtime, number of calculated
places and the runtime for the calculation of one separating region for the algorithm us-
ing LPO transition regions. The columns 5-7 contain the same for the algorithm using
token flow regions. The last column contains the runtime used to calculate the wrong
continuations of the given language which is equal in both algorithms. In the first test
series, given in the first three rows of the table, the algorithm using token flow regions
performs slightly better than the algorithm using LPO transition regions. The languages
represented by the LPOs contain a lot of concurrency. That means the number of arcs is
relatively small and the number of possible prefixes is relatively high. This results in a
small number of columns in the inequation systems solved by the algorithm using token
flow regions (the number of rows is always linear in the number of nodes), and a huge
number of rows in the inequation systems solved by the algorithm using LPO transition
region (the number of columns is always linear in the number of transitions). The same
but more distinctive holds for the second test series. In the third series it is the other way
round. There is no concurrency allowed by the given languages. The algorithm using
LPO transition regions is much faster than the algorithm using token flow regions.
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ab b
e
a
c
b
d
c
e1 e2 e3
d
d
a
f
b
d
f
d
d
Fig. 6. Example LPOs (e1, e2, e3).
a
a
cb
b c
abcn
a
a
…
b
b
…
c
c
…
an bn
n
cn
… … …n
Fig. 7. Example LPOs. Left: One LPO modelling three concurrent sequences (abcn). Right: Three
LPOs modelling three alternative sequences (an, bn, cn).
Language Synthesis Synthesis
LPO transition regions Token flow regions
complete number runtime per complete number runtime per building
runtime of equation runtime of equation wrong
(ms) places system (ms) places system continuations
{e1} 46 3 1.8 43 4 0.6 40
{e1, e2} 90 11 3.4 62 11 0.8 53
{e1, e2, e3} 250 14 13.4 129 14 4.8 62
{abc2} 77 6 5.7 46 6 0.6 43
{abc3} 529 6 79 60 6 1 53
{abc4} 7166 6 1183 76 6 1 65
{a5, b5, c5} 62 4 2.3 92 10 3.9 53
{a6, b6, c6} 66 4 2.7 159 10 10.4 55
{a7, b7, c7} 73 4 3 264 10 20.3 61
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6 Conclusion
Both presented algorithms performed better then their previous versions described in
[11]. The first algorithm using LPO transition regions does not have to translate the
given partial language into a language of step sequences any more. The second al-
gorithm using token flow regions benefits from using the adapted wrong continuation
representation approach. The two algorithms developed in this paper use the two most
promising combinations of a region definition together with a finite representation ap-
proach for the set of all feasible places. The algorithm using token flow regions performs
fast if there is a lot of concurrency given in the partial language, the algorithm using
LPO transition regions performs fast in the converse case.
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Towards a coloured Petri nets semantics of a
chronicle language for distributed simulation
processing
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Abstract. The context of this work is the processing of complex sys-
tems (e.g. airport ground traffic control) simulation for the detection of
activities or the behaviour analysis.
An activity is described by a chronicle that expresses relationships be-
tween events in a sequence ordered in time. The simulation processing
tool detects chronicle instances within an observed events flow. A chron-
icle language describes the different chronicle operators considered. This
work aims at a validation of the language used in the tool through a
formal modelling, and coloured Petri nets are used to model the recog-
nition of a chronicle within a flow of events. Each event to be detected
is associated with a transition which is fired when the event occurrence
is spotted. We provide coloured Petri nets to model the (recognition
of) chronicles expressed using logical and temporal operators. We show
how the composition of operators can be modelled by composing the
coloured subnets associated with the different operators. The algebraic
properties of the operators are reflected in the coloured nets. The execu-
tion of the resulting coloured net on an event flow shows that the various
occurrences of a chronicle are indeed recognised. This work thus provides
elements to model complex chronicles recognition, that could be used to
define a semantics of the chronicle language in terms of the used subset
of coloured nets.
Keywords: chronicle language, chronicle recognition formal modelling, coloured
Petri nets, chronicle language validation, distributed simulation processing
1 Introduction
The context of our work is the complex systems simulation. Complex systems
modelling and simulation require to take into account the interactions between
the different components. For instance, an airport ground traffic simulation re-
quires to model the planes with the pilots, the control tower, the weather, etc.
together with their interactions, e.g. the communications between the pilots and
the control tower (authorizations and acknowledgements), the weather impact
on the routing rules, etc.
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The complex systems simulation is achieved here through distributed sim-
ulations. Thus, each component is simulated by a simulator (in general a PC)
that communicates with the other components via a network (local - LAN -,
or wide - WAN). The distribution sets a framework for the description of the
components interaction, and for the reuse or replacement of components when
needed. Several interoperability standards were designed to this end. We use the
HLA norm [18] that is the most widespread, and that defines the format for the
simulators exchanges.
Such simulations are themselves complex systems. To supervise and analyze
them (e.g., to extract behaviours, to measure performances) is a difficult task.
This is due in particular to the interactions complexity. The analysis requires
that the simulators interactions are observed, and that behaviour instances are
identified. For this purpose, we chose a temporal approach that provides a better
expression power, and the possibility to detect behaviour realisations through
the observation of their characteristic traces. We consider each interaction as an
event. The characteristic traces are expressed through events correlations. We
chose to use chronicles for a fine detection of event correlations that represent
behaviour realisations. In this approach, events cannot occur simultaneously,
and durations are not associated with events, events are thus considered as
instantaneous. The events timestamps are achieved by the observation process,
and are therefore expressed in terms of the observer time that is independent of
the observed system own time. Hence chronicles do not express absolute dates,
but delays between two events that are relative to the observer.
We developed a tool that uses chronicle recognition to facilitate the exploita-
tion and the supervision of HLA distributed simulations. This analysis tool pro-
cesses the normalised exchanges between simulators of an HLA simulation. The
facts that chronicles are used, and that the simulators exchanges are used as
event sources leads to building non intrusive analysis tools for the simulators.
Chronicles are used to model activities to be detected, for instance because
they are undesired or dangerous (an example is an airport monitoring). An
activity is described by a combination of event occurrences. When these events
are identified in the described combination within a flow of events, then the
activity is detected. An example in an airport simulation, is when an airplane
A gets on a taxiway and an airplane B gets across the runway threshold, this is
an hazardous situation if there is no order C to stop from the ground control. If
another plane gets on another taxiway (again A) then two hazardous situations
should be detected. The way this case study is dealt with in practice (code
generation etc.) is described in[5].
A chronicle describes relationships between the events of a sequence ordered
with respect to time. The goal is to identify the chronicle schema within an
observed event flow (where events are ordered and time-stamped). The chronicle
identification is achieved through matching events of the flow with events in the
chronicle description, while flow events that do not contribute to the chronicle
recognition are simply ignored. In addition, it may be of interest to save the
piece of information stating which events in the flow contributed to the chronicle
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recognition, because it may help to find which are the causes of the observed
events.
The relationships between the events may be logical or temporal, and are
expressed in a chronicle language (cf. Section 2).
One of the issues in chronicle recognition is to find all instances of the studied
chronicle. For instance Figure 1 shows that five occurrences of the chronicle
denoted A B, that is the sequence of events a and b should be found in the
events flow a a b a b.1 In Figure 1, the events are numbered so as to explicitely
show their sequence in time. When the first b event occurs (b:3), two occurrences
of the chronicle are recognized, and three more when the second b event occurs.
Event name:Event index
Time
a b sequences
a:1 b:3
a:2 b:3
a:1 b:5
a:2 b:5
a:4 b:5
a:1 a:2 b:3 a:4 b:5
Fig. 1. Five occurrences of the chronicle A B in the event flow a a b a b
In [3, 2], we compare various kinds of automata (counter automata, dupli-
cating automata) and coloured Petri nets for expressing and recognizing some
basic chronicles operators. Due to the specific requirements of chronicle recogni-
tion, we found that standard automata and counter automata are not adequate,
while coloured Petri nets comply with the specific needs associated with chronicle
recognition, in particular multiple occurrences recognition, and the possibility
to trace the events that contributed to a recognition.
The basic principles of our modelling with coloured Petri nets [19] is that we
associate a transition to each event that should be detected2 (and this transition
is fired whenever this event occurs), and places are used to store (in a single to-
ken) a list of all chronicle (partial) instances identified. In addition, some control
places are used to ensure that the desired sequencing is followed, or to model
discrete time. For each operator expression of the chronicle language we provide
a coloured Petri net modelling its recognition, in other words its semantics in
terms of coloured Petri nets (or more precisely in the subset of coloured Petri nets
that we use). Note that the algebraic properties of the operators are reflected in
the modelling.
After introducing the operators of the chronicle language we use in Section 2,
we show in Section 3 how we model them using coloured Petri nets. In Section 4
we present one way to combine the coloured nets associated with the basic op-
erators, by transition substitution. Our conclusion in Section 5 discusses related
1 As presented in Section 2, a convention is to use uppercase in a chronicle expression,
and lowercase for the corresponding event instances.
2 Note that events that do not contribute to the chronicle recognition are ignored.
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works and future work. Let us mention that the coloured nets presented in this
paper were designed and checked with the CPN tools [13].
2 Chronicle language
M. Ornato and P. Carle [10] (Chronicle Recognition System CRS/ONERA), and
C. Dousson [14, 15], introduced the notion of a chronicle language together with
an associated recognition system. The CRS/ONERA chronicle language [10]
introduces the operators &, || et ( )-[ ], and the sequence (implicit operator).
A convention is to use uppercase in a chronicle expression, and lowercase for the
corresponding event instances. The conjunction A&B denotes the occurrence of
both a and b events in any order, the disjunction A||B denotes the occurrence
of either a or b, and the expression (A B)-[C] denotes the occurrence of a
followed by the occurrence of b (that is the sequence) without any occurrence of
c in between (absence). Let us note that these operators have some (algebraic)
properties :
– the sequence is associative : A (B C) = (A B) C = A B C
– the sequence is not commutative
– the conjunction and disjunction are commutative and associative.
Definition 1 (Chronicle Language). The chronicle language is defined as
follows.
– E : set of basic events
– t : an integer denoting the time units elapsed , t ∈ N
– EV ::= E ∪ N
– the chronicle expressions C ::= e | C C | C&C | C || C | (C C) − [e], with
e ∈ EV
These operators may be combined, for instance, the chronicle C1:
chronicle C1 is
(A (B & C));
describes a pattern where an event a is followed by both b and c events in any
order, and the chronicle C2:
chronicle C2 is
(A||B)(C||D);
is a sequence of events a or b, followed by c or d.
A duration of (discrete) time is considered as an event, for instance
chronicle C3 is
(A 5 B);
denotes a sequence of an event a followed by five units of time followed by an
event b, in other words there should be a delay of (at least) five units of time
between the events a and b (we refer to this as a minimum delay).
Similarly a notion of maximum delay is expressed using the absence operator
chronicle C4 is
(A B)-[5];
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expresses that there should be strictly less than five units of time between the
events a and b (while four units would still be all right). Let us note that the
delay constructs are always associated with a sequence or an absence operator.
As explained in Section 1 and shown in Figure 1, the chronicle language is
used to express some events relationships in activities that should be detected
as many times as their characteristic combination occurs in a flow of events.
In the following, we provide a coloured net model for the chronicle recogni-
tion on the basis of these operators, starting with a single operator, and then
for operator composition. Note that the coloured net models comply with the
algebraic properties of the operators.
3 Basic operators modelling
Before introducing the operators modelling, let us start with a basic coloured
net in Figure 2 that shows a single event recognition. Place Success is typed with
CList that is a list of chronicle instances (and a chronicle instance is a list of
events). The occurrence of event a is expressed by the firing of transition A, and
(using the ins function of the standard list type) this will add [a] in the place
Success token, e.g. after the occurrence of two events a, as shown in Figure 2,
the token contains a list with the two instances[
[]
] A→ [ [[a]] ] A→ [ [[a] , [a]] ]
pr
ins pr [a]
A Success
[]
CList
1 1`[[a],[a]]
pr = [[a]]
Fig. 2. Coloured net for a single event recognition
Let us note that place Success has a single token, and this will be the case
in all the coloured nets that we use for this modelling. A similar technique is
used to model the sequence of two events, and the absence of an event. These
two constructs are introduced together in the net of Figure 3 that models the
recognition of the chronicle (A B)-[C]. Let us first consider transitions A and
B (with the places Temp and Success). Transition A is as in Figure 2, and
transition B is similar, but the function is changed now since the b event should
be associated with all partial instances produced by event a. The function HAdd
is defined as follows:3
fun HAdd(eV:Event,cL:CList)
= if (cL!=[]) then ((hd cL)^^[eV])::HAdd(eV,(tl cL)) else []
3 The operators ˆˆ , ::, hd, tl are defined in a ML language (used in CPN Tools).
These operators respectively concatenate two lists, add an element in a list, return
the head of a list, and return a list without the first element.
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fail
instance
[]
pr
pr
pr
ins pr [a]
C
B
A
Failure
[]
CList
Success
[]
CList
Temp []
CList
fail^^HAdd(c,pr)
instance^^HAdd(b,pr)
[pr!=[]]
[pr!=[]]
Fig. 3. Coloured net for (A B)-[C] (sequence and absence recognition)
Let us first consider the event flow a d a b (where event d is ignored since it
does not contribute to the chronicle,4 and that holds two instances of (A B)-[C],
similarly to what is shown in Figure 1) starting from the initial marking M0
M0︷ ︸︸ ︷
Temp
Success
Failure
 [][]
[]
 A→
 [[a]][]
[]
 A→
 [[a] , [a]][]
[]
 B→
 [[a] , [a]][[a,b] , [a,b]]
[]

The token in the Success place holds the two instances of the chronicle (the
HAdd function adds b to each [a] brought from the place Temp token). Let us
note that the B transition guard prevents from firing B before any A was fired.
Now transition C has a similar behaviour but it cancels all occurrences of a
that are followed by c, which can be shown on the a c a b event flow where only
one instance of (A B)-[C] is identified.
M0︷ ︸︸ ︷
Temp
Success
Failure
 [][]
[]
 A→
 [[a]][]
[]
 C→
 [][]
[[a, c]]
 A→
 [[a]][]
[[a, c]]
 B→
 [[a]][[a,b]]
[[a, c]]

Figure 4 shows how the recognition of a conjunction or a disjunction of two
events a and b is modelled in a similar way. In the Figure 4 (a) net the HAddAnd
function is used to build the appropriate chronicle instances (e.g., if the transition
B is fired, it looks for all [a] in the partial instances that can be matched with
b). The function HAddAnd is defined as follows
fun HAddAnd(e:Event,t:CList,evt:Event)
= if t!=[] then
if ((tl t)!=[]) then
if (hd(hd t))=evt then ((hd t)^^[e])::HAddAnd(e,(tl t),evt)
else HAddAnd(e,(tl t),evt)
4 In the following, for simplicity sake, our examples will not have such events.
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ins pr [b]
instance
instance^^HAddAnd(b,pr,a)
pr
ins pr [a]
instance
instance^^HAddAnd(a,pr,b)
pr
B
A
Success
[]
CList
Temp
[]
CList
(a) Conjunction: chronicle (A&B)
A
B
Success
CList
[]
ins instance [b]
instance
instance
ins instance [a]
(b) Disjunction: chronicle (A||B)
Fig. 4. Coloured nets for conjunction and disjunction examples recognition
else if (hd(hd(t)))=evt then [(hd t)^^[e]] else []
else []
Note that both coloured nets exhibit a symmetry between the A and B transi-
tions reflecting the commutativity property of the conjunction and disjunction
operators.
4 Operators composition modelled via transition
substitution
The goal here is to provide a coloured Petri net for the recognition of a complex
chronicle expression through the composition of coloured Petri nets for the basic
chronicle operations. We worked out two ways to achieve this, one is through
transition substitution presented here, and the other through place fusion [3].
We use the transition substitution presented in [17, 19], thus socket places In
and Out (labelled I/O) of the substitution transition (denoted with a double
rectangle as in Figure 7) are related with specified subnet (submodule) port
places, and the arc expressions are replaced by the corresponding subnet arc
expressions.
act
instance
instance^^H1st(a,curr)
curr
A
[curr!=[] orelse act]
First
true
BOOL
Success
[]
CList
Start
[]
CList
Fig. 5. Composable coloured net for the chronicle A recognition
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Before explaining how we use this to model the recognition of composed
chronicle operations, we first present a new version of the basic net for one event
recognition that is adequate for composition. In Figure 5 modifications to the
coloured net in Figure 2 are achieved to comply with composition requirements.
The places Start and First are added and contribute to a guard on transition A.
Transition A can be fired only if the token in Start is not the empty list (which
may happen if it is connected to another transition via some composition), or if
the First token has the true value, in other words, it is agreed that A could be
the first transition to be fired. The expression on the arc from transition A to
Success is also changed to a more complex one which in this case yields the same
result, but under composition will ensure some adequate list merge (or adding
an event to chronicle partial instances). The function H1st is defined as follows
fun H1st(eV:Event,cL:CList) =
if cL=[] then [[eV]] else HAdd(eV,cL)
Ch2
Success
[]
CList
Temp
[]
CList
First
true
BOOL
Start
[]
CList
Ch1
Fig. 6. Coloured net schema for the sequence operation
The coloured net schema in Figure 6 is used for the sequence operation, here
chronicle Ch1 is followed by Ch2. The idea is that the (filled) transitions Ch1 and
Ch2 represent transitions that should be respectively substituted by the coloured
subnets (submodules) for their respective recognition.
Such a composition is shown in Figure 7 where the central net seq bc is the
instance of Figure 6 with B for Ch1, and C for Ch2, and the bottom evt b bc
and top evt c bc subnets are respectively the elementary nets for the chroni-
cles B and C. The dashes arrows show the place relations around the transition
substitutions.
The substitution transition B is substituted by the bottom net evt b bc.
The place StartBC is related with the place StartB as shown by the arrow
labelled 1. We denote this: (seq bc:StartBC←evt b bc:StartB)5. The other
place relations for the transition B are:
– (seq bc:FirstBC←evt b bc:FirstB) (arrow 2),
5 The notation is (net name:place name←net name:place name).
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Bevt_b_bc
C
evt_c_bc
StartBC
I/O
[]
CList
SuccessBC
I/O
[]
CList
Temp
[]
CList
FirstBC
false
BOOL
curr
act
instance
instance^^H1st(b,curr)
B
[curr!=[] orelse act]
StartB
I/O
[]
CList
FirstB
I/O
true
BOOL
SuccessB
I/O
[]
CList
act
instance
instance^^H1st(c,curr)
curr
C
[curr!=[] orelse act]
FirstC
false
BOOL
SuccessC
I/O
[]
CList
StartC
I/O
[]
CList
1
2
3
4
5
true
evt_c_bc
evt_b_bc
seq_bc
Fig. 7. Coloured net obtained via substitution for the chronicle B C
– (seq bc:Temp←evt b bc:SuccessB) (arrow 3).
Similary for transition C, the place relations are:
– (seq bc:Temp←evt c bc:StartC) (arrow 4),
– (seq bc:SuccessBC←evt b bc:SuccessC) (arrow 5).
The place FirstC is not related and has false initial marking because the
transition C is not the first transition in the seq bc net.
In a similar way, the coloured net seq abc for the A (B C) chronicle recog-
nition is built in Figure 8 as an instance of the net schema of Figure 6 where
transition A is substituted by the net in Figure 5. The transition BC is substi-
tuted by the net seq bc of Figure 7. The place relations are:
– (seq abc:TempA←seq bc:StartBC)
– (seq abc:Success←seq bc:SuccessBC).
The place FirstBC is not related and has false initial marking because the tran-
sition B is not the first transition in the seq abc net. This example shows that
we can substitute a transition by a complex net with a similar substitution.
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Aevt_a_abc
BC
seq_bc
[]
CList
TempA
[]
CListtrue
BOOL
[]
CList
StartABC
FirstABC
Success
Fig. 8. Coloured net seq abc for the chronicle A B C
The resulting net execution on the event flow a b b c is:
instance
instance^^H1st(c,curr)
curr
act
curr
act
instance
instance^^H1st(b,curr)
instance
instance^^H1st(a,curr)
act
curr
C
[curr!=[] orelse act]
B
[curr!=[] orelse act]
A
[curr!=[] orelse act]
FirstC
false
BOOL
Temp
[]
CList
FirstBC
false
BOOL
Success
[]
CList
Temp
[]
CList
FirstABC
true
BOOL
StartABC
[]
CList
11`false
1
1`[[a,b],[a,b]]
11`false
11`[[a,b,c],[a,b,c]]
1
1`[[a]]
1 1`true
1 1`[]
Fig. 9. Resulting coloured net for the chronicle A B C
M0︷ ︸︸ ︷
StartABC
StartBC− TempA
Temp
Success− SuccessBC
FirstABC
FirstBC

[]
[]
[]
[]
true
false

A→

[]
[[a]]
[]
[]
true
false

B→

[]
[[a]]
[[a, b]]
[]
true
false

B→

[]
[[a]]
[[a, b] , [a, b]]
[]
true
false

C→

[]
[[a]]
[[a, b] , [a, b]]
[[a,b, c] , [a,b, c]]
true
false

This shows that the A B C chronicle is recognised twice. The resulting net
in Figure 9 shows that the associativity property of the sequence operator is
reflected in this composition.
We designed net schemas for the other chronicle operations, as the abstract
conjunction in Figure 10 (a), the abstract disjunction in Figure 10 (b), or the
abstract absence in Figure 11. The Figure 10 (b) net is similar to the Figure 4
(b) net in Section 3, with the places Start and First added for the composition
purposes. Similarly, the net in Figure 11 is similar to the one in Figure 3. The
net in Figure 10 (a) is a bit different from the one in Figure 4 (a), so that more
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complex chronicles can be instances of Ch1 and Ch2, but the function chrAnd
plays a role similar to the function HAddAnd.
instance
chrAnd(curr)curr
And
Ch2
Ch1
First
true
BOOL
Success
[]
CList
Temp
[]
CList
[]
CList
Start
(a) Coloured net schema for the conjunction
Ch2
Ch1
Success
[]
First
true
BOOL
start
CList CList
[]
(b) Schema for the disjunction
Fig. 10. Coloured net schemas for the disjunction and the conjunction
[]
curr
Event
[curr!=[]]
Ch2
Ch1
First
true
BOOL
Success
[]
CList
Temp
[]
CList
Start
[]
CList
Fig. 11. Coloured net schema for the absence operation
B
B_AorB
A
A_AorB
[]
CList
FirstAB
I/O
true
BOOL
StartABI/O
[]
CList
SuccessABI/O
AorBseq
(a) Subnet AorBseq for (A || B)
D
D_CorD
C
C_CorD
[]
CList
FirstCD
false
BOOL
StartCDI/O
[]
CList
SuccessCDI/O
CorDseq
(b) Subnet CorDseq for (C || D)
Fig. 12. Subnets for the chronicle (A||B)(C||D)
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AorB
AorBseq
CorD
CorDseq
Success
[]
CList
Temp
[]
CList
First
true
BOOL
Start
[]
CList
AorBCorD
Fig. 13. Net AorBCorD for the chronicle (A||B)(C||D)
In the following example (A||B)(C||D), we show how the proposed schemas
can be combined for any operation composition. Elementary nets as in Figure 5
for chronicles A, B, C, and D are used (respectively denoted A AorB, B AorB,
C CorD, D CorD). The subnets AorBseq for (A||B) and CorDseq for (C||D) in
Figure 12 are thus obtained by substituting the appropriate elementary subnets
(denoted by the labels attached to the transitions, e.g. A AorB for transition A)
in the abstract disjunction net schema in Figure 10 (b). The subnets for (A||B)
and (C||D) are then substituted in the net schema for the sequence operation
as in Figure 6, and this yields the net in Figure 13. The place relations for the
net AorBCorD with our notation are for the transition AorB:
– (AorBCorD:FirstBC←AorBseq:FirstAB),
– (AorBCorD:Start←AorBseq:StartAB),
– (AorBCorD:Temp←AorBseq:SuccessAB).
Similary for transition CorD, the place relations are:
– (AorBCorD:Temp←CorDseq:StartCD) (in fact, CorDseq:StartCD
and AorBseq:SuccessAB are merged),
– (AorBCorD:Success←CorDseq:SuccessCD).
The resulting net execution on the event flow a c b d c is:
M0︷ ︸︸ ︷
Start
Temp
Success
First

[]
[]
[]
[true]
 a→

[]
[[a]]
[]
[true]
 c→

[]
[[a]]
[[a, c]]
[true]
 b→

[]
[[a] , [b]]
[[a, c]]
[true]
 d→

[]
[[a] , [b]]
[[a, c] , [a,d] , [b,d]]
[true]
 c→

[]
[[a] , [b]]
[[a, c] , [a,d] , [b,d] , [a, c] , [b, c]]
[true]

Thus the five occurrences of the chronicle (A||B)(C||D) are recognised.
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5 Conclusion, related and future work
In this work, coloured Petri nets are used to model the recognition of a chronicle
within a flow of events, and the occurrence of an event to be detected is modelled
by the firing of the corresponding transition.
Chronicles were first used for system diagnosis, and Petri nets of various kinds
were used for dynamic systems diagnosis. In [16], place-bordered Petri nets (with
associated diagnosers) are used to model the components of modular dynamic
systems, and fault diagnosis is achieved through a distributed algorithm.
The goal in [1, 12], is to diagnose asynchronous distributed systems using
Petri nets. A full model of the system in timed Petri nets (not coloured) is
designed. Then an observation model of the system is used to determine the
possible executions of the system, via unfolding the timed Petri net.
In another approach [7, 6] chronicle recognition is modelled through timed
place transition nets. A. Boufaied [6] duplicates the nets upon an event recogni-
tion in order to recognize all chronicle instances. However, it seems that absence
is not taken into account. Other issues of this paper are the design of Petri net
patterns, the composition of nets, and its use to provide a semantics to a lan-
guage. These issues were addressed in various ways. For instance, [8] provides
a semantics for a security protocol language using composable high level Petri
nets. A different purpose is pursued in [9] where grid workflows are modelled with
coloured Petri nets, and Petri net patterns are provided e.g. for parallel execu-
tion or multiple resource allocation (as workflow patterns in [23, 22]). Note that
these works are aimed at modelling a process execution, while we are concerned
with process observation.
We reflect causal relations in a different way from [20], or [21], since, in our
coloured Petri nets, places always have a (single) token (that may be the empty
list), so the control has to be achieved through guards.
In [11], the event patterns differ from ours in the following points, events
have a duration, there is no event associated with the time elapse, two events
may be simultaneous. Another difference is that some restrictions on multiple
matching are set to restrict the memory used by the algorithm.
The goal is to perform analysis of system simulations of type High Level
Architecture (HLA) [18], to be used e.g. in airport control, and in [4], we started
to perform off line analysis of distributed HLA simulations using chronicles.
In this work, we wanted to reach an extensive expression of the chronicle lan-
guage operators, introducing the mininum and maximum delay [3], and worked
out coloured nets that could be composed to express complex chronicle expres-
sions. The composition could be achieved either via transition substitution, or
via place fusion [3], and in both cases the algebraic properties of the operators
are reflected. Our model thus encompasses all logical and temporal operators,
including the absence operator. This work thus provides elements to model com-
plex chronicles recognition, and to define a semantics of the chronicle language
in terms of the used subset of coloured nets.
The chronicle semantics may also require to take into account delays and
temporal constraints, and we investigated how they can be recognised using
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coloured nets in [3]. Although we cannot present this in detail for lack of space,
let us briefly present the principles of this modelling. Discrete time is modelled
(e.g. represented by integers), and the events are timestamped. The viewpoint
here is that of an observer, and it is assumed that there is no way to enforce
a global clock on the systems that produce the events, so the timestamp is the
reception (i.e. observed) date. Consequently, there is no time elapse associated
with observing the occurrence of an event, and the time evolves independently.
Delays are represented by a place with type Integer and the time elapsed is
modelled by a place (that models the current date and with zero as initial value),
and a transition that models time evolution as a special event and increments
the current date. Whenever the specified delay is reached, this transition triggers
some processing.
The coloured nets for the basic operators presented above can be composed
with the coloured nets for the time delays if an appropriate typing is handled.
For instance, all events could be timestamped. However, this would require to
carry some unecessary information when time delays are not required, and in
practice a more elaborate strategy would be efficient.
In the near future, we plan to fully describe the combinations with the mini-
mum and maximum delays, and to introduce the notion of explicit sub-chronicles
in our framework. This will be accompanied with a formal definition of the subset
of coloured Petri nets that we use, together with a formalisation of the combi-
nation rules. Having a full coloured Petri nets model for our chronicle language
sets a firm basis from which its semantics can be fully determined. A possible
issue is to explore whether some strategy regarding when timestamps should be
kept or not could also be modelled in this context.
Acknowledgements We thank Jean Bourrely and Romain Kervarc for their
careful reading of previous versions of this work, and for useful comments.
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Optimization of Handshake Circuits
Francisco Ferna´ndez-Nogueira and Josep Carmona
Universitat Polite`cnica de Catalunya, Barcelona, Spain
Abstract. An algorithm to optimize clusters of handshake components
from a handshake network is presented. The optimization is based on
applying logic synthesis techniques to these clusters. The theory of Petri
nets is used to identify clusters for which the structural techniques for
synthesis perform successfully. The approach is integrated into the Balsa
synthesis flow and represents a significant improvement with respect to
the local optimizations typically applied.
1 Introduction
The design of correct asynchronous circuits is a challenging problem. In an asyn-
chronous system, time is no longer a discrete variable, shared by all components.
Instead, every component communicates with its neighbors by handshake signals.
This makes extremely difficult to design correct asynchronous circuits from the
scratch without the help of CAD tools. In the last two decades, several research
groups have provided tools for the design and verification of asynchronous cir-
cuits [1–3]. Due to many reasons (inherent concurrency of asynchronous systems,
input language required, timing model, designers’ synchronous way of thinking,
among others), the success of these and other approaches for asynchronous de-
sign has had a limited impact in the current technology. However, there is a
growing believe that incorporating asynchronous circuits is a must for future
technologies [4].
One interesting approach that might help into introducing the asynchronous
paradigm in current and future technologies is the ”programming + compila-
tion” concept: in [5, 6], a Hardware Description Language (HDL) programming
environment can be used to create an asynchronous circuit from a CSP-like
program. To obtain the asynchronous circuit, a syntax-directed translation of
each program primitive is applied, deriving a netlist of handshake components.
Latterly each handshake component can be synthesized into an asynchronous
circuit. Hence the size of the resulting circuit is linear with respect to the size
of the program, thus resulting in unoptimized implementations.
This work presented in this paper provides an optimization back-end for
Balsa, an asynchronous HDL programming environment. It is based on the the-
ory of Petri nets (PN) together with the use of modern structural methods for
synthesis of asynchronous circuits based on linear algebra [7, 8]. A clustering
technique is presented to resynthesize parts of the HC control network, using
logic synthesis techniques, thus achieving optimizations that can only be appli-
cable in the Boolean domain.
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2 Logic Synthesis of Handshake Components
Given a specification in Balsa, the goal of this work is to resynthesize (part of)
it in order to achieve global optimizations that can improve significantly the
quality of the resulting circuit. This optimizations can not be attained when the
syntax-directed translation approach is applied to the initial specification.
State Encoding
Logic Synthesis Logic Synthesis
State Encoding
HCs Cluster 1 HCs Cluster N...
HCs Cluster 1 STG HCs Cluster N STG...
Describe Behavior
Hide Signals
Balsa Specification
Net of HCs
Balsa
Clustering
Gate Implementation
Describe Behavior
Hide Signals Not Clustered HCs
Balsa
Fig. 1. Design Flow
The approach proceeds as
follows (see Figure 1): from
the net of HCs derived from
the Balsa program, it itera-
tively selects clusters of com-
ponents following a criteria.
For a given cluster selected,
it creates the corresponding
STG by applying the PN
parallel composition operator
(see below for an example).
An STG is a Labelled Petri
net, where a label models the
rising or falling of a signal.
The STG is then resynthe-
sized using modern structural
methods [7, 8]. HCs not in-
cluded in a cluster (data HCs and control HCs not assigned to any cluster),
are synthesized by Balsa.
The use of structural methods for the synthesis enables the selection of large
clusters (i.e. large STGs) that will not be synthesized if state-based methods
were used instead, due to the state-space explosion problem. The possibility
of resynthesizing large clusters of HCs induces aggressive optimizations in the
resulting circuits, as has been demonstrated in [7, 9]. However, provided that
structural methods in [7, 8] work with an approximation of the state space of
the system, they can only guarantee a solution when the STG is well-structured.
Typical examples of well-structuredness are STGs with underlying Free-choice
(FC) or Asymmetric choice (AC) PN [10].
Let us use the simple example of Figure 2 to illustrate the way clusters are
created: (a) shows a connection between a Call and a Concur HCs. The former
(later) is described by the STG in (b) ((c)) and belongs to the SM (MG) class.
Both HCs can be described with the simplest classes, however their parallel
composition in (d) “jumps” to the AC class. The main theoretical contribution
of this work is to describe how to select HC clusters in order to derive STGs
belonging to a desired PN class and provide a methodology to automate this
selection.
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ack_3+
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ack_5+
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ack_2−
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 2. (a) Connection of Call and Concur HCs, (b) Call STG, (c) Concur STG and
(d) STG for the Call and Concur Connection
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Abstract. Higher-order process calculi have been receiving much attention in recent years for its signifi-
cance in both theory and practice. Work on bisimulations has never ceased evolving, typically represented
by Thomsen and Sangiorgi for their work on bisimulation theory and encoding to and from first-order
process calculi. Fu puts forth linear higher-order pi-calculus, and makes improvement to previous work on
bisimulation and builds a sound and complete equation system by exploiting linearity of processes, which
takes resource sensitiveness into account. In this paper, we establish some recent result on bisimulation
theory in linear higher-order pi-calculus. By exploiting the properties of linear higher-order processes, we
work out two simpler variants than local bisimulation, which is an intuitive observational equivalence. We
prove that they both coincide with local bisimilarity. The first variant, called local linear bisimulation,
simplifies the matching of higher-order input and higher-order output based on the feature of checking
equivalence with some special processes (in input or output) instead of general ones. The second variant,
called local linear variant bisimulation, rewrites the first-order bound output clause in local bisimulation
in some more suitable form for some application on it, by harnessing the congruence properties. We also
mention some future work in the conclusion.
Key words: Bisimulation, Linear, Higher-order, pi-Calculus, Process calculi
1 Introduction
Compared with first-order calculi [1] [2] [3], higher-order process calculi excel in that they provide the ability
to communicate an integral program, rather than a simple value or a reference to a program. The importance are
double-fold. Firstly, theoretically higher-order features offer a broader spectrum of communication capability
that can possibly compute more conveniently and efficiently, and the (technical) framework of process calculi is
widened. Secondly, practically distributed and mobile computing are increasingly expanding in various forms,
in which communication involving higher-order elements can be witnessed in nearly anywhere, such as sending
a small application through network or packaging and transmitting a script over several computing nodes in
the network and then configuring and running in a remote computer. To some extent the study of higher-order
process calculi can enable us to better direct the technology development. To our knowledge, up-to-date research
on bisimulation in higher-order process calculi mainly includes the following parts.
CHOCS and plain CHOCS. Thomsen studies two kinds of higher-order CCS, which extends CCS by higher-
order communication with processes, that is CHOCS [4] [5] and Plain CHOCS [6] [7], with dynamic and static
binding of restriction respectively. The higher-order bisimulation (in CHOCS) and applicative higher-order
bisimulation (in Plain CHOCS) are examined. They are quite structural but not intuitive in that communicated
and continual processes are separated in comparison [8]. The bisimulations use delayed approach, which prohibits
internal moves after an observable action, to counter the technical obstacle in equivalence proving.
Higher-order pi-calculus. Sangiorgi studies higher-order pi-calculus [9] [8] that extends first-order pi-calculus
[2] [10] with communication of processes. The bisimulation he puts forth, context bisimulation [8], improves
that in Plain CHOCS by considering residual and transmitted processes in the meanwhile. However the style is
still delayed. Yet it is proven that the early and late versions of context bisimulations coincide, which is not so
obvious in the Ambient calculus. Triggered bisimulation, normal bisimulation are proposed to simplify context
bisimulation on its heavy usage of universal quantification. And barbed bisimulation [11] is also considered in
higher-order paradigm.
Nevertheless, the work mentioned above is not perfect in several points. For example,
? The author is supported by The National 973 Project (2003CB317005), The National Nature Science Foundation of
China (60473006,60573002), and The BoShiDian Research Fund (20010248033).
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– Delayed bisimulations. The bisimulations are all delayed versions. That is weak transitions have no trailing
silent moves.
– Computational power. The computational power levels that of Turing machines. This leads to the status
that no axiom system is available for higher-order process calculi for a long period.
Fu attempts to settle these problems with linear higher-order pi-calculus (LHOPi for short) [12], which
abstracts from the practical scene that one program can be used only once in one network application on the
client side, such as on-line games and video on demand, by demanding that a same process variable shall never
appear simultaneously in concurrent positions, typically the parallel composition and higher-order output. Fu
shows that linearity can effectively downscale the computational power, and entail a sound and complete axiom
system as well as an algorithm checking the equivalence of two processes. Besides, the bisimulation he uses,
called local bisimulation, is a general one, not delayed. The technical difficulty is solved by the bisimulation
lemma [12]. And most of the results in [12] hold in general higher-order pi-calculus.
Contribution
In this paper, we put forward some recent work on linear process calculi. Our endeavor in this paper is
focused on the bisimulation theory of LHOPi. We seek for a simpler expression of local bisimulation. This
is achieved by making full use of the properties of linear processes, that is Abstraction Theorem for higher-
order input and Concretion Theorem for higher-order output. These theorems are firstly used by Fu to lay
the foundation for an axiom system, and we harness them to simplify local bisimulation, by loosening the
requirements of bisimulation. For example, we only demand the receiving of a special process in the comparison
of higher-order input rather than a general process. So (R is a certain bisimulation, and we omit some relatively
unimportant details).
If P
a(A)−−−→P ′, then Qa(A)=⇒Q′ for some Q′ and P ′RQ′
is simplified to
If P
a(c)−−→P ′, where c is a fresh name, then Qa(c)=⇒Q′ for some Q′, and P ′ R Q′
(where c abbreviates c(x).0 and c is fresh)
And in higher-order output, the demand that the transmitted process should be considered in an arbitrary
environment with the residual process is weakened to the holding of the similar property on a special environ-
ment. Such special processes can be infinite, but we merely need one of them for checking bisimulation. Thus
we usually say ‘a’ instead of ‘every/any ’ in a simulating clause. So
If P
(x˜)aA−−−−→P ′ then Q(y˜)aB=⇒ Q′ for some y˜, B,Q′, and for every process E[X] it holds that
(x˜)(E[A]|P ′) R (y˜)(E[B]|Q′)
is simplified to
If P
(x˜)aA−−−−→P ′, then Q(y˜)aB=⇒ Q′ for some y˜, B,Q′. And for a process E[X] ≡ c.(X+d), where c, d are fresh names,
it holds that (x˜)(E[A]|P ′) R (y˜)(E[B]|Q′)
The obtained bisimulation after the modification above is called local linear bisimulation (≈ll for the corre-
sponding bisimilarity). We show that Abstraction Theorem and Concretion Theorem also hold on local linear
bisimilarity, which leads to the coincidence between local bisimilarity and local linear bisimilarity. The proofs
are non-trivial.
Then we examine the first-order bound output, whose corresponding clause in local bisimulation is
If P
a(x)−−−→P ′, then Qa(x)=⇒Q′ for some Q′, and for every process O, (x)(O|P ′) R (x)(O|Q′)
We show in an informal way that this cannot be simplified. However, to gain a handy manipulation, we define
a variant on first-order bound output clause by using the congruence properties, and obtained the following
clause.
If P
a(x)−−−→P ′, then Qa(x)=⇒Q′ for some Q′, and for all processes O1 and O2 such that O1 R O2,
(x)(O1|P ′) R (x)(O2|Q′)
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The bisimulation gained after this adjustment is called local linear variant bisimulation (≈vll for the correspond-
ing bisimilarity). We show that local linear variant bisimilarity coincides with local linear bisimilarity.
Organization. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an introduction to linear higher-order pi-
calculus by Fu [12]. We define the syntax, operational semantics, local bisimulation, and equivalence and con-
gruence properties of local bisimilarity. Critical results, which describe the relationship between the equivalence
of the prefixed processes and the equivalence of the continuations and lay foundation for axiom system for
linear higher-order pi-calculus are also presented. In section 3, we define several variants, local linear bisimula-
tion and local linear variant bisimulation, which simplify yet are coincident to the original bisimulation, that
is local bisimulation (in the largest sense). The detailed proofs are given. We also make some discussion on the
possibility of simplifying first-order bound output clause in local bisimulation. Section 4 concludes our work
before some future work is discussed.
2 Linear higher-order pi-calculus
In this section, we give an introduction to LHOPi [12].
2.1 Syntax
Linear higher-order pi (LHOPi) processes (or simply processes) are denoted by capital letters
(A,B, . . . , E, F, . . . , P,Q, . . .). They are defined by the following abstract grammar. fv(·) denotes free process
variables.
P := 0 | X | a(x).P | ax.P | a(X).P | aQ.P | P |Q | (x)P | [x=y]P | P+Q
Most of them have their usual meanings. The linearity is guaranteed by demanding fv(P )∩fv(Q) = ∅ in aQ.P
and P |Q.
We have derived prefixes: τ.P , (m)(m(x)|mm.P ),m fresh and a(x).P , (x)ax.P . The first is silent
action and the latter is first-order bound output. Most conventions are standard. fn(P1, ..., Pn), bn(P1, ..., Pn),
n(P1, ..., Pn); fv(P1, ..., Pn), bv(P1, ..., Pn), v(P1, ..., Pn) denote free names, bound names, names; free variables,
bound variables and variables in processes P1, ..., Pn, respectively. We generally focus on closed processes, which
contain no free variables. Sometimes we use “(closed)” before processes to indicate this. “process expressions”
indicate general processes. Name substitution on processes P{y/x} and higher-order (process or variable)
substitution on processes P{Q/X} are defined structurally on processes as usual. We demand that higher-
order substitutions do not produce an non-linear processes. σ and Σ denote name substitution and higher-
order substitution respectively. x˜ denotes a finite set of names, that is x1, x2, ..., xn. E[X1, X2, ..., Xn] stands
for the process with (at most) a series of process variables occurring in it. We write E[A1, A2, ..., An] for
E[X1, X2, ..., Xn]{A1/X1, A2/X2, ..., An/Xn}. We usually omit the process 0. Some abbreviations are: a for
a(x).0; a for ax.0; τ for τ.0. Ia is defined as a(X).X. A fresh name (variable) is a name (variable) that does not
occur in the processes under consideration. We assume structural equivalence on processes, like that in [13].
Contexts are processes with holes for processes. It is important that process behavior has some invariance
under various contexts. We define three kinds of contexts below. Note context C[·] is different from E[X] in
that the latter should not let name capturing occur whereas the former does not take care of this.
Contexts: [·] is a context; If C[·] is a context, then a(x).C[·], ax.C[·], τ.C[·], a(X).C[·], aA.C[·], (x)C[·], P |C[·]
and [x=y]C[·] are contexts.
Full contexts: A context is a full context; If C[·] is a full context, then a[C[·]].P and C[·] + P are full contexts.
Local contexts: A full context of the form (x˜)([·]|O). The more usual form of a local context is (x˜, c˜ are all
pairwise distinct)(x1) · · · (xn)(c1x1| · · · |cnxn|[·]) (or (x˜)(c˜x|[·])).
2.2 Semantics
For the labelled transition system, we need a concept cp(P,X) of a process variable, indicating the process
variables locating at the concurrent positions of X, such as parallel composition and higher-order output. It
is due to Fu [12] and routine, so we omit the formal definition. the semantics of LHOPi is given in Figure 1.
Symmetric rules are omitted. We use α, β, λ, ... for actions.
The transition rules are mostly self-explained. In higher-order input, the received process shall not break
the linearity of processes, which is why we demand fv(A) ∩ cp(P,X) = ∅. Two actions α, β are said to be
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a(x).P
a(y)−−−→P{y/x} ax.P ax−→P
fv(A) ∩ cp(P,X) = ∅
a(X).P
a(A)−−−→P{A/X} aA.P aA−−→P
P
λ−→P ′
P+Q
λ−→P ′
P
λ−→P ′
[x=x]P
λ−→P ′
P
λ−→P ′
P |Q λ−→P ′|Q
bn(λ) ∩ fn(Q) = ∅ P
a(x)−−−→P ′, Q ax−→Q′
P |Q τ−→P ′|Q′
P
a(x)−−−→P ′, Q a(x)−−−→Q′
P |Q τ−→(x)(P ′|Q′)
P
a(A)−−−→P ′, Q (x˜)a[A]−−−−→Q′
P | τ−→(x˜)(P ′ |Q′)
P
λ−→P ′
(x)P
λ−→(x)P ′
x 6∈ n(λ) P
ax−→P ′
(x)P
a(x)−−−→P ′
x 6= a P
(x˜)a[A]−−−−→P ′
(y)P
(y)(x˜)a[A]−−−−−−→P ′
y ∈ fn(A)− {x˜, a}
Fig. 1. LTS of LHOPi
complementary if they can form a (first-order or higher-order) communication. =⇒ is the reflexive transitive
closure of silent actions, and λ=⇒ is =⇒ λ−→ =⇒. λˆ=⇒ is =⇒ when λ is τ and λ=⇒ otherwise.
The following two lemmas ensure that the LTS preserves linearity of processes. Their proofs are structure
or transition induction.
Lemma 1. Suppose E[X], F [Y ] are LHOPi processes with at most process variable X or Y . If fv(F ) ∩
cp(E,X) = ∅, then E[F [Y ]] is also a LHOPi process.
Lemma 2. Suppose P,A are LHOPi processes. It holds that: (i) If P λ−→P ′, where λ is a first-order action or
τ , then P ′ is also a LHOPi process; (ii) If P
a(A)−−−→P ′, then P ′ is also a LHOPi process; (iii) If P aA−−→P ′, then
P ′, A are LHOPi processes too.
The following lemmas state the properties of LTS concerning substitutions. Their proofs are basically tran-
sition inductions.
Lemma 3. If P is a LHOPi process and P λ−→P ′ then Pσ λσ−−→ P ′σ.
Lemma 4. If P is a LHOPi process and fv(P ) = {X1, X2, ..., Xn}. And P1, P2, ..., Pn are LHOPi process. If
P
λ−→P ′ then P{P1/X1, P2/X2, ..., Pn/Xn} λ{P1/X1,P2/X2,...,Pn/Xn}−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→P ′{P1/X1, P2/X2, ..., Pn/Xn}.
Lemma 5. If P is a LHOPi process and fv(P ) = {X1, X2, ..., Xn}. And b1, b2, ..., bn are fresh names. If
P{b1/X1, b2/X2, ..., bn/Xn} λ{b1/X1,b2/X2,...,bn/Xn}−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→P ′{b1/X1, b2/X2, ..., bn/Xn}, then P λ−→P ′.
2.3 Bisimulation
A binary relation R on processes is closed under substitution of names if for each substitution σ, (Pσ,Qσ) ∈
R whenever (P,Q) ∈ R. A relation closed under substitution on process variables can be defined similarly. We
first give the higher-order structural equivalence [12], which is essentially from Thomsen’s applicative higher-
order bisimilarity [6].
Definition 1 (Structural equivalence). A symmetric binary relation R on processes is a structural bisim-
ulation if it is closed under substitution of names and whenever PRQ the following holds:
– If P λ−→P ′, where λ is a silent action, first-order input, first-order output, first-order bound output, or higher-
order input. Then Q λ−→Q′ for some Q′, and P ′RQ′;
– If P
(x˜)aA−−−−→P ′, then some B,Q′ exist s.t. Q (x˜)aB−−−−→Q′, P ′RQ′, and ARB.
Two processes P,Q are structural equivalent, written P ∼ Q, if there exists a structural bisimulation R s.t.
PRQ.
∼ is both an equivalence and a congruence.
Definition 2 (Local bisimulation). A symmetric binary relation R on (closed) processes is a local bisimu-
lation, if it is closed under substitution of names, and whenever PRQ, the following properties hold:
1. If P τ−→P ′, then Q=⇒Q′ for some Q′ and P ′RQ′;
2. If P
a(x)−−−→P ′, then Qa(x)=⇒Q′ for some Q′ and P ′RQ′;
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3. If P ax−→P ′, then Q ax=⇒Q′ for some Q′ and P ′RQ′;
4. If P
a(x)−−−→P ′, then Qa(x)=⇒Q′ for some Q′, and for every process O, (x)(O|P ′) R (x)(O|Q′);
5. If P
a(A)−−−→P ′, then Qa(A)=⇒Q′ for some Q′ and P ′RQ′;
6. If P
(x˜)aA−−−−→P ′ then Q(y˜)aB=⇒ Q′ for some y˜, B,Q′, and for every process E[X] s.t. x˜y˜ ∩ fn(E) = ∅ it holds that
(x˜)(E[A]|P ′) R (y˜)(E[B]|Q′).
We say P is local bisimilar to Q, written P ≈l Q (≈l is local bisimilarity), if there exists a local bisimulation
R s.t. PRQ.
The bisimulation is on closed processes, and can be extended to open processes in the following standard
way. Clauses 4, 6 are in a late style, whereas 5 is in an early style. Corresponding early cases for 4, 6 and late
case for 5 can be defined. Moreover, it is proven that the corresponding early (or late) case is equivalent to
the late (or early) case [12]. Local bisimilarity is an equivalence and congruence relation (excluding choice
operator), and what’s more, as showed by Fu, it is an observed bisimulation [12] that is a general bisimulation
satisfying the least requirements to be qualified for an observational equivalence and somewhat like barbed
bisimulation [14] [11] in that it is closed under contexts, barb preserving and reduction closed. Up-to technique
can be defined on local bisimilarity. For example local bisimulation up-to ∼ can be defined by replacing R with
∼ R ∼ in the clauses.
The congruence under local contexts is as the following theorem specifies. 'l is built from ≈l a la Milner’s
standard congruence-construction approach [1].
Theorem 1. Suppose (z˜)(c˜z|P ) 'l (z˜)(c˜z|Q) where c˜ are pairwise distinct, then (z˜)(c˜z|C[P ]) 'l (z˜)(c˜z|C[Q]),
for every full context C[·] that has no name collision on c˜, z˜.
The next three theorems clarify the relationship between the equivalence of prefixed processes and the
equivalence of continual processes.
Theorem 2 (Localization). Suppose a /∈ c˜, x /∈ z˜, c˜(fresh) are pairwise distinct, so are z˜. Then the following
equations are equivalent: (i) (z˜)(c˜z|a(x).P ) ≈l (z˜)(c˜z|a(x).Q); (ii) (z˜)(c˜z|(x)(bx|P )) ≈l (z˜)(c˜z|(x)(bx|Q)) for
a fresh name b; (iii) (z˜)(c˜z|(x)(E|P )) ≈l (z˜)(c˜z|(x)(E|Q)) for every process E.
Theorem 3 (Abstraction). Suppose x /∈ z˜, c˜(fresh) are pairwise distinct, so are z˜. Then the following
equations are equivalent: (i) (z˜)(c˜z|a(X).P ) ≈l (z˜)(c˜z|a(X).Q); (ii) (z˜)(c˜z|P{Ib/X}) ≈l (z˜)(c˜z|Q{Ib/X})
for a fresh name b; (iii) (z˜)(c˜z|P{b/X}) ≈l (z˜)(c˜z|Q{b/X}) for a fresh name b; (iv) (z˜)(c˜z|P{E/X}) ≈l
(z˜)(c˜z|Q{E/X}) for every process E.
Theorem 4 (Concretion). Suppose x /∈ z˜, c˜(fresh) are pairwise distinct, so are z˜. Then the following
equations are equivalent: (i) (z˜)(c˜z|(x˜)a[A].P ) ≈l (z˜)(c˜z|(y˜)a[B].Q) for some name a; (ii) (z˜)(c˜z|(x˜)(b[A]|P ))
≈l (z˜)(c˜z|(y˜)(b[B]|Q)) for a fresh name b; (iii) (z˜)(c˜z|(x˜)(d.(A+e)|P )) ≈l (z˜)(c˜z|(y˜)(d.(B+e)|Q)) for fresh
names d, e; (iv) (z˜)(c˜z|(x˜)(E[A]|P )) ≈l (z˜)(c˜z|(y˜)(E[B]|Q)) for every process E[X].
3 Local linear bisimulation
We will put forth a variant of local bisimulation, called local linear bisimulation, which simplifies the former
by harnessing the special properties of linear processes. Such a variant renders easy the related study, such as
axiomatization and logical characterization. The proof of the coincidence between the variant and the original
bisimilarity is basically a deep exploiting of two theorems, Theorem 3 and Theorem 4.
Definition 3 (Local linear bisimulation). A symmetric binary relation R on (closed) processes is a local
linear bisimulation, if it is closed under substitution of names, and whenever P R Q, the following properties
hold:
1. If P τ−→P ′, then Q=⇒Q′ for some Q′, and P ′ R Q′;
2. If P
a(x)−−−→P ′, then Qa(x)=⇒Q′ for some Q′, and P ′ R Q′;
3. If P ax−→P ′, then Q ax=⇒Q′ for some Q′, and P ′ R Q′;
4. If P
a(x)−−−→P ′, then Qa(x)=⇒Q′ for some Q′, and for every process O, (x)(O|P ′) R (x)(O|Q′).
5. If P
a(c)−−→P ′, where c is a fresh name, then Qa(c)=⇒Q′ for some Q′, and P ′ R Q′;
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6. If P
(x˜)aA−−−−→P ′, then Q(y˜)aB=⇒ Q′ for some y˜, B,Q′. And for a process E[X] of the form c.(X+d), where c, d are
fresh names, it holds that (x˜)(E[A]|P ′) R (y˜)(E[B]|Q′), that is (x˜)(c.(A+d)|P ′) R (y˜)(c.(B+d)|Q′).
We say P is local linear bisimilar to Q, written P ≈ll Q, if there exists some local linear bisimulation R
such that PRQ. Hence ≈ll is the largest local linear bisimulation.
Note the difference from local bisimulation in higher-order input and higher-order output, which borrows
some insight into the bisimulation feature on linear higher-order processes and down-scales general higher-order
analysis. Though Theorem 2 looks like Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 in a sense, it differs in that it has no essential
down-scaling effect, as will be seen. It is clear that ∼⊆≈l⊆≈ll. Local linear bisimulation up-to ∼ can be defined
in the standard way.
3.1 Characterizing local linear bisimulation
In this section, we examine the properties of local linear bisimulation.
Lemma 6 (Bisimulation Lemma). Suppose P,Q are processes. If P=⇒· ≈ll Q and Q=⇒· ≈ll P , then
P ≈ll Q.
Lemma 7. Suppose P,Q are processes and R a local linear bisimulation. If P=⇒· R Q and Q=⇒· R P , then
P ≈ll Q.
The two lemmas above serve as a basis for the lemmas henceforth, and the proof is straightforward. Next are
two lemmas forming the basis of equivalence property of ≈ll, and the second also contributes to the Concretion
Theorem (Theorem 7).
Lemma 8. Suppose O,P,Q are processes. If (x)(a.O|P ) ≈ll (x)(a.O|Q) for a fresh name a, then (x)(O|P ) ≈ll
(x)(O|Q).
Proof. As a is fresh, (x)(P |a.R) a−→(x)(P |R) must be simulated by
(x)(Q|a.R)=⇒(x)(Q1|a.R) a−→(x)(Q1|R)=⇒Q′ ≈ll (x)(P |R), which can be rewritten as
(x)(Q|a.R) a−→(x)(Q|R)=⇒Q′ ≈ll (x)(P |R). Similarly we have that (x)(P |R)=⇒P ′ ≈ll (x)(Q|R) for some P ′.
So by Bisimulation Lemma (Lemma 6), we have (x)(P |R) ≈ll (x)(Q|R). uunionsq
Lemma 9. Suppose A,B, P,Q are processes, and a, c, d are fresh names. If (x˜)(a[A]|P ) ≈ll (y˜)(a[B]|Q), then
(x˜)(c.(A+d)|P ) ≈ll (y˜)(c.(B+d)|Q).
Proof. Suppose (x˜)(a[A]|P ) ≈ll (y˜)(a[B]|Q) for a fresh name a. Then (x˜)(a[A]|P ) (x˜1)a[A]−−−−−→(x˜2)P , where x˜1x˜2 is
x˜. As a is fresh, this must be simulated by (for some Q1, Q′)
(y˜)(a[B]|Q)=⇒(y˜)(a[B]|Q1) (y˜1)a[B]−−−−−→(y˜2)Q1=⇒(y˜2)Q′
, where y˜1y˜2 is y˜, such that (y˜1)(G[B]|(y˜2)Q′) ≈ll (x˜1)(G[A]|(x˜2)P ), for a process G[X] , c.(X+d) (c, d are
fresh). By α-conversion and structure equivalence, it can be rewritten as (y˜)(G[B]|Q′) ≈ll (x˜)(G[A]|P ).
It follows from the simulating transition sequence that Q=⇒Q1=⇒Q′, so we have (y˜)(G[B]|Q)=⇒· ≈ll
(x˜)(G[A]|P ), where the dot is the process (y˜)(G[B]|Q′). Similarly we know that (x˜)(G[A]|P )=⇒· ≈ll (y˜)(G[B]|Q).
By Bisimulation Lemma (Lemma 6) we have (x˜)(G[A]|P ) ≈ll (y˜)(G[B]|Q), which is exactly (x˜)(c.(A+d)|P ) ≈ll
(y˜)(c.(B+d)|Q). uunionsq
Lemma 10. ≈ll is an equivalence relation.
Proof. We need to take advantage of Lemma 8, Lemma 9 and Bisimulation Lemma (Lemma 6 or Lemma 7).
The proof is quite routine after taking this into consideration. uunionsq
Theorem 5. ≈ll is a congruence relation on all the calculus operators except the choice operator.
Proof. We use a similar approach to that in [12] [8]. That is, define the transition closure of a designed relation
saying the desired properties of the bisimilarity, as S0 ,≈ll,
Si+1 ,
{
(τ.P, τ.Q), (a(x).P, a(x).Q), (ax.P, ax.Q), (a(X).P, a(X).Q),
(aA.P, aA.Q), (P |R,Q |R), ((x)P, (x)Q)
∣∣∣∣P SiQ}. And S , ⋃i∈ω Si.
And we then show that S is a local linear bisimulation up-to ∼. The details are routine and we skip them
here. uunionsq
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The pattern of the proof of Theorem 5 is like that in [12], [8] or even [6]. Also note an alternative approach
for proving congruence property in higher-order process calculi in [15], which is considered more uniform and
general. Related work can be found in [16] [17] [18].
Lemma 11. Suppose E[X], A are processes and E[A] α−→E′[A′], where A contributes in the action. Then E[Ia] a(A)−−−→E′′[A] α−→E′[A′],
for a fresh name a and some E′′.
Proof. Routine by induction on the derivation height of E[A] α−→E′[A′]. Note the linearity plays an important
part in the proof, since in general E[Ia] has to make several input actions to reach the same state as from
E[A] because X can appear in several (concurrent) positions. Also note the choice operator that results in the
necessity of E′′. uunionsq
Lemma 12. Suppose P is a process and actions α, β are complementary. If P α−→P1, P β−→P2, and P α−→P1 β−→P ′2,
for some P ′2, or P
β−→P2 α−→P ′1, for some P ′1, then P τ−→P3, for some P3.
Moreover, we have similar result on weak transitions. If P α=⇒P1, P β=⇒P2, and P α=⇒P1 β=⇒P ′2, for some P ′2,
or P
β
=⇒P2 α=⇒P ′1, for some P ′1, then P τ=⇒P3, for some P3.
Proof. By induction on the derivation height of P α−→P1 and P β−→P2. It is a case analysis of the form of P , based
on the operational semantics. It is a routine check. The weak case can be derived from the strong case, tackling
the internal action sequence with some care. uunionsq
Remark. This lemma states an operational property. One can refine P3 to be (z˜)P ′2 or (z˜)P
′
1 for some local
names z˜, which is empty when the communication involves no local names. We will apply this lemma in, for
example, the proof of the Abstraction theorem of ≈ll.
Theorem 6 (Abstraction). Suppose c˜ are pairwise distinct fresh names, and z˜ are pairwise distinct. Then
the following equations are equivalent:
(i) (z˜)(c˜z|a(X).P ) ≈ll (z˜)(c˜z|a(X).Q) for some name a; (ii) (z˜)(c˜z|P{Ib/X}) ≈ll (z˜)(c˜z|Q{Ib/X}) for a fresh
name b; (iii) (z˜)(c˜z|P{b/X}) ≈ll (z˜)(c˜z|Q{b/X}) for a fresh name b; (iv) (z˜)(c˜z|P{R/X}) ≈ll (z˜)(c˜z|Q{R/X})
for every process R.
Or sometimes we just need the special case:
(i) a(X).P ≈ll a(X).Q for some name a; (ii) P{Ib/X} ≈ll Q{Ib/X} for a fresh name b; (iii) P{b/X} ≈ll
Q{b/X} for a fresh name b; (iv) P{R/X} ≈ll Q{R/X} for every process R.
Proof. The proof concentrates on the special cases. The general one is not far from the proof here.
(i)⇔ (iii) is easy by definition.
(ii)⇔ (iv)
(iii)⇔ (iv)
}
These two cases are similar in style, and note
(a)(E{Ia/X}|a[A]) ∼ (a)(E{a/X}|a.A).
So we simply consider (iii)⇔ (iv) here. Since (iv)⇒ (iii) is obvious, we cope with (iii)⇒ (iv). We define the
following relation:
R , {(P{R/X}, Q{R/X}) | P{b/X} ≈ll Q{b/X}
b is fresh, R is a process}∪ ≈ll
First we show that R is closed under name substitution. Suppose P{R/X} R Q{R/X} for P{b/X} ≈ll
Q{b/X}. Let σ be a substitution on names and d be a fresh name (not in n(P,Q) and σ). We have Pσ{d/X} ≈ll
Qσ{d/X}, since ≈ll is closed under substitution of names. Then we know
Pσ{Rσ/X} R Qσ{Rσ/X}).
Secondly we show R is a local linear bisimulation up-to ∼. Suppose P{R/X} α−→P ′. Note α is of the form
a(d) in higher-order input. There are several cases to analyze.
– The action α is caused by a copy of R, that is R α−→R′ for some R′. Note substitution on process variables
should avoid name capturing. So P{R/X} α−→P1{R′/X} ≡ P ′. Now we have the following reasoning (for
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some P1, Q1):
P{R/X} α // P1{R′/X}
P{b/X}
≈ll
b(x) // P1{0/X}
≈ll
Q{b/X} b(x) +3 Q1{0/X}
Q{R/X} α +3 Q1{R′/X}
And obviously, one can get, by a simple reasoning, P1{d/X} ≈ll Q1{d/X}, for some fresh name d. Hence
P1{R′/X} R Q1{R′/X}.
– The action α is caused by P , that is P{R/X} α−→P1{R/X} ≡ P ′. Now we have the following reasoning (for
some P1, Q1):
P{R/X} α // P1{R/X}
P{b/X}
≈ll
α // P1{b/X}
Q{b/X} αˆ +3 Q1{b/X}
Q{R/X} αˆ +3 Q1{R/X}
If α is first-order input, output or higher-order input, the result is straightforward. If α is first-order
bound output or higher-order output, some (similar) minor manipulation is needed. We take first-order
bound output as the example. Suppose α is u(v), in this case, we have, for every process O, and some
P ′1[X] , (v)(O|P1[X]), Q′1[X] , (v)(O|Q1[X]):
(v)(O|P1{b/X})
≡
≈ll (v)(O|Q1{b/X})
≡
P ′1{b/X} Q′1{b/X}
Then we know P ′1{R/X} R Q′1{R/X}. In summary, P{R/X} α−→P1{R/X} can be simulated by
Q{R/X} αˆ=⇒Q1{R/X}.
– The action α is τ , and is caused by a communication between P and R. This is the most involved case and
has totally six sub-cases. We examine them below.
• P u(v)−−−→P ′, R u(v)−−−→R′, and P{R/X} τ−→(v)(P ′{R′/X}).
We have the following reasoning (for some P ′′, Q′′, Q′). Note the upper row is simulated by the lower
row, and b is fresh.
P{b/X}
≈ll
b(x) // P ′′{0/X}
≈ll
u(v) // P ′{0/X}
≈ll
Q{b/X} b(x) +3 Q′′{0/X} u(v) +3 Q′{0/X}
Moreover, from the premise we also have
P{b/X}
≈ll
u(v) // P ′{b/X}
≈ll
Q{b/X} u(v) +3 Q′{b/X}
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So to summarize a little, we can have (because
u(v)
=⇒ comes from Q)
Q{R/X}u(v)=⇒Q′{R/X},
Q{R/X}u(v)=⇒Q′′{R′/X}u(v)=⇒Q′{R′/X},
P ′{b/X} ≈ll Q′{b/X}.
It follows from this, Lemma 12 and (congruence) property of ≈ll that
Q{R/X} τ=⇒(v)(Q′{R′/X}),
(v)P ′{b/X} ≈ll (v)Q′{b/X}.
Now define P ′′′[X] , (v)P ′[X], Q′′′[X] , (v)Q′[X] so that
P ′′′{R′/X} , (v)(P ′{R′/X}), Q′′′{R′/X} , (v)(Q′{R′/X}).
Thus we have in summary
P{R/X} τ−→P ′′′{R′/X},
Q{R/X} τ=⇒Q′′′{R′/X},
P ′′′{b/X} ≈ll Q′′′{b/X}.
Hence it follows that
P ′′′{R′/X} R Q′′′{R′/X}.
• P u(v)−−−→P ′, R uv−→R′, and P{R/X} τ−→(P ′{R′/X}). This case is similar to the last case.
• P u(v)−−−→P ′, R u(v)−−−→R′, and P{R/X} τ−→(v)(P ′{R′/X}).
We have the following reasoning (for some P ′′, Q′′, Q′). Note the upper row is simulated by the lower
row, and b is fresh.
P{b/X}
≈ll
b(x) // P ′′{0/X}
≈ll
u(v) // P ′{0/X}
Q{b/X} b(x) +3 Q′′{0/X} u(v) +3 Q′{0/X}
And for every process O, (v)(O|P ′{0/X}) ≈ll (v)(O|Q′{0/X}). Moreover, from the premise we also
have
P{b/X}
≈ll
u(v) // P ′{b/X}
Q{b/X} u(v) +3 Q′{b/X}
And for every process O, (v)(O|P ′{b/X}) ≈ll (v)(O|Q′{b/X}). So to summarize a little, we can have
Q{R/X}u(v)=⇒Q′{R/X},
Q{R/X}u(v)=⇒Q′′{R′/X}u(v)=⇒Q′{R′/X},
(v)(O|P ′{b/X}) ≈ll (v)(O|Q′{b/X}), for every O.
It follows from this, Lemma 12 and taking O as 0 (null process) that
Q{R/X} τ=⇒(v)(Q′{R′/X}),
(v)P ′{b/X} ≈ll (v)Q′{b/X}.
Now define P ′′′[X] , (v)P ′[X], Q′′′[X] , (v)Q′[X] so that
P ′′′{R′/X} , (v)(P ′{R′/X}), Q′′′{R′/X} , (v)(Q′{R′/X}).
Thus we have in summary
P{R/X} τ−→P ′′′{R′/X},
Q{R/X} τ=⇒Q′′′{R′/X},
P ′′′{b/X} ≈ll Q′′′{b/X}.
Hence it follows that P ′′′{R′/X} R Q′′′{R′/X}.
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• P uv−→P ′, R u(v)−−−→R′, and P{R/X} τ−→(P ′{R′/X}). This case is similar to the last case.
• P u(A)−−−→P ′, R (z˜)u[A]−−−−→R′, and P{R/X} τ−→(z˜)(P ′{R′/X}). This case is somewhat similar to the first case.
We have the following reasoning (for some P ′′, Q′′, Q1, P1). Note the upper row is simulated by the
lower row, and b is fresh. Suppose c is fresh.
P{b/X}
≈ll
b(x) // P ′′{0/X}
≈ll
u(c) // P1{0/X}
≈ll
Q{b/X} b(x) +3 Q′′{0/X} u(c) +3 Q1{0/X}
where P1 ≡ P ′{c/A}. Moreover, from the premise we also have
P{b/X}
≈ll
u(c) // P1{b/X}
≈ll
Q{b/X} u(c) +3 Q1{b/X}
So to summarize a little, we can have
Q{R/X}u(c)=⇒Q1{R/X},
Q{R/X}(z˜)u[A]=⇒ Q′′{R′/X}u(c)=⇒Q1{R′/X},
P1{b/X} ≈ll Q1{b/X}.
Then we have (for some Q′)
Q{R/X}u(A)=⇒Q′{R/X},
Q{R/X}(z˜)u[A]=⇒ Q′′{R′/X}u(A)=⇒Q′{R′/X},
P ′{c/A}{b/X} ≈ll Q′{c/A}{b/X},
where Q1 ≡ Q′{c/A}. It follows from this, Lemma 12
Q{R/X} τ=⇒(z˜)(Q′{R′/X}). (1)
We define some P ′1[Y ] and Q
′
1[Y ] (Y is different from X) such that
P ′1{c/Y } ≡ P1, P ′1{A/Y } ≡ P ′;
Q′1{c/Y } ≡ Q1, Q′1{A/Y } ≡ Q′.
Then P ′1{c/Y }{b/X} ≈ll Q′1{c/Y }{b/X}. Since Y and X are different, we know that
P ′1{b/X}{c/Y } ≈ll Q′1{b/X}{c/Y }. Now by the definition (structure of R) we know
P ′1{b/X}{A/Y } R Q′1{b/X}{A/Y }. That is P ′1{A/Y }{b/X} R Q′1{A/Y }{b/X}. And this is exactly
P ′{b/X} R Q′{b/X}. Again by the definition (of R) we have in any case P ′{b′/X} ≈ll Q′{b′/X}, for
a fresh name b′. By the (congruence) property of ≈ll it follows that
(z˜)P ′{b′/X} ≈ll (z˜)Q′{b′/X}. (2)
Now define P ′′′[X] , (z˜)P ′[X], Q′′′[X] , (z˜)Q′[X] so that
P ′′′{R′/X} , (z˜)(P ′{R′/X}), Q′′′{R′/X} , (z˜)(Q′{R′/X}).
Thus we have in summary
P{R/X} τ−→P ′′′{R′/X},
Q{R/X} τ=⇒Q′′′{R′/X}, by (1),
P ′′′{b′/X} ≈ll Q′′′{b′/X}, by (2).
Hence it follows that P ′′′{R′/X} R Q′′′{R′/X}.
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• P (z˜)u[A]−−−−→P ′, R u(A)−−−→R′, and P{R/X} τ−→(z˜)(P ′{R′/X}).
We have the following reasoning (for some z˜′, B, P ′′, Q′′, Q′). Note the upper row is simulated by the
lower row, and b is fresh.
P{b/X}
≈ll
b(x) // P ′′{0/X}
≈ll
(z˜)u[A]// P ′{0/X}
Q{b/X} b(x) +3 Q′′{0/X}(z˜
′)u[B]+3 Q′{0/X}
And for a process E[X] ≡ c.(X+d) (c, d are fresh), (z˜)(E[A]|P ′{0/X}) ≈ll (z˜′)(E[B]|Q′{0/X}). More-
over, from the premise we also have:
P{b/X}
≈ll
(z˜)u[A]// P ′{b/X}
Q{b/X} (z˜
′)u[B]+3 Q′{b/X}
And for a process E[X] ≡ c.(X+d) (c, d are fresh), (z˜)(E[A]|P ′{b/X}) ≈ll (z˜′)(E[B]|Q′{b/X}). So to
summarize a little, we can have (for some R′′ such that R′′ ≡ R′{B/A})
Q{R/X}(z˜′)u[B]=⇒ Q′{R/X}, (3)
Q{R/X}u(B)=⇒Q′′{R′′/X}(z˜′)u[B]=⇒ Q′{R′′/X}, (4)
(z˜)(c.(A+d)|P ′{b/X}) ≈ll (z˜′)(c.(B+d)|Q′{b/X}). (5)
It follows from (3), (4), and Lemma 12 that
Q{R/X} τ=⇒(z˜′)(Q′{R′′/X}). (6)
By Concretion Theorem (Theorem 7) and (5), (z˜)(G[A]|P ′{b/X}) ≈ll (z˜′)(G[B]|Q′{b/X}), for every
G[Y ]. It is easy to know that there exists some R′′′[Y ] such that
R′′′{A/Y } ≡ R′, R′′′{B/Y } ≡ R′′.
Now choose G[Y ] ≡ b.(R′′′[Y ]+d), then we get
(z˜)(b.(R′′′{A/Y }+d)|P ′{b/X}) ≈ll (z˜′)(b.(R′′′{B/Y }+d)|Q′{b/X}),
that is (z˜)(b.(R′+d)|P ′{b/X}) ≈ll (z˜′)(b.(R′′+d)|Q′{b/X}). Thus by Lemma 14, we have
(z˜)(P ′{R′/X}) ≈ll (z˜′)(Q′{R′′/X}). Hence (z˜)(P ′{R′/X}) R (z˜′)(Q′{R′′/X}). Taking (6) into consid-
eration, this closes the simulation.
By here the proof is completed. uunionsq
Below we consider the Concretion Theorem, before whose proof we give some auxiliary lemmas.
Lemma 13. Suppose a, b are fresh names, E[X] is an arbitrary process with at most process variable X, and
A is a process. We have the following properties:
1. If (x˜)E[A] λ−→P , where A takes part in the action, then (x˜)(E[a]|a.(A+b)) λ=⇒P ′ for some P ′, and P ∼ P ′;
2. The converse. If (x˜)(E[a]|a.(A+b)) λ=⇒P ′ and a, b do not appear in P ′ (and λ either), then we have
(x˜)E[A] λ=⇒P for some P , and P ′ ∼ P .
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as Lemma 22 in [12] and note linearity plays an essential part, so we
omit the detail. uunionsq
Lemma 14. Suppose a, b, c˜ are all fresh names, and E[X], F [X] are processes. If (x˜)(c˜x|(y˜)(a.(A+b)|E[a])) ≈ll
(x˜)(c˜x|(z˜)(a.(B+b)|F [a])), then (x˜)(c˜x|(y˜)E[A]) ≈ll (x˜)(c˜x|(z˜)F [B]). Or we just need the special case. If (y˜)(a.(A+b)|E[a]) ≈ll
(z˜)(a.(B+b)|F [a]), then (y˜)E[A] ≈ll (z˜)F [B].
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Proof. Since handling of local contexts is somewhat regular [12], the proof focuses on the contents in the local
environment. It is just proving the special case.
We define a relation R as follows:
R , {((y˜)E[A], (z˜)F [B]) | (y˜)(a.(A+b)|E[a]) ≈ll (z˜)(a.(B+b)|F [a]), a, b are fresh}∪ ≈ll. We show that R is a
local linear bisimulation up-to ∼. It is easy to show that R is closed under substitution of names, so this is
skipped. Suppose (y˜)E[A]R(z˜)F [B], and (y˜)E[A] λ−→P . We have the following analysis.
– A does not take part in the action λ. Then we know that there exists E1[X] such that P ≡ (y˜)E1[A]. By
this we have (y˜)(a.(A+b)|E[a]) λ−→(y˜)(a.(A+b)|E1[a]). From the premise, we have the next simulation for
some F1[X]: (z˜)(a.(B+b)|F [a]) λ=⇒(z˜)(a.(B+b)|F1[a]), which is the only possibility because a, b are fresh.
Therefore, we know that (z˜)F [B] λ=⇒(z˜)F1[B].
• λ is a silent action, first-order input, output or higher-order input. This case is direct. We have
(z˜)(a.(B+b)|F1[a]) ≈ll (y˜)(a.(A+b)|E1[a]). Then (y˜)E1[A] R (z˜)F1[B].
• λ is a first-order bound output or higher-order output. This case is a little complicated. We take
the first-order bound output as example, the higher-order output case is similar. Suppose λ is u(v).
We have for every process O, (v)(O|(y˜)(a.(A+b)|E1[a])) ≈ll (v)(O|(z˜)(a.(B+b)|F1[a])), which results in
(y˜v)(a.(A+b)|(E1[a]|O)) ≈ll (z˜v)(a.(B+b)|(F1[a]|O)), thanks to α-conversion. Define E′1[X] , E1[X]|O, F ′1[X] ,
F1[X]|O. So we have (y˜v)(a.(A+b)|E′1[a]) ≈ll (z˜v)(a.(B+b)|F ′1[a]), and
(v)(O|(y˜)E1[A]) ∼ (y˜v)(E1[A]|O) ≡ (y˜v)(E′1[A]), also (v)(O|(z˜)F1[B]) ∼ (z˜v)(F1[B]|O) ≡ (z˜v)(F ′1[B]).
Now we know (y˜v)(E′1[A]) R (z˜v)(F ′1[B]).
– A is involved in the action λ. Then by Lemma 13, (y˜)(a.(A+b)|E[a]) λ=⇒P1, for some P1, and P1 ∼ P . From
the premise, we know that (z˜)(a.(B+b)|F [a]) λ
′
=⇒Q1, for some Q1. A simple analysis can tell us that neither
the fresh name a nor b shall appear in Q1. So again by Lemma 13, we have (z˜)F [B]
λ′=⇒Q, for some Q, and
Q ∼ Q1.
• λ is a silent action, first-order input, output or higher-order input. In this case, λ′ is just λ. We have
immediately P ∼ P1 ≈ll Q1 ∼ Q.
• λ is a first-order bound output or higher-order output. We take the higher-order output as example,
the first-order bound output case is similar. Suppose λ is (v˜)u[H] and λ′ is (v˜′)u[K]. We have for
a process G[X] ≡ d.(X+e) (d, e are fresh): (v˜)(G[H]|P1) ≈ll (v˜′)(G[K]|Q1). Since (v˜)(G[H]|P ) ∼
(v˜)(G[H]|P1), (v˜′)(G[K]|Q1) ∼ (v˜′)(G[K]|Q), we are finished.
Hence R is a local linear bisimulation up-to ∼. uunionsq
Theorem 7 (Concretion). Suppose c˜ are pairwise distinct fresh names, and z˜ are pairwise distinct. Then
the following equations are equivalent:
(i) (z˜)(c˜z|(x˜)a[A].P ) ≈ll (z˜)(c˜z|(y˜)a[B].Q) for some name a; (ii) (z˜)(c˜z|(x˜)(b[A]|P ) ≈ll (z˜)(c˜z|(y˜)(b[B]|Q) for
a fresh name b; (iii) (z˜)(c˜z|(x˜)(c.(A+d)|P ) ≈ll (z˜)(c˜z|(y˜)(c.(B+d)|Q)) for fresh names c, d;
(iv) (z˜)(c˜z|(x˜)(E[A]|P ) ≈ll (z˜)(c˜z|(y˜)(E[B]|Q) for every process E[X].
Or we just need the special case:
(i) (x˜)a[A].P ≈ll (y˜)a[B].Q for some name a; (ii) (x˜)(b[A]|P ) ≈ll (y˜)(b[B]|Q) for a fresh name b;
(iii) (x˜)(c.(A+d)|P ) ≈ll (y˜)(c.(B+d)|Q) for fresh names c, d; (iv) (x˜)(E[A]|P ) ≈ll (y˜)(E[B]|Q) for every process
E[X].
Proof. The proof as usual focuses on the contents in the local environment. We prove this theorem in the
following strategy:
1 definition⇐⇒ 3 lemma 14=⇒ 4
direct
x¡ xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
2
lemma 9
^fFFFFFFFFFF
Most is straightforward. Something worth noting is the apply-
ing of Lemma 14 in 3 ⇒ 4. Since ≈ll is closed under parallel composition, we have, for every process E[X]:
(x˜)(c.(A+d)|P )|E[c] ≈ll (y˜)(c.(B+d)|Q)|E[c], which can be equivalently transformed to
(x˜)(c.(A+d)|(P |E[c])) ≈ll (y˜)(c.(B+d)|(Q|E[c])). By defining E′[X] , P |E[X], E′′[X] , Q|E[X], we have
(x˜)(c.(A+d)|E′[c]) ≈ll (y˜)(c.(B+d)|E′′[c]). Then by Lemma 14, (x˜)(E′[A]) ≈ll (y˜)(E′′[B]), which is exactly
(x˜)(P |E[A]) ≈ll (y˜)(Q|E[B]). To summary (by commutativity of ≈ll) we have (x˜)(E[A]|P ) ≈ll (y˜)(E[B]|Q),
for every process E. We are done. uunionsq
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3.2 Coincidence with local bisimilarity
Below is the important theorem for local linear bisimilarity. It constitutes the main result of this paper.
Theorem 8. Local linear bisimilarity coincides with local bisimilarity, that is ≈l = ≈ll.
Proof. A routine checking based on the definition of the two bisimulations, by taking the following two theorems
into consideration: (i) Abstraction Theorem (Theorem 6); (ii) Concretion Theorem (Theorem 7). We prove
≈l = ≈ll in two steps.
“⊆””. This direction is straightforward. Because by the definitions (examining each clause in the definitions),
every local bisimulation is a local linear bisimulation. That is, local linear bisimilarity is not less than local
bisimilarity.
“⊇””. We show that R , {(P,Q) | P ≈ll Q, P,Q are LHOPi processes}∪ ≈l is a local bisimulation. One has
to examine the clauses in the definition of local bisimulation one by one. The most difficult cases are higher-
order input and output. Below we analyze each of them. Suppose PRQ because P ≈ll Q.
(i). P τ−→P ′; (ii). P a(x)−−−→P ′
(iii). P ax−→P ′; (iv). P a(x)−−−→P ′
}
These cases are not hard, since the simulation clauses
in ≈ll are stating the same things as those in local bisimulation.
(v). P
a(A)−−−→P ′. Clearly we can define P ′′[X] so that P ′′{A/X} ≡ P ′. Then P a(b)−−→P ′′{b/X}, for a fresh name b.
Since P ≈ll Q, we have Qa(b)=⇒Q′′{b/X} for some Q′′, and thus Qa(A)=⇒Q′′{A/X} , Q′, meanwhile P ′′{b/X} ≈ll
Q′′{b/X}. Then by Abstraction Theorem on ≈ll (Theorem 6), P ′ ≡ P ′′{A/X} ≈ll Q′′{A/X} ≡ Q′, which
leads to P ′ R Q′.
(vi). P
(x˜)a[A]−−−−→P ′. Because P ≈ll Q, we know that there exist some y˜, B,Q′ such that Q(y˜)a[B]=⇒ Q′, and for
a process E[X] , c.(X+d) (c, d are fresh), (x˜)(E[A]|P ′) ≈ll (y˜)(E[B]|Q′). That is (x˜)(c.(A+d)|P ′) ≈ll
(y˜)(c.(B+d)|Q′). Then by Concretion Theorem on ≈ll (Theorem 7), we have, for every process G[X] (with
no name collision) (x˜)(G[A]|P ′) ≈ll (y˜)(G[B]|Q′), which is exactly what we need to close the simulation, that
is (x˜)(G[A]|P ′) R (y˜)(G[B]|Q′). Now the proof is completed. uunionsq
3.3 On first-order bound output
What if we try simplifying the clause of first-order bound output in local bisimulation using Localization
Theorem (Theorem 2), in the way like what we have done for higher-order actions? Will it be effective as
in the higher-order output? Considering the characteristic of linear higher-order processes and the essence of
Localization Theorem, our answer is NO. We have the following points.
– If we try to use (ii) in Localization Theorem to simplify the local bisimulation, that is, in the simulation step
a special process bx (b is fresh) rather than an arbitrary process O is required, the obtained bisimulation
(local linear bisimulation with this modification on first-order bound output clause, we denote it by “LLN
bisimulation”) may not even have the corresponding Localization Theorem, because the (iii) cannot be
reached under a simplified simulation condition. So one cannot recover the original local bisimilarity.
– In the “LLN bisimulation” , the first-order bound output cannot be eliminated in simulation, because the
simulation result says the same thing as before the simulation, which may causes loop definition. One shall
avoid this anytime.
– Apart from the special process bx, which contributes nothing to simplification, no other special process is
known to exist to replace the arbitrary process O without loss of generality. We tend to believe no such
process exist.
Although the first-order bound output clause in local bisimulation cannot be simplified, it can be rewritten
in a form that eases discussion. In other words, the ‘simplification’ here is in the sense that it can provide some
simple means in tackling local bisimulation in the case of first-order bound output.
Definition 4. A symmetric binary relation R on (closed) processes is a local linear variant bisimulation, if it
is closed under substitution of names, and whenever P R Q, the following properties hold:
1. If P τ−→P ′, then Q=⇒Q′ for some Q′, and P ′ R Q′;
2. If P
a(x)−−−→P ′, then Qa(x)=⇒Q′ for some Q′, and P ′ R Q′;
3. If P ax−→P ′, then Q ax=⇒Q′ for some Q′, and P ′ R Q′;
4. If P
a(x)−−−→P ′, then Qa(x)=⇒Q′ for some Q′, and for all processes O1 and O2 such that O1 R O2, it holds that
(x)(O1|P ′) R (x)(O2|Q′);
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5. If P
a(c)−−→P ′, where c is a fresh name, then Qa(c)=⇒Q′ for some Q′, and P ′ R Q′;
6. If P
(x˜)aA−−−−→P ′, then Q(y˜)aB=⇒ Q′ for some y˜, B,Q′. And for a process E[X] of the form c.(X+d), where c, d are
fresh names, it holds that (x˜)(E[A]|P ′) R (y˜)(E[B]|Q′).
We say P is local linear variant bisimilar to Q, written P ≈vll Q, if there exists some local linear variant
bisimulation R such that P R Q.
It can be shown, in a fashion similar to that of ≈ll, that ≈vll is an equivalence relation and a congruence.
Theorem 9. ≈vll is an equivalence relation and a congruence relation on all the calculus operators except the
choice operator.
Theorem 10. Local linear variant bisimilarity coincides with local linear bisimilarity, that is ≈ll = ≈vll.
Proof. We focus on the first-order bound output case in two bisimulations, since that is where the difference in
the definitions lies. We recall the two clauses in each definition.
1. In ≈ll: If P a(x)−−−→P ′, then Qa(x)=⇒Q′ for some Q′, and for every process O, (x)(O|P ′) ≈ll (x)(O|Q′).
2. In ≈vll: If P
a(x)−−−→P ′, then Qa(x)=⇒Q′ for some Q′, and for all processes O1 and O2 such that O1 ≈vll O2,
(x)(O1|P ′) ≈vll (x)(O2|Q′).
“ ⊆ ”. This case is straightforward, since 1 is a special case of 2, by choosing O2 ≡ O1.
“ ⊇ ”. This case is a little complex, in that it needs to exploit the congruence properties of ≈vll (Theorem 9),
specifically the closure under parallel composition and restriction. We can define a relation: R , {(P,Q) | P ≈vll
Q}∪ ≈vll, and show R is a local linear bisimulation. In the first-order bound output case, we have (x)(O1|P ′) ≈vll
(x)(O2|Q′) ≈vll (x)(O1|Q′), thanks to the congruence properties. Now we conclude that ≈ll = ≈vll. uunionsq
Remark. Notice that all the bisimulations we define till now are of late style in first-order bound output and
higher-order output. We can define (respectively) the early ones on these clauses accordingly. Using a similar
approach to that in [12], one can readily prove that the early versions coincide with the corresponding late
versions. We will take advantage of this fact in the future work on logical characterization, as will be mentioned
in the conclusion.
4 Conclusion
In this paper, starting from previous work on bisimulation theory of higher-order process calculi, we arrive
at a recent result on bisimulation theory in linear higher-order pi-calculus, which is proposed to reduce the
power of higher-order calculi so that an equation system is guaranteed. Local bisimulation is an intuitively
reasonable observational equivalence enjoying such characteristics as closure under substitution, equivalence,
and congruence. By exploiting the properties of linear processes, we design two variants, which simplify local
bisimulation and are coincident on bisimilarities. The first variant, called local linear bisimulation, simplifies
the higher-order input and higher-order output simulation steps in local bisimulation through examining the
essence in Abstraction Theorem and Concretion Theorem. The coincidence proof is non-trivial and new. The
second variant, called local linear variant bisimulation, adjusts the first-order bound output in local bisimulation
to make it more appropriate for some analysis like axiomatization and logical characterization, by making use
of the congruence properties.
Future work
Some future work based on the result in this paper can be addressed. We mention several of them below.
– Recursion. Our calculus here is free of recursion operator or fix-point operator. This can provide us a
complete axiom system, as shown in [12]. Albeit the inclusion of recursion would grant the calculus the
power of Turing machines, it can enrich the diversity of the behavior of processes and the description
capability, especially in cooperation with restriction and possibly relabelling which we do not include here
either. We think that the inclusion of recursion would not shatter the main result in this paper, that is the
simplification can still be obtained through a similar technical routine. The difference worth noticing is in
the proof concerning process structures, where one shall not use induction on process structure any more,
but induction on derivation height instead, because the recursion can increase the complexity of a process
during transitions.
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– Logical characterization. Another immediate yet important task starting off from the bisimulation theory in
this paper is to achieve a logical characterization of local bisimulation, which can complement the algebraic
theory and enable practical modeling and verification using LHOPi. Related work on logically characteriz-
ing bisimulations in higher-order process calculi is [19], where strong context bisimulation in higher-order
pi-calculus is characterized, and [20], where weak context bisimulation in higher-order pi-calculus is charac-
terized. The framework is likewise. We summarize a little the rough pattern of logical characterization.
1. Target bisimulation in some process calculus;
2. Its variant(s) tailored for logical characterization;
3. The variant’s coincidence with the original bisimulation on bisimilarities;
4. The approximation of the variant bisimilarity using a chain of “bisimulations”;
5. The (modal) logic for characterizing the variant bisimulation;
6. The characteristic formulas for aiding the proof of the characterization theorem;
7. The characterization theorem, that is the coincidence between the bisimilarity and logical equivalence.
A direct logical characterization of local bisimulation is possible by the results in [19] [20]. However since
we are dealing with linear processes, the bisimulation is expected to enjoy a simpler form of logical charac-
terization. The work in this paper indeed provides the simplification of local bisimulation. That is we can
characterize local linear variant bisimulation instead. We recall that the simplification resides in higher-order
input and output, but first-order bound output clause cannot be simplified, though some more desirable
form is available. The existence of first-order bound output results in the necessity of using constructive
implication in the logic.
In summary, we can see that the results in this paper has settled several parts in the pattern above of logical
characterization. The next task is to exercise the design of logic, for which we utilize related results and
technique in [19] [20], where the main contribution is the constructive implication operator (⇒) that is used
to specifies the property of a function process, which is a process with process variables appearing in it. For
example, ² P [X] : φ ⇒ φ′ means that when inputted with a process R satisfying φ, the obtained process
P{R/X} shall satisfy φ′. Moreover, to accomplish the logical characterization, one has to reformulate
the calculus under a new framework to tailor the processes to be suitable for a logical description. And
the reformulation must be equivalent to the original calculus in the sense of bisimulation. After all the
preparation, we have to go through a number of technical steps to arrive at the characterization theorem
that relates logical equivalence to bisimulation equivalence. The task is not so trivial. For now we think our
logic may be composed of three parts:
1. Traditional parts from modal logic for first-order mobile processes, like those in [21];
2. Parts on constructive implication or something alike to handle first-order bound output;
3. Parts concerning the higher-order input and output based on the simplification in local linear variant
bisimulation.
We work on this task in [22]. In order to prepare for future work and make the bisimulation theory more
complete, we also adopt the traditional approach to approximate local bisimilarity in the appendix A.
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A Approximating local bisimilarity
In this section, we define a descending chain of “bisimulation” equivalence relations (indexed by ordinal k)
to approximate the local linear variant bisimilarity. We include this as an extra credit on bisimulation theory to
make it more complete, and moreover, it can serve as a basis for further work such as a logical characterization.
Below is the definition of the function F and a family of relations ≈k (k ≤ ω is an ordinal). We use
k, l..., λ, κ... for ordinals, I, J for index sets, and ω is the first transfinite ordinal.
Definition 5. Define the function F : Pr20 → Pr20 as below: P F(R) Q if F(R) is closed under substitution of
names and the following properties hold:
1. If P τ−→P ′, then Q=⇒Q′ for some Q′, and P ′ R Q′;
2. If P
a(x)−−−→P ′, then Qa(x)=⇒Q′ for some Q′, and P ′ R Q′;
3. If P ax−→P ′, then Q ax=⇒Q′ for some Q′, and P ′ R Q′;
4. If P
a(x)−−−→P ′, then Qa(x)=⇒Q′ for some Q′, and for all (closed) processes O1 and O2 such that O1 R O2,
(x)(O1|P ′) R (x)(O2|Q′).
5. If P
a(c)−−→P ′, where c is a fresh name, then Qa(c)=⇒Q′ for some Q′, and P ′ R Q′;
6. If P
(x˜)aA−−−−→P ′, then Q(y˜)aB=⇒ Q′ for some y˜, B,Q′. And for a process E[X] of the form c.(X+d), where c, d are
fresh names, it holds that (x˜)(E[A]|P ′) R (y˜)(E[B]|Q′).
And vice versa.
Now the hierarchy ≈k (k < ω is an ordinal) can be defined as (λ is a transfinite ordinal):
≈0 = Pr20
≈k+1 = F(≈k)
≈λ = ⋂k<λ ≈k
The relation ≈k can be extended to open processes in the usual fashion.
Based on the definition above, we have the following two important propositions.
Proposition 1 (F properties). Suppose 2Pr20 is a complete lattice with the order of set inclusion on it. Then
the following properties hold:
1. F is monotone. That is If k < k′, then ≈k′ ⊆ ≈k.
2. R is a bisimulation iff R ⊆ F(R);
3. If {Xi}i∈I is a codirected set, then F(
⋂
i∈I Xi) =
⋂
i∈I F(Xi);
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4. The greatest bisimulation ≈vll exists and it coincides with ≈ω. That is ≈ω = ≈vll.
Proof. The proof is of the traditional style like that in [19] [20] [1] [21]. As an example, we focus on 4 to show
that ≈ω = ≈vll. The existence of ≈ω is not hard.
“⊇”. By induction on the ordinal k < ω. When k = 0, it is obvious that ≈vll⊆≈0. Now suppose ≈vll⊆≈k, we
show that ≈vll⊆≈k+1. Suppose P ≈vll Q. We have the following analysis:
1. If P τ−→P ′, then Q=⇒Q′ for some Q′, and P ′ ≈vll Q′;
2. If P
a(x)−−−→P ′, then Qa(x)=⇒Q′ for some Q′, and P ′ ≈vll Q′;
3. If P ax−→P ′, then Q ax=⇒Q′ for some Q′, and P ′ ≈vll Q′;
4. If P
a(x)−−−→P ′, then Qa(x)=⇒Q′ for some Q′, and for all (closed) processes O1 and O2 such that O1 ≈vll O2,
(x)(O1|P ′) ≈vll (x)(O2|Q′).
5. If P
a(c)−−→P ′, where c is a fresh name, then Qa(c)=⇒Q′ for some Q′, and P ′ ≈vll Q′;
6. If P
(x˜)aA−−−−→P ′, then Q(y˜)aB=⇒ Q′ for some y˜, B,Q′. And for a process E[X] of the form c.(X+d), where c, d are
fresh names, it holds that (x˜)(E[A]|P ′) ≈vll (y˜)(E[B]|Q′).
This suffices to show that ≈vll⊆≈k+1, by induction hypothesis.
“⊆”. We show that ≈ω is a local linear variant bisimulation (through definition checking). Suppose P ≈ω Q,
then for every (k + 1) < ω, P ≈k+1 Q. Thus we have the analysis below:
1. If P τ−→P ′, then Q=⇒Q′ for some Q′, and P ′ ≈k Q′;
2. If P
a(x)−−−→P ′, then Qa(x)=⇒Q′ for some Q′, and P ′ ≈k Q′;
3. If P ax−→P ′, then Q ax=⇒Q′ for some Q′, and P ′ ≈k Q′;
4. If P
a(x)−−−→P ′, then Qa(x)=⇒Q′ for some Q′, and for all (closed) processes O1 and O2 such that O1 ≈k O2,
(x)(O1|P ′) ≈k (x)(O2|Q′).
5. If P
a(c)−−→P ′, where c is a fresh name, then Qa(c)=⇒Q′ for some Q′, and P ′ ≈k Q′;
6. If P
(x˜)aA−−−−→P ′, then Q(y˜)aB=⇒ Q′ for some y˜, B,Q′. And for a process E[X] of the form c.(X+d), where c, d are
fresh names, it holds that (x˜)(E[A]|P ′) ≈k (y˜)(E[B]|Q′).
In any case, P can be matched by Q, and it holds for every k+1. By this and a standard argument on ordinals,
we conclude that ≈ω is a local linear variant bisimulation.
Another is on the congruence property of ≈k.
Proposition 2 (Congruence of ≈k). The relation ≈k (k ≤ ω) is a congruence with respect to all the operators
in the calculus except the choice operator. That is, suppose Pi ≈k Qi (i = 1, 2) and P ≈k Q, then
τ.P ≈k τ.Q
c(x).P ≈k c(x).Q, cx.P ≈k cx.Q
c(X).P ≈k c(X).Q, cP1.P2 ≈k cQ1.Q2
(x)P ≈k (x)Q
P1|P2 ≈k Q1|Q2
Proof. Routine check using similar approach to that in the proof of the congruence of ≈vll.
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